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Sports

Pigskin Prewiew 988
The local high school and college football teams set
themselves for an exciting and challenging season
See Special Section

Mtierray Ledger & Times
VOLUME 109 NO. 200

— News In Brief
Calloway among counties listed
as contiguous disaster areas
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The U.S. Department of Agriculture
has designated 15 Kentucky counties as contiguous disaster areas, it
was announced.
Under the designation, farmers in the affected counties are eligible
to apply to the Farmers Homes Administration for emergency loan
assistance, according to a news release Monday from U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky., and U.S. Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers, R-5th
District.
The counties are Allen, Bell, Calloway, Christian, Clinton,
Cumberland, Graves, Logan, McCreary, Monroe, Simpson, Todd,
Trigg, Wayne and Whitley.

Invitations being sent out for
reception scheduled for Adams

Americo's Retirement Choice

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 23, 1988

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Legislators and Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson are establishing their
positions in the negotiations
leading up to the special session
now due in January.
Wilkinson said Monday he does
not intend to include the subject of
taxes on the agenda of the session,
though he acknowledged that one
of the unanswered questions is
how to pay for school reform.

Legislative leaders said Wilkinson will have to accept some of the
initiatives begun in 1985 if he expects to win approval of his own
education plan.
Wilkinson said education reform
and financing education are "two
entirely separate questions."
"I am not willing to consider
throwing more money at the same
old stuff," Wilkinson said. "After
we determine to restructure

schools and get in a situation
where we can improve, I am
receptive to putting more money
into that system so we can improve them."
He said the administration will
prepare a policy paper on school
finance that will cover everything
from the minimum foundation
program to local financial effort
for education.
Wilkinson said it was important

I need this class

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

WARSAW, Poland — Communist authorities announced extraordinary police measures in three strike-bound provinces and order
troops to secure major plants, saying the 20 strikes that have sprung
up in a week threaten anarchy. Strikers fear a police crackdown.
WASHINGTON — Republican leaders are trying to dismiss the flap
over vice presidential nominee Dan Quayle as "much ado about
nothing," but many are questioning whether George Bush made the
best possible choice for a running mate.
SANTA BARBARA,Calif. — The White House is trying to take partial credit for landmark trade legislation, even though President
Reagan vetoed it once and Democratic vice presidential nominee
Lloyd Bentsen says the administration resisted the plan "every inch
of the way."
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 530 p.m. Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6p.m.
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — 8 a.m. 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday.

A

Tonight: Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of evening
thunderstorms. Low in the upper 608.
Wednesday: Partly cloudy
and warm with a high in the upper 80s.
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for mostly fair conditions
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that the session take place in
January so there would be enough
time to implement new programs
during the 1989-90 school year.
"We simply cannot afford to
graduate another class of kids that
started under a bad system,"
Wilkinson said.
Leading lawmakers said Wilkinson may have been hasty in his
(Cont'd on page 2)

Chamber backs
partnership of
businesses and
local schools

Gable: Quayle controversy to help
GOP; Democrat official disagrees

Elsewhere...

35 CENTS

Wilkinson says money not on session agenda

A reception will be held Aug. 30 for Anne Adams, the new public
relations director for the Mayor's Task Force on the Rand McNally
Retirement Designation.
Adams, officially took office Aug. 1, and has since been working on
a marketing plan with Jack Guthrie and Associates of Louisville.
Invitations are being sent for the reception, which will be from 4:30
to 6:30 p.m. next Tuesday.
Adams plans to speak about half way through the reception about
how Rand-McNally's No. 1 retirement designation has effected Murray so far and what the marketing effort hopes to accomplish.
"We're selling Murray as a good place to live," Adams said, not as
just a retirement community.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Officials of the state Republican and
Democratic parties differ over the impact in Kentucky of the controversy surrounding GOP vice presidential candidate Dan Quayle.
Robert Gable, chairman of the Kentucky GOP, said the controversy is backfiring and will help the Republican presidential ticket in
Kentucky.
But Tim Connolly, political director of the Kentucky Democratic
Party, said he thought the controversy would help the Democratic
presidential ticket in Kentucky.
During the past week, Quayle's candidacy has been dominated by
controversy over whether Quayle, a pro-military conservative, pulled strings to enter the National Guard in.1969 as his college draft
deferment was about to end.
Gable said in a telephone interview from his Lexington office Monday that any number of Kentuckians joined the Navy rather than be
drafted into the Army in the past 40 years.
"Are we saying they're draft-dodgers, too?" Gable said. "All
through our history ... there have been various options," which included being drafted, joining the National Guard, the Navy or the
Marine Corps.
"I think this continuing business is insulting to all of those people by
the inference of it calling them all draft-dodgers," Gable said. "And I
suspect that if it continues, we will probably end up getting some
votes that we don't always see as Republicans."
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Freshman Amy Grayhill, an education major from Winchester, seeks advice from Wadi Mahfoud, professor
of mathematics, concerning her class schedule during registration Monday at Murray State University.
Registration continues today with classes beginning on campus Wednesday.
Staff photo by Sean Wilson

By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
At their monthly session on
Monday, the Murray-Callowas:
County Chamber of Commerc,
Board of Directors voted to er
dorse a business-education partnership in which the chamber
would serve as a "clearing house
between local businesses and city
and county schools.
Jean Bennett, community
resource coordinator for the Murray Independent School System,
said the partnership would be a
cooperative effort of at least a
year's duration between a school
and a business or community
group.
"It is a complex age to send kids
out prepared," she said, adding
that the schools need businesses to
give them ideas of what they want
to see in graduates.
Calloway County Schools
Superintendent Jack Rose told the
directors that the chamber would
(Cont'd on page 2)

Judge orders escapees extradited to Kentucky
EL PASO, Texas (AP) — Two
Kentucky prison escapees plan to
appeal a Texas judge's extradition
order by contending their arrests
and deportation from Mexico were
illegal, attorneys said.
Criminal Magistrate Scott
Segall ruled Monday that it was irrelevant whether Derek Quintero

and James Blanton were arrested
illegally when they were picked up
July 9 in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico.
"How somebody lands in Texas,
no matter how illegal, has no bearing on an extradition request by
another state," Segall said, and
ordered the men sent to Kentucky.
But the fugitives' attorneys said

they would appeal Segall's ruling
within 20 days to the 8th Court of
Appeals. Meantime, the men will
remain in the El Paso County jail
without bond.
Quintero's court-appointed attorney, Rod Ponton, and Blanton's
court-appointed attorney, Ballard
Shapleigh, contend that

authorities broke numerous laws
when arresting the med.
They say Quintero and Blanton
were arrested without a warrant
by Mexican federal judicial police
and U.S. FBI agents working jointly, that the United States did not
(Cont'd on page 2)

Latest poll shows Dukakis
leading Bush in Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Michael Dukakis held a 12-point
lead over George Bush in Kentucky in a statewide poll.
The poll, released Monday by
Wilkerson & Associates, showed
that 46 percent of the likely voters
supported Dukakis, 34 percent
backed Bush and 20 percent were
undecided about the presidential
race.
The telephone poll involved 1,008

PORTSMOUTH, Ohio(AP) — A
senator from Kentucky and a congressman from Ohio are- leading
an effort to shore up the faltering
U.S. uranium industry and save
3,300 jobs at uranium-enrichment
plants operated at Paducah and
Piketon, Ky.
U.S. Sen. Wendell H. Ford, DKy., and U.S. Rep. Bob McEwen,
R-Ohio, have both made suggestions for revitalizing the government's uranium-enrichment
effort.

registered voters statewide who
said they intended to vote in
November and was conducted between July 26 and Aug. 11, prior to
the opening of the Republican
convention.
Tom Wilkerson, president of the
Louisville-based marketing and
research firm, said that while
Dukakis, the Democratic
nominee, led in this state, the race
was far from over.
"It remains to be seen how the
addition of Senator (Dan) Quayle
to the ticket will impact on the
voters in Kentucky," Wilkerson
said in the release.
He said that despite negative
publicity over the Indiana
senator's military service, "the
conservative attitude of many
voters here, plus Quayle's existing
name recognition, and his probable appeal to younger voters
and females, he has the potential
to be a real boost to Bush in
Kentucky."
The poll showed that Dukakis
received his highest levels of support from blacks (57 percent);
union households (55 precent);
and Catholics (53 percent).
Wilkerson noted that 33 percent
of the black vote was undecided
and said "the importance of Jesse

(Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)

Ford, McEwen
leading efforts
to shore up
industry, jobs

James Lassiter of Murray Nissan-Chrysler-Dodge, left, poses with Bobby Fike and Cliff Finney of the Rizpah Shrine Temple in Madisonville.
Murray Nissan will give a vehicle to the first golfer to score a hole-in-one
on the 17th hole of the Murray Country Club Sunday during the final
round of the Murray Shriners Club Invitational Golf Tournament. The
hole is a 190-yard, par-3. Fike is the tournament chairman
and
ceremonial master of the Temple. Finney is the chief rabban. Fike asks
that anyone who knows of a burned or crippled child, please contact
a
Shriner for help.
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Memorial service planned for Wassom
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP ) scheduled for 10
a.m
— A public memorial service for
Wass= is to be buried at ArlBrig. Gen. Herbert M. Wassom
ington National Cemetery with full
will be held Thursday at the Cenmilitary honors, the statement
tral Post Chapel at Fort Campbell. said.
A Herbert M. Wassom ScholarWassom died in a plane crash
ship Fund for Western Kentucky
that killed Pakistan President
University also has been establishMohammed Zia Ul-Haq and U.S.
ed in care of—the College Heights Ambassador Arnold L.
Raphel last
Foundation, according to a stateweek.
ment issued by the military base
A native of Rockwood, Tenn.,
today.
Wassom was a graduate Of
Wassom's last position at Fort Western Kentuc
ky University in
Campbell was that of assistant 1961. He also
lettered for the
division commander of the 101st Hilltopper football
team for three
Airborne Division (Air Assault).
years and was its captain in 1960.
The memorial service is
Wassom, 49, also gained his

Chamber...
(()ard from page I)
be expected to assign someone to
work with the project part-time at
the chamber's expense.
City schools superintendent
Robert Jeffrey was also present to
express his support for the
project.
Chamber executive vice president Steve Zea said, "Everyone is
ping to win from this project."
Bennett said that those involved
with the project will attend a training academy.
In other new business, Zea told
the directors it is no accident that
tour buses are showing up in,Murray lately. He said the Murray
Tourism Commission has been
working for over a year to get a
piece of the $2 billion-a-year
Industry.
With the buses carrying in about
40 people, Zea estimated that to be
$3,500 spent in the community for
each bus load.
In other announcements, Jim
Carpenter from the Playhouse in
the Park, told the directors that
the theater's nearly $125,000 captial campaign to obtain central
heat and air should begin in the
middle of September. The
chamber has voted to support the
effort.
Other announcements included:
• The Van Dresser Corp. is still
scheduled to begin production in
the Industrial Park in the first
quarter of 1989 with "the highest
state-of-the-art plant anywhere in

the world," according to Steve
Zea.
• The new Chamber of Commerce Directory is nearing completion with over 650 entries and
an upgraded style.

commission after going through
the ROTC at the Bowling Green
school.
After entering the service,
Wassom spent several tours of duty at Fort Campbell. Wassom left
Fort Campbell in July 1987 to
assume his post as chief U.S.
defense representative to
Pakistan.
His wife, the former Judy
Phillips of Henderson. Ky., was
with Wassom in Pakistan but was
not along on the ftrip, according to
family friends. The couple's two
children still live in Bowling
Green

Fire-rescue squad
answers two calls
for assistance

• The Existing Industry Appreciation Dinner will be Sept. 1 at
the Executive Inn, Paducah.
Tickets are available at the
chamber.
• The Business Committee for
the Arts raised over $3,000 at their
annual arts and crafts festival
with over 13,500 in attendance for
two days.
• Several local industries will be
honored at the Governor's Exposition in Louisville on Sept. 22-23, including Ryan Milk, Vanderbilt
Chemical, Fisher-Price, Murray
Mold and Dye, Murray Fabrics,
and Van Dresser.

The Calloway County FireRescue Squad responded to two
calls recently. On Saturday, the
squad answered a call to a structure fire at 6:43 p.m. off Kentucky
94 East on the Holland Road near
Anderson Shores.
A two-story wood frame dwelling, calmed by Emma Spann, was
engulfed with flames upon arrival,
according to Mike Sykes, information official.
The house was a total loss, he
said. Three units and seven men
were on the scene for approximately 11/2 hours.
There was no one home at the
time of the blaze, which was
reported by a neighbor.
The squad also responded to a
structure fire at 10:06 a.m. Monday on Kentucky 1824, just off U.S.
641 North.
An investigation is being conA one-story brick home owned
ducted by the C,allway County by Obi d Burkeen received conSheriff's Department into a siderable fire, smoke and water
weekend theft at a new Pashcall damage, but the contents and the
Truck Lines lot located in U.S. 641 structure were saved, accordi
ng
North.
to Sykes.
Deputy Dan Bazzell said that apThree units and seven men on
proximately 20 trucks had been the scene for approximately four
entered but a complete list of hours were assisted by the Hardin
items taken is not yet available. Fire Department and the Fire
Some tires, however, and products Marshal, Sykes added.
from Fisher-Price will be included
Don Scott was the occupant of
on the list, he said.
the house.

Local theft
under scrutiny
by sheriffs

It's OK to Hide Your Face!
(But, we mus
t have your help NOW)

Industry,jobs...

Poll...
(Coard from page I)
Jackson's role in helping to convert MIA group of voters is quite
clear. He has the ability to really
help the Democratic came in
Kentucky."
While Bush attracted only 34
percent of the vote, he does have
the backing of two-thirds of the
Republicans and one out of five
Democrats, the poll reported.
"Mr. Bush at this time seems to
lack the ability that President
Reagan had to attract the crossover vote," Wilkerson said. "If he
expects to carry Kentucky again
for the Republicans, he must find
a way to increase his appeal
among this group of Democrats."
"We can be 90 percent certain
that the responses in this survey
differ no more than 2.6 percentage
points in either direction from
what would have been obtained by
interviewing every qualified
respondent in the same way," the
survey said.

Escapees...
(Cont'd from page I)
formally request extradition ana
that neither fugitive was allowed a
deportation hearing in Mexico.
Those procedures violated Mexican and U.S. law, the extradition
treaty between the two countries
and the charters of the United Nations and the Organization of
American States, Ponton and
Shapleigh contend.
But Segall agreed with the assistant district attorney Kevin E.
Shannon, who said, "It's the
state's position that the Fourth
Amendment stops at the river."
The Fourth Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution protects people
from unreasonable searches,
seizures and arrests.
Segall said during the hearing
that even if he did find the arrests
Wegal, his action would have no
effect.
"I can't ship them to Mexico,"
he said. "I can't give them a writ
of protection to keep them from
being arrested as soon as they hit
the door. It would be futile."
Ponton suggested the two men
— who are challenging extradition
for fear of being treated badly by
authorities in Kentucky — could
serve the remainder of their
substantial sentences in El Paso.
"I don't want to pay for them,"
Segall said.
Quintero, Blanton ind six others
escaped June 16 from the Kentucky State Penitentiary maximum security prison in EddyvWe, Ky.
Blanton, 29, of Farler, Ky., was
serving a 48-year murder
sentence. Quintero, 26, of
Clarksville, Tenn., was serving 37
years for robbery and kidnapping.
A third prisoner, Billy Hall, was
arrested July 6 in downtown El
Paso and did not contest
extradition.

((oard from page 1)
Ford's plan calls for separating
the industry from the U.S. Department of Energy and making it a
government-owned corporation
under an administrator appointed
by the president and confirmed by
the Senate.
McEwen is urging DOE to
locate a new uranium-enrichment
laser process — expected to be
ready for operations by the
mid-1990e — at the DOE's abandoned $2.8 billion Gas Centrifuge
Enrichment Plant at Piketon.
The centrifuge plant is located
near the Piketon gaseous-diffusion
plant, operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems Inc. under contract with the DOE. The older
plant has been in operation nearly
35 years and currently employs
about 2,100 people. It turns out
enriched uranium for utility plants
and for the U.S. military, and is
capable of making weapons-grade
uranium for nuclear warheads.
The uranium-enrichment plant
at Paducah employs about 1,200
people. It is involved chiefly in
producing uranium for shipment
to the Ohio plant for enrichment in
its gaseous-diffusion process.
A third uranium-enrichment
plant operated by DOE under contract is at Oak Ridge, Tenn. It is
currently out of production.
The U.S. spent about $4 billion
on the newer centrifuge plant at
Piketon, referred to as GCEP,
before abandoning it about five
years ago in light of overproduction for the U.S.'s shrinking
share of the world market.
McEwen said the abandoned
plant could easily be used to accommodate the new $1.4 billion
Advanced Vapor Laser Isotope

Wilkinson...
(Cont'd from page 1)
surprise announcement late last
week that he would summon them
to the Capitol in January.
"I felt there needed to be a great
deal of groundwork before a session was called," said Rep. Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green, the
majority caucus chairman in the
House. "The groundwork has not
been done."
House Speaker Don Blandford,
D-Philpot, said that some of his
colleagues were upset with what
seemed to be a message from
Wilkinson on Friday that the only
topic for consideration during a
special session would be the
governor's education plan.
Blandford said that during
earlier negotiations with Wilkinson aides, there seemed to be an
understanding that there was
room for compromise on actual
legislation.
Wilkinson's program calls for
much more freedom for individual
schools to begin new programs
and financial incentives to the
schools that improve. A system of
21 benchmark schools would be

Separation technology.
"This lathe premier location for
the AVLIS site," McEwen wrote in
a letter to U.S. Department of
Energy Secretary John
Herrington.
McEwen said the AVLIS
technology is doubly important to
the Piketon plant in that it could
very likely be a replacement for
existing lobs at the gaseousdiffusion plant.
"The DOE uranium-enrichment
enterprise is on the brink of
disaster," Ford said last week.
"The DOE business, as organized
under the present law, is operated
like a monopoly, but in fact it is
now involved in a highly competitive international business environment and really has no
monopoly whatsoever."
Ford also said DOE is in danger
of losing much of its domestic
electric-utility market.
The Ohio Valley Regional
Development Commission in Portsmouth approved a resolution
Thursday to support Ford's bill to
establish a government corporation to manage the nation's
uranium-enrichment enterprise.

First-degree
mischief charge
against James
now dropped
A charge of first-degree
criminal mischief has been dropped against Roger Dwain James,
25, No. 2 Dill's Trailer Court, according to a spokesperson for the
Murray Police Department.
According to an article in Monday's edition of the Ledger &
Times, the charge against James
was filed in connection with a
domestic incident on Saturday.

created to serve as working
laboratories for new ideas.
Those ideas were floated during
the 1988 regular session but failed
to gain legislative approval.
"I don't think the votes are there
for that," Blandford said. "They
weren't there during the session,
and I don't see that much has
changed."
Richards said there is very little
chance of Wilkinson getting approval for his ideas without some
acknowledgement of efforts for
education taken in the 1985 special
session, such as smaller class
sizes, higher teacher pay and
more money for the poorest school
districts.
"I think there's very little
chance of passing the governor's
program without passing some of
the education reforms of 1985 that
have not been finalized," Richards
said.
Wilkinson sounded a more conciliatory tone Monday.
"There is general agreement on
most things," Wilkinson said. "All
of us want the same thing. It's just
a question of how we get there. I
think there are not as many differences as some would like to
believe."

VEHICLE WINDOW TINTING ALLOWE
D BY LAW

We understand. It is unfortunate that
there are
those who would use it against you for
openly
supporting an issue that will hzi - e such a
positive
economic impact on Murr
But, we do
understand.

REAR WINDOW
may be non-transparent if
vehicle has rear-view mirrors
on both sides.
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We're on a roll and our movement contin
ues
to receive broad-based community suppor
t.
Please help us keep the ball rolling and tak
e us
to victory on Sept. 27th.
SEND YOUR CASH or CHECK DONATION TO:
The Committee for a Progressive Murray
P.O. Box 2206, University Station
Murray, Ky. 42071
Personal Donations Of Up To '100 Are Tax
Deductible

ANTE WE

Committee For A Progressive Murray
Ed Hudgins. Treasurer
1

FRONT SIDE WINDOWS
allows transparent tinting
that does not alter windows
color and transmits 35% of
visible light range

REAR SIDES AND BACK WINDOW
allows tinting that does not alter
windows color and transmits 18% of
visible light range. (Note exception
above for rear window)

This law became effective July 15,1988. Durin
g the six (6) month
period following this date warnings will be
given. After the six month
period, citations will be issued and a $100
fine may be imposed for
each occurence. All percentages indicated are
subject to a tolerance of
+ or — 3%.
Tinting installed after July 15, 1988 requir
es a label on the left
door jamb stating that the material compli
es with KRS 189.110. The
law does not apply to vehicles registered
in other states, nor does it
apply to factory tinting meeting federal standa
rds.
A PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE FROM THIS NEWSP
APER
AND THE KENTUCKY STATE POLICE
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Rating TV ads helps to pass the time when you re poorly
-I've been "laid up" for a few
days. A somewhat puzzling and
persistent fever has had me down.
Doctor's orders: antibiotics and
bed rest. Thank the Lord, though,
for television. How did we get
along without it to pass the time at
times like this when we didn't
have it?
I've watched a lot of baseball,
also pro football, tennis, and, of
course, my favorite of the sports,
golf. I wish I had a nickel, though,
for each of the commercials. I
counted 23 commercials on one
30-minute newscast — each 30
seconds long. That's more than a
third of the 30-minute news time.

brand of golf ball. Three smartly
dressed golfers are on a tee, apparently, getting ready to start a
round.

Some commercials are good,
though, entertaining, humorous
and clever, while some, equally as
good, can be real tear jerkers if
you'll let 'em. Others, we must admit, leave much to be desired.
• • •

One of my favorites promotes a

Nearby stands a little boy. He
wants to play with the men, to
round out their foursome. His shirt
tail is out. He's chewing gum. One
sock is down, the other Alit about.
He has only a few clubs in the
small bag he has on his shoulder.
He's wearing sneakers.
"Need a fourth?" he asks. At
first, the men shake their heads.
Then one suggests they let the
youngster join them.
Then the camera shifts to the

Letters To The Editor

Jones says alcohol should be hard to get
Dear Editor:
It is a well known fact, that there
is alcohol in Murray, but it is illegal. Why make it easier to get?
The wet league is placing ads in
the paper stating, What We Stand
For. We know what they stand for.
If anyone thinks they have to
have alcoholic beverages, then I
say, make it as hard as possible
for them to get it.
I am going to tell you a few

facts. I have been Matron of
Calloway County Jail for 20 years,
since my husband has been jailer.
Alcohol related charges is 90
percent of the jail population. I only wish it could be possible, for
some of you people, who think you
are having fun drinking, could be
at the county jail just one night,
and see the ones who have gone
too far to turn back, and
remember, IT COULD BE YOU,
when it is too late for you to turn
back. Or should I say, "Before you
become an alcoholic?" Drinking
does not just concern the drinker.
Dear Editor:
It concerns the family members,
The attempt by some elements as well as the entire county. We
of Murray to vote into existance are all endangering our lives, each
the right to sell/purchase liquor is and everytime we get in ottt cars
of great importance to our family. and get out on the road.
We moved to Murray from Austin,
There have been days, and
Texas, by way of a one year stay in especially nights, that boys and
Richmond. and we know what it is girls have been brought to jail,
to live in a "wet" area. We know just plain drunk. Some of them
what it's like to be confronted by were young enough to cry and beg
drunk drivers day or night; to for their parents.
read daily of someone who lost
We have also had parents come
loved ones to a drunk driver. We from far away states, to post
know what it's like to avoid certain bonds for their college student
parts of town because of the public children. And then leave with
drunkenness around the bars.
broken hearts.
One of the arguments for going
We have had men and women
"wet" is to attract better brought to the jail up to 80 years of
restaurants. Well, I can tell you in age. We have had mothers and
my opinion that it hasn't attracted daughters, fathers and sons,
any different kinds of restaurants
to Richmond, Ky., .a town larger
than Murray.
I like Murray. I would like to
see the town progress, but liquor Dear Editor:
After reading the ad "What We
has never brought progress to any
locale. Liquor has brought many Stand For," I feel I must in part
problems to Richmond, Ky.; I rebut the positions talfen by the
know that from experience. "Committee for a Progressive
Hopefully, Murray will avoid Murray." I have lived in both
those problems and vote to remain "wet" and "dry" communities,
and I feel there is no way that I
"dry" on September 27th.
could possibly recommend that
Anita Webb
Murray vote wet.
Route 4, Box 334
1. NEW JOBS. The "wet" comMurray, Ky.
mittee would have us believe that
legal alcohol is the sole reason
why Bowling Green attracted
more new businesses than Murray. They must be reminded that
Dear Editor:
Bowling Green has a much larger
One of my sons is a policeman in population than we — thus a
Rolla, Missouri, a city very much greater labor force available; it is
like Murray. It is about the same on a major north-south interstate
size and, like Murray, it has a (1-65) and has reasonable east-7
university. But, unlike Murray, it west routes too; it is much nearer
Is wet.
an air hub (Nashville) than MurHaving been located there for ray; and it has a state university
almost five years, my son has had and a very large vocational school
several experiences with the bars to train workers.
and honky-tonks. The police are
Of course, if you want to add
called out frequently to stop fights more police, sanitation workers,
in these places. After a ball game and jailers, vote "yes." Don't
the fans of the victorious team go count on license fees to cover all
to these dives to celebrate while the costs of these new positions,
the fans of the losing team go there and don't worry about housing the
to drown their sorrows. Is this additional jail inmates or the court
what we want in Murray?
costs and personnel needed to hanFor some 50 years we have been dle the additional case load
spared these experiences. I hope
brought on by alcohol abuse.
and pray that the good citizens of
2 .CHOICEOF
our city will carefully think
RESTAURANTS. Murray curthrough this decision and I know if rently has more than 20
we do, we will remain as we are —
restaurants with another under
a dry and decent city.
constriction. Can we support and
I urge every voter in Murray to
afford more? Which ones would
be truly progressive and vote NO
have to fail so that you could have
on September 27.
legal alcohol in new restaurants?
Sincerely,
3. FREEDOM OF CHOICE.
Jack Jones
Freedom of choice is already
207 Poplar St.
available. Liquor is legal within
Murray, Ky.
each home until it creates a public

Resident likes city
without legal sale

brothers, husbands and wives in
jail at the same time. One would
be charged with D.U.I. Ad the
other one P.I. I asked one mother
that I knew, how she felt, spending
the night in jail with her daughter.
She said, "Oh, Maybelle, it's
awful." And, it really is pathetic.
I have watched officers lead
people to their cars, to transport
them to the State Prison because
they have taken the life of another
while under the influence oi
alcohol. They probably were not
murderers at heart, but their lives
are being wasted away in prison
because of alcohol. Some of them
have attempted suicide while they
were drunk, not after they became
sober.
Yes, thank God, Calloway County has been dry, through all of my
husbands tenure as jailer. Do the
people of Murray think it should be
made worse? I do not believe so.
At least, we do not see drunks
staggering around, and falling on
the streets and sidewalks.
Last, but certainly not the least,
pick up your Bible, if you have
one, and read Corinthians I,
Chapter 6, and verse 10.
Sincerely,
Maybelle Jones
Rt. 2, Box 219
Hazel, Ky.

boy as he prepares to hit his drive.
The shaft of his old driver is bound
to its clubhead with friction tape.
He blows a big bubble of gum as he
addresses his ball. This brings
amused smiles to the faces of the
three men.
Then, with a smooth, beautiful
swing, the boy drives his ball down
the fairway as the expressions on
the men's faces change to surprise
and disbelief.
The youngster's ball is then
shown bouncing well past the
three hit by the men. He had easily
outdriven them all. You get the
impression he goes on to beat
them like a drum.
Then you see the name of the
ball he hit, and you are assured
your game will improve if you,
too, play it. I like that
commercial.
• • •
Some of the beer commercials
simply are great. They should be.
They cost enough to produce —
thousands of dollars each. First it
is one company and then another
with the most popular viewed.
I don't drink the stuff, and can't
stand the smell of it, but I must admit: I find most beer commercials
real attention-getters.
One of my favorites is a "Bud
Light" commerical. It pictures a
prehistoric caveman — bearded
and clothed in animal furs —
scampering over huge boulders.
He is caring and protecting a tiny
flame in some sort of swinging
lamp.
He is shown running across
miles of swampy marshy land,
then climbing over huge rocks
again. Finally, he reaches a cave
where he is warmly greeted by
others dressed like himself. Proudly, he runs up to the head man, a
big fellow with foot-long horns protruding from his furry headpiece.
The exhausted runner offers
him the flame in its lamp-like container."I said 'Bud Light,— snarls
the big man. And that's it, but the
whole Idea is a clever one.
• • •

Another, which I think is a real

attention getter, advertises Bugle
Boy jeans. It's near sundown out
west on one of those long, open
stretches of highway. A handsome, young man is hitch-hiking
as a black, racy car comes roaring
up and streaks past, its windows
dark.
Suddenly, the car brakes to a
sliding halt. It backs up to where
the handsome young hitch-hiker is
standing. The darkened window on
the passenger side slips down to
reveal a beautiful girl at the
wheel.
You think she is going to offer
the young man a ride, but instead
she asks, "Are those Bugle Boy
jeans you're wearing?" "Yes,"
the young man smiles, bending
over to see into the car. "These
are Bugle Boy jeans." "Thank
you," says the pretty girl, and up
glides the darkened window before
the car roars away into the
distance. The young man
straightens up and resumes his
hitch-hiking pose.
You can't believe she'd leave
him stranded like that, but you do
remember the name of the jeans
— Bugle Boy. I had never heard of
Bugle Boy jeans, but jeans are
jeans. I've never been very brand
conscious anyway.
• • •
There are a lot of beautifullydone commericals — the good old
Bartle & James wine cooler ads
that every Tom, Dick and Harry
tries so to imitate; the telephone
commericals — the soldier surprising his mother upon his return
home and the sister getting her
two feuding brothers to talk to one
another, and others.
There are some, though, which,
in my opinion, are so sorry they
are bound to be embarrassing to
the folks in them. The sorriest of
the lot is the one with "Old
Bedroom Bob" selling waterbeds.
That'll almost make you toss your
cookies.
Another cookie tosser is the one
where some fellow dresses up like
he thinks Mark Twain dressed and
croaks out a promotional pitch — I

don't recall about just what —
much like he thinks Mark Twain
would have croaked it.
There was another — although I
haven't seen it of late — which had
a couple fellows selling threewheelers with the same format
and homespun banter as the
copied Bartle & James wine cooler
ads. You can't help but resent stuff
like that.
And, no list of sorry TV commercials would be complete
without those kids at Mayfield who
promote recreational vehicles
(RVs), house trailers and popup
campers. Some St. Louis friends
of ours saw one of those and howled. Often they ask if we still see
them.
• • •
But, everyone has his or her own
likes and dislikes, and that applies
to TV commercials as well.
A fellow is exposed to a lot of
them, though, when he's "laid
up," and just naturally finds
himself rating them — some
great, some good, some fair and
some just plain lousy.
It also helps to pass the time.

Committee's claims refuted

Vote of 'no' urged
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nuisance. If a person wants to
have alcohol with a meal, he can
go where it is legal.
4. UNSIGHTLY STORES AND
SIGNS.I fail to see this as a reason
to make alcoholic beverages legal.
Based on what you see in other
cities, it would easily be a reason
to vote against legalization.
5. PROTECT CHILDREN. This
a laudable aim, but again the
reasoning is twisted. Many legal
outlets make illegal sales, and it is
foolish to expect law enforcement
officials to catch every offender.
You would have to place a
policeman in every establishment
during every hour they were open.
Legalizing alcohol may give
children the erroneous idea that it
is acceptable to drink under any
circumstance. There is nothing to
keep children from using their
parents' stock of alcohol (in either
a wet or dry community) except
parental vigillance and education
about the substance and its use.
6. STREETS FREE OF
DRUNKS AND DEBRIS. You will
find litter in all the cities mentioned, but make a substance more
available and you will have more
— not less — debris and certainly
more drunks.
I can only say again that I have
lived in both kinds of communities. I have seen enough examples of the misuse of alcohol to
never again want to see the
degradation and mindlessness it
can cause. I urge all of you to
seriously consider what is at stake
during the election. With your vote
you must accept responsibility;
please vote NO.
Sincerely,
Alberta Chapman
209 Woodlawn Dr.
Murray, Ky.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
When modern democracy was
first coming of age in nineteenth.
century Britain, a number of
thinkers gave serious thought to
how it did or ought to work.
Among these was Sir James
Stephen (1829-1894), who wrote:
The way in which the man of
genius rules is by persuading
an efficient minority to
coerce an indifferent and
self-indulgent majority.
His analysis still rings true,
doesn't it/

IS YOUR WEIGHT
MAKING You SICK?
B

eing overweight can do more than just make you feel bad about
how you look. It can make you sick.
If you have health problems from being overweight, or if you've
been on diets before and lost hundreds of pounds — hundreds of
times — then you should consider Weight Control For Life! .
Weight Control For Life! is designed for people who need to lose 30
or more pounds. Closely monitored by a board-certified physician, the
program stresses modifications in lifestyle and eating habits that let
you lose weight safely and rapidly — and keep it off.
You can learn more about this successful weight loss program by
attending a free introductory meeting of Weight Control For Life!,
Thursday, September I from 7.30 to 830 p.m. in the Medical Arts
Building next to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Registration is limited, so
please call 753-1826 by
Tuesday, August 30 to preregister your attendance.
Don't let your weight make you
sick. Ask your doctor about Weight
Control For Life! or call us today
for more information.

Free
Introductory
Session!

\ 753-1826

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FOR LIFE!'
An affiliated service of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Medical Arts Building•300 South 8th Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071 •(502) 753-1826
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Babies, dismissals listed
Murray•Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Friday, Aug. 19. No
newborn admissions were listed.
Dismbesis
Mrs. Thelma L. Alexander and
baby girl, Rt. 3, Box 140,
Hickman; Andrew Scalf, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Murl J. Scalf,
Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Bessie P. Jones 500 South
Ninth St., Murray; William B.
White, 7333 E. Columbia Circle,
Hammond, Ind.; Frank Kodrnan,
1503 Glendale, Murray;
James G. Lowicz, 234 Austin St.,
Sarasota, Fla.; Harry L. Harris,
1608 N.W. 37th, Lawton, Okla.;
James E. Ahart, Box 28, Dover,
Tenn.;
Layton Engle, CrawfordsvWe,
Ind.; William R. Walton, Box 158,
Russell Springs; Willard Knott,
Rt. 1, Box 178, Dexter;
Hayden Vincent, Rt. 4, Box 9,
Fulton; Mrs. Lucy Farmer, 1608
Sycamore St, Murray; Mrs. Larne
Humphreys, Rt. 4, Box 129,
Murray;
Mrs. Emma L. Palmer, 711
Riley, Murray; Mrs. Lela A.
Coles, Rt. 7, Box 4, Murray; Keith
J Askins, 7108 E. Manslick,
Louisville;
Wayne Doran,909 Sycamore St.,
Murray; Firm41 Bucy, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, TAIL ; Mrs. Susie
Workman, Rt. 2, Box 208B.
Murray;
Stark Filmy (expired) Rt. 3,
Box 128, Benton; Mrs. Dellie
Crawford (expired) 1 105
Larkspur, Murray.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Aug. 20, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Crabtree baby boy, parents,
Kathy and Stephen, Rt. 3, Box 206,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sharon K. Riddle and baby
girl, Rt. 5, Mayfield; T.G. Shelton,
1709 Calloway Ave., Murray;
Charlie Snyder, Rt. 3, Box 144W,
Murray,
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Mrs. Jennifer D. Powell and
baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 221, Benton;
Mrs. Barbara Robertson, Rt. 2,
Box 25, Murray; Mrs. Sylvia Kennedy, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.;
Jason Stockwell, Box 1103, Murray; Mrs. Lola C. James. Box 388,
Murray; William Ratz, Rt. 1, Box
207E, New Concord;
Mrs. Debris Whitney, Box 48,
Benton; John McCuiston, Rt. 1,
Box 262A, Puryear, Tenn.; Ana
Tidwell, Rt. 1, Box 104, Sedalia;
Mrs. Judy Fortenberry, 919
Johnny Robertson Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Gladys Johnson, 601 Elm St,
Murray; Mrs. Carmen Shelton,
261 River's Ct., Murray;
Mrs. Alice Outland, 1009 Olive
St., Murray; William Carroll, Rt.
1, Box 285, Murray; Kyle Howard,
Rt. 1, Farmington.
---One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Aug.
21, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hardison baby girl, parents,
Leona and Gary, Rt. 1, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Vicki L. Hart, Rt. 3, Box
295B, Paris, Tenn.; Paul N. Reed,
Rt. 1, Box 252, Mayfield; Mrs. Linda Miller and baby boy, Rt. 5, Box
418, Murray;
Mrs. Dianne Dwilgan, Rt. 1,
Benton; Mrs. Kathryn Walker,
1602 Sunset, Murray; Jamie Britton, 622 Emery Rd., Louisville;
Robert E. Prescott, Rt. 3, Box
1002C, Murray;
Christopher Grogan, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Miss Meredith Watkins,
Rt. 4, Box 50-1, Paris, Tenn.; Gary
D. Taylor, Rt. 4, Box 123, Murray;
Mrs. Mary E. Holton, 109 North
10th St., Murray; Mrs. Allene T:
Barnhill, Rt. 2, Box 45B,
Buchanan, Tenn.; William H.
Ratliff, Rt. 1, Box 2431, New
Concord;
Howard Thorn (expired) Rt. 1,
Dexter; Chester Perry (expired)
200 Walnut St., Murray.

Tuesday, Aug.23
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star will have a
called meeting for an initiation at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
---Murray-Kentucky Lake Chapter
of American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP) will
meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
---Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
---Singles Organizational Society
will meet at Chamber of Commerce building at 7 p.m. For information call Pamela at 759-1105,
Paul at 759-4415 or Sarah at
753-0799.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call Mary
Smith, 753-9303.
---Cancer Support Group will meet
at 5 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
Information call 762-3383.
---Wednesday, Aug. 24
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be golf at 9 a.m.
and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
---Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m. with a
potluck luncheon to follow at end
of 18 holes.
---Prof. Leon P. Miller speak at

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

Wednesday, Aug.24
meeting of Youth Department of
St. John Missionary Baptist
Church at 6 p.m.
---Fall registration for Fall Story
Hours will be today at Calloway
Public Library. For information
call 753-2288.
---Murray Head Start Program
will hold registration from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. on first floor of Special
Education Building, Murray State
University, North 16th Street.
---A 55-Alive-Mature Driving Class
will be from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library. For information call 753-1760.
---Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
---Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Olympic Plaza, Murray, from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
---Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
---Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 2 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
Information call 762-3383.
---Classes, including evening
classes, will begin today at Murray State University. Absences
will be recorded.
---Fifth Business and Industrial
Machinery and Equipment Show
will be from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. at
Executive Inn, Paducah. Admission is free.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to

FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 24 1988
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Judgment is excellent regarding
career matters. Schedule interviews
with executives or begin new projects. Common sense is your ally
now. Gains are assured.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You'll be making plans now
regarding a child's schooling. Meet
with representatives about creative
endeavors. Travel and intellectual
pursuits are favored.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You get the green light to go ahead
with a domestic enterprise. Consult
with bankers about loans for property improvements or refinancing of a
mortgage.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Partners are in agreement about
the important issues that concern
them. You have the right words to
express your sentiments today.
Emphasize togetherness.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Income should pick up now. Efficiency marks your approach to job
interests. You're able to obtain the
facts and figures necessary for your
progress.

Captain D's.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
753-9385

Country

FISH DIN
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2-Piece ALL YOU
Fish Dinner CAN EAT!

49 399
Each Dinner Includes Two
Golden Brown Fish Fillets,
Natural Cut French Fries,
Creamy Cole Slaw And Two
Southern Style Hush Puppies

Coming events listed

Country Style Fresh Made
With Our Own Old Fashioned
Southern Style Corn Meal
Breading • Creamy Cole
Slaw • Your Choice White Or
Green Beans • Natural Cut
French Fries • Southern
Style Hush Puppies

Wednesday, Aug.24
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Basketmaking Workshop
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homepiace-1850; LBL Wildlife
at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.
---Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Youth Council
at6:15 p.m.; Prayer meeting,
Youth Bible Study, GAs and RAs
at 7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 8
p.m.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will incude
Covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m.
and Council on Ministries Planning Session at 5 p.m.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
p.m.; Klaymata Fellowship and
Prayer meeting at 6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
---Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club
super Dinner and Fall Round Up
at 5:30 p.m.; Parents meet for
Youth Club registration and Kids
meet for Phun Time at 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30
p.m.
---Ray Brownfield will talk about
his work at Oneida School at 7
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church. The Brotherhood will
serve watermelon.
---Thursday, Aug.25
Mrs. Clara Paschall will be
honored on her 97th birthday at a
reception from 5 to 7:30 p.m. at
home of Billy M. and Frances
Paschall. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
---Southern States Cooperative
Inc., will have its annual meeting
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County High
School.
---Calloway County Athletic

DATEBOOK

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
You'll reach an understanding with
a child. Creative work is also favored.
A heart-to-heart talk brings loved
ones closer together. You're articulate and persuasive.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
You'll want some time today to
catch up on reading and correspondence. You have good insights where
domestic interests are concerned.
Enjoy home life now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
CIE
Expect a lively exchange of ideas
with your friends. Participate in
group functions. Travel may be
indicated now or you'll hear some
important news from a distance.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
This is a good time to meet with
bosses about raises in salary or other
important career concerns. You're
able to express yourself to good
advantage. Others listen.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A
You may explore new mental
interests today or sign up for a course
of study. Meetings with lawyers,
agents and publishers are fortunate
now. You can sell yourself.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Talks in business may be of a
confidential nature today. Research
regarding investment possibilities is
favored. Concentration is good and
judgment is excellent.
PISCES
moo
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
maw
Through a social gathering you
may be introduced to someone who
will prove to be special. Couples will
enjoy a night out visiting with friends.

Wednesday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Wednesday, Aug. 24, at 7 p.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as
follows: Court 1 - Nancy Whitmer, Linda Salley, Alice Rouse and Judy
Mastera; Court 2 - Sharon Wells, Mug Rigsby, Kathy Kopperud and
Marilyn Germann; Court 3 - Ann Uddberg, Pat Seiber, Marion Posey
and Diane Buckingham.

IF BORN TODAY you are a person
who needs to keep busy to be happy.
Somewhat dramatic by nature, you'll
succeed in theatre and the arts. Avoid
a tendency to be expedient and take a
chance on the development of your
creative potential which is great.

Annual meeting and cleaning day of Hooper Cemetery will be Saturday, Aug. 27, starting at 8 a.m. The cemetery is located east of Murray
off Highway 732. All persons interested in the upkeep of the cemetery
are urged to attend, a spokesman said.

Local patients dismissed
Shannon Contri, Leroy Todd, Roy Howard and Jay Smith, all of Murray, have been released from Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Fern Terrace plans carnival
A carnival will be at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr.,
Murray, on Saturday, Aug. 27. Games will be played from 12 noon to 3
p.m. The games will include a checkers challenge, ring toss, ping pong
toss, toss-um, pick-a-lollipop, golf putt and others. Prizes will be awarded to winners. A magic act will be presented at 3 p.m. Admission is free,
according to Sonia G. Seale, activity coordinator.

Athletic Boosters will meet
Calloway County Athletic Boosters will hold its annual fall sports
kickoff on Thursday, Aug. 25, at 6 p.m. behind the school board office on
College Farm Road. Activities will include an introduction of coaches,
teams and cheerleaders, a pep rally for football game with Murray High
on Friday, and free watermelon, hot dogs and soft drinks. Booster Club
memberships and a limited number of tickets for football reserve seats
will be available. Each one should bring a lawn chair or blanket as
seating will not be provided.

Tennis play on Thursday
Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, Aug. 25, at 8 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows:
Court 1 - Sue Overbey, Carolyn Cunningham, Marilyn Adkins and
Jearmetta Williams; Court 2 - Peggy Billington, Shirley Homra,
Frances Hulse and Nancy Whitmer; Court 3 - Georgianna Moffitt,
Martha Andrus, Rainey Apperson and Brenda Marquardt.

Tennis play on Wednesday

Hooper Cemetery event Saturday
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Spaghetti
& Garlic Bread

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS
Extra Cheese
Plus 2 wpmss of your choice
on each pizza
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Dine In Or Pick Up Only
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Thursday, Aug.25
Boosters will hold lie annual fall
sports kickoff at 6 p.m behind the
school board office.
---Ladies' Stag Night will be at
Oaks Country Club with Sue Wells,
Isabel Parks and Erma Tuck in
charge.
---Compassionate Parent Support
Group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center.
For information call 753-3381.
---Department of Military Science
at Murray State University will
host a welcome back picnic and
new ROTC cadet swearing-in
ceremony at 4 p.m. at south end of
practice football field, behind Roy
Stewart Stadium.
---Fall registration for fall story
hours will be at Calloway Public
Library. For information call
753-2288.
---Murray Head Start Program
will hold registration from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on first floor of Special
Education Building, Murray State
University, North 16th Street.
---Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Education Building,
First United Methodist Church.
For information call Carol at
753-2596, Brenda at 753-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143.
---Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and Auxiliary
will meet at 7 p.m. at American
Legion Building.
---Golden Age Club is scheduled to
meet at 11:30 a.m. in social hall of
First United Methodist Church.
---Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
on court square in downtown Murray from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3
p.m.
---Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' building, Golf Course
Road, Benton. For information
call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
Information call 762-3383.
---"Some Like It Hot" will be
shown free at 7:30 p.m. in Curris
Center Theater, Murray State
University.
-- -Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Young Adult Class Dessert
meeting at 6:30 p.m. and Youth
Club Leaders at 7:30 p.m.
--- Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
a.m. and Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.
Legion of Mary will meet at 9:45
a.m. in Parish Center of St Leo's
Catholic Church.
---Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Buttermaking at 2:30 p.m.
and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
LBL Wildlife at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.
----
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Former novelty now necessary product
By ANDY LANG
regular lumber, the dimensions
AP NewsMatures
are those before the lumber is
Somewhat of a novelty years milled. That turns a 2-by-4 into 1%
ago, plywood has become a com- inches by 3% inches. All of thisis
mon, widely-used product for an important consideration in a
millions of do-it-yourselfers these project where the precise dimendays. Because it is available in sions are vital.
large sheets — the most usual beFor an interior job, yo$ should
ing 4 feet by 8 feet — it is suitable buy interior plywood. For an outfor all sorts of projects where side project, you need exterior
sizeable unbroken surfaces are plywood. And where the plywood
required.
will be under the ground or in
Plywood is not a synthetic. It is direct contact with water, a grade
real wood. Not solid wood, but called marine plywood is needed.
wood which has been manufac- The varieties of plywood are
tured into plywood by gluing almost endless. You can get it with
together thin sheets so that the facings of all kind — birch, walnut,
grains run at right angles to each oak, maple, mahogany, pine and
other. The result is added strength so on. You can get it with different
and durability.
kinds of outer designs simulating
If you have worked for a while almost anything you want. You
with regular lumber and then can get it in different grades and
decide to purchase plywood, you with one side good or both sides
will make a discovery. The stated
good. You can even get it for
dimensions of plywood are the ac- special purposes, such asthe
tual dimensions. A 4-by-8 sheet, underlayment type used under the
three-quarters of an inch thick is top layer of flooring.
really 4 feet by 8 inches and threeIf you walk into a lumber yard
quarters of an inch thick. With
and ask for a 4-by-8 sheet of

plywood without saying which
kind, the chances are you will get
fir plywood. It costs less than the
other types, yet is exceptionally
strong and resistant to warping,
shrinking and swelling. When you
et fir plywood, usually Douglas fir,
named after a Scottish botanist,
consider how it is to be finished.
Fir plywood has a kind of wild
grain that requires a sealer. There
are two types of sealer for this
wild-grain plywood. One is white,
intended for use on plywood that is
to be painted. The other is clear,
intended for plywood that is to be
given a final coat of a transparent
finish, such as varnish. Whichever
you buy and use, follow the instructions on the label of the
container.
Plywood has many advantages,
as you will find out when you begin
to use it, but you must follow certain fundamentals to get the best
results. One is in the cutting.
Everything depends on the kind of
saw you are using. If you use a
handsaw, the good side of the
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plywood should be face up as you
cut. The same thing is true when
you are using a stationary power
saw. Keep the good side up as you
cut. This method prevents the
good side from splintering. But
when you are using a portable circular or sabre saw, the good side
should be face down. With those
saws, any splintering that might
occur can be confined to the side
that will not show in the finished
project. The same thing is true
with drilling. Keep the good side
up and drill into the wood from
that side. What happens when both
sides of the plywood will show and
you do not want to risk splintering
of any kind? Place a backing piece
of wood on the side that might
splinter and then do your cutting
or drilling.
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information on a
variety of subjects in Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," which can be obtained
by sending $2 to this paper at Box
5, Teaneck, NJ 07666.)

Bagging plants key while on vacation
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Are you worried about keeping a
houseplant alive while you are
away on vacation?
Water it well, wrap it in a clear
plastic bag, tie it closed and place
It in northern light. It will stay
healthy up to a month. When you
return, untie the top and let the
plant adjust to room air for a day
or so before completely removing
the covering.
Here's another solution to a

THE ACES
BOBBY WOLFF
The third Epson Worldwide
Bridge Contest on June 3 attracted
about 85,000 players in almost 2,500
sites (94 countries), all playing the
same deals. The use of hands from
the past allowed an "instant scoring" format to be provided for each
deal. Thanks to computers and modern communications equipment, top
finishers were announced within a
short period. This year's worldwide
winners were two women from
Pennsylvania, Jan Horwitz of Butler and Barbara Norante of Renfrew. Here is an exciting deal from
the event.
At unfavorable vulnerability, it is
rare to try for a profitable sacrifice
against an opposing game. Nevertheless, Henry Baer of Dallas, never
one to go quietly, pushed on to four
spades, doubled by West.
The defense led three rounds of
hearts and Baer ruffed. A spade
went to West's ace, and West cashed
the diamond ace and exited with a
diamond. With four tricks already
lost, Baer could not afford to lose
another — a 500-point penalty
would be a very poor score.
Carefully Baer led dummy's
spade 10 to his jack and led his club
10 with a prayer. West covered with
the queen and dummy's ace won.
Baer then overtook dummy's trump
queen with his king and finessed another club while holding his breath.
The finesse won, and down 200
earned an above-average score.
NORTH
S-23•A
4 Q 102
V 10 7 3
•K 3
4A K 9 5 4
WEST
EAST
A
+985
V A 965
VKQJ8
•A Q J 9 4
•10 6 5 2
•Q J 2
+73
SOUTH
4K J 7 6 4 3
42
•8 7
•10 8 6
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: West
The bidding:
West
1•
4
Dbl.

North
Dbl.
Pass
Pass

East
1
Pass
Pass

South
2+
4+
Pass

pesky problem: When arranging
long-stemmed flowers in a widemouthed vase, crisscross strips of
cellophane tape across the top of
the vase and insert the stems into
the spaces between the tape.
These tips are two examples
among thousands in "Household
Hints and Handy Tips," published
recently by the Reader's Digest
Association.
According to general books
editor Norman Mack, the tips
have been tested and proven
workable as a condition of inclusion. "We scoured every hint we
could come up with. If we found a
good one, we felt we shouldn't
leave it out just because somebody
else published it." So the company
acquired the rights to use it.
As its title suggests, the book
tells in brief paragraphs how to do
almost anything around the house.
Subjects include managing paperwork and home chores indoors and
out, caring for children, pets and
belongings, decorating, entertaining and buying, storing and
preparing food.
Browsing through the onevolume compendium is a bit like
eating salted peanuts. It's hard to
stop once you get started; so ou
read on, learning how to clean a
chandelier without taking it down
by spraying it with liquid window
cleaner and letting it drip onto
newspaper you've spread below
the fixture. You find out how to
make a "window" on a windowless wall by hanging a mirror
directly opposite a real window;
how to create a dramatic

decorative effect by insetting an
area rug into wall-to-wall carpet
and then using the cut-out portion
of the carpet for the children's
room or basement.
Furnishing on a budget? Use an
old 6.6-foot paneledoor horizontally as aheadboardlbr a king-size
bed. (Attach the door to the wall
securely with L-brackets and
screws at each stud). Make an old
chair look new by draping it with a
,handpainted canvas drop-cloth or
a printed sheet. (Keep the fabric
on by buttoning it to the chair.)
It took about two years to produce the household hints volume,
plus a year or two more in shaping
the product, according to Mack.
The project was all in a year's
work for the staff of about 80,
many of whom personally tested
hints and tips. The tales of selfsacrifice this practice engendered
can in retrospect be quite funny.
For example, one editor kept putting his shoes stuffed with waterfilled plastic bags in the family
freezer. He wanted to see whether
this particular method of stretching shoes worked. It doesn't,
which is why the tip was not
published.
According to Mack, the public
appetite for practical guidance on
almost any subject you can think
of is one of the reasons why the
books the company publishes
routinely have large sales within
the first month of publication.
"Household Hints and Handy
Tips" sold 1.3 mlllion in the first
month after publication in June.
Reader's Digest claims to have
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FLOOR PLAN

ONE-STORY HOUSE features double curved
archways at the entrance. Inside, the foyer leads to the living room. The sleeping
wing contains three bedrooms. Plan HA1483A has 2,467 square feet. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped,self-addressed envelope — to architect
Jerold L Axelrod, 2500 New York Ave. Melville NY 11747.
THIS TRADITIONAL,

marketed over 330 million books
worldwide since 1963, mostly
through mail-order.
The idea for the book originated
in a brainstorming session. After
further development, a blurb
describing the project was sent to
4,000 consumers who rated their
degree of interest at the suggested
selling price.
Later, focus groups met all over
the country to offer opinions on
sample pages. Potential buyers
endorsed the idea for the book, but
said they were more interested in
practical household information,
and less so in food, decorating and
grooming.
Changes that occurred along the
way in response to consumer corn
ment included reworking the book
from a six-volume paperback set
packaged in a storage case to a
single volume. Even the title was
changed from an earlier incarnation as the Carolyn Davis Cope
Book.
Title research showed the word
cope was not a good one. It had
negative connotations.
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18 lb. CAPACITY
WASHER

$ ask spies
• 4-posillon water saver
seiector
•3 wasNspin speed
combinations
• Cobonlinen, delicates,
and permanent pres.
cycles
• Unbalanced load
compensator
• Easy.to-resch 1101 filler

i

8 cycitta for thorough
cleaning action

Now only

$299.00

'Magic Chef.

W'IT,

Inventory Reduction: Washers Starting at $225.00
Dryers at $239.00

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
;Nest to Cain's AMC Ject13)

Hwy. 641 N

759 1 505

Beautiful Bathrooms by...
alms from Murray Supply
AT SPECIAL PRICES

PROFESSIONAL
TOUCH
SNAPPER Lawn Tractors take
• TILT STEERING WHEEL:
lawn maintenance seriously —
Exclusive steering wheel
it's their job. They're the profesadjusts for your comfort.
sionals at making your lawn look • BUCKET SEAT: Designed for
its best.
comfortable operation with an
adjustable seat support
• CHOICE OF ENGINES:
spring.
12.5HP or 16HP Industrial
• CHOICE OF MOWING
Commercial Engines.
DECKS: 41" or 48" side dis• DISC DRIVE: Provides
charge or 33" Hi-Vacrt
smooth on-the-go shifting
System.
within each range.
• OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS:
• DUAL RANGE TRANSMISHelp keep your lawn
SION: Gives you 12 forward
groomed all year long.
speeds for all your needs.
Visit your SNAPPER dealer
today. Join the millions of satisfied SNAPPER users.
tris•a with

Aqua Glass bath units are handsomely sculptured with
high styling and for enduring quality. Murray Supply
gives you a large selection of styles in a rainbow of colors.
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Opening lead: Heart ace

11

BID WITH THE ACES
11-23•13

$outh
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As Low As
•A
V A 96 5
•A Q J 9 4
•Q .1 2
North
1•

ANSWER: Two hearts, a reverse
Promises a strong hand (17 HCP or
bore) and is forcing for one more
rbund.

2399
JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER USERS

D&W Auto Supply
512 So. 12th St.

SNAPPER

753-4563

The Modern Bath For Homes Of Today
Are Available At

Murray Supply Co.
308 E. Main

Serving You Since 1965

753-3361
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Casey's lawyer doesn't
want trial moved to LA
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) — The
lawyer for University of Kentucky
assistant basketball coach Dwane
Casey has asked that Emery Air
Freight Corp. not be granted its
request to move Casey's $6.9
million lawsuit against the company to Los Angeles.
It is "very important" to Casey
to keep the case in Kentucky, Joe
Bill Campbell said Monday.
-Obviously, Dwane isn't known
in California," Campbell said.
"The injuries he has suffered have
occurred in Lexington, where he
lives and works. He has minimal
contact with the state of
California."
Emery's lawyers have asked
that the suit be heard in California
because the central events in the
case occurred there and most of
the Emery employees involved
live there.
Campbell said in a motion opposing the move that at least 55
potential witnesses would come
from Lexington, making it more
convenient to try the case there.

MSU rifler going
to Seoul; Howard
waived by Giants

Casey's lawsuit, filed July 8 in
U.S. District Court in Lexington,
was in response to an NCAA inv est I gation into an Emery
package Casey sent to the father
of Wildcat basketball recruit Chris
Mills on March 30.
The investigation began after
several Emery employees were
quoted in the Los Angeles Daily
News as saying that the package
popped open in the company's Los
Angeles warehouse revealing
$1,000 in cash.
Casey denied sending any
money to Mills or his father,
Claud, and the Millses denied
receiving any money.
Casey claimed in the suit that
Emery had defamed him, invaded
his privacy and unlawfully disclosed information about the package.
among other things.
Chris Mills, who was on the UK
campus Monday purchasing books
for classes, said he couldn't talk
"about anything" when asked to
comment on the case

Braves 'trainee' Glavine
teaches lesson to Cards
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Tom Glavine
knows he's getting on-the-job
training, but this time he taught
the St. Louis Cardinals a lesson.
"He's getting the feel of it,"
Atlanta Braves manager Russ
Nixon said after Glavine, 5-14,
recovered from a shaky start to
get the decision in a 5-3 victory
Monday night.
Glavine, a 22-year-old lefthander was hurried to the major
leagues by the pitching-poor
Braves and, counting his 1987
season at Triple-A, has gone 13-30
the last two years. But after the
Cardinals had him on the ropes,
getting three runs on four hits in
the first inning, he gave up only
three hits the next six.
"Yeah, in a sense it has been
learning on the job," Glavine said.
"And it's been tough at times, but
they're sticking with us and we
keep improving every night.
"And there's nothing like getting experience up here. I'd rather
be here than have a winning
record at Triple-A."
Another newcomer to the
Braves, 32-year-old rookie Jose

Wigger on
U.S. team

Elsewhere
For a complete look at last night's
results and tonight's pitching
match-ups, check the Scoreboard.
Alvarez, gave up one hit in the last
two innings for Atlanta to get his
second save.
And rookie leadoff hitter Ron
Gant supplied much of the offense.
Gant, benched after striking out
in his last four-at-bats on Saturday, broke out of a 5-for-34 slump
by going 3-for-5 with his 15th home
run, a double and three runs
scored.
Gant, who singled on a
curveball, homered on a 3-2
fastball and doubled on a
changeup his first three at-bats
against Joe Magrane, 2-8, said he
didn't have any thoughts about hitting for the cycle.
"No one said this game was
easy," Gant said. "I haven't been
swinging the bat good, and I was
concentrating on just hitting the
ball hard."

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Monday afternoon carried many
emotions through the Murray
State University campus. An
Olympic hopeful became an Olympian, The final former Racer battling for a spot on an NFL team was
waived and this year's football
team saw what it already knew —
Eastern Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee are strong squads —
confirmed in the preseason polls.
First, the good news. MSU rifler
Deena Wigger made the United
States Olympic team in air rifle.
She'll be trying to duplicate
former Racer Pat Spurgin as she
seeks a gold medal in that event.
Spurgin's gold medal at the 1984
Games was the first ever won by a
woman in that sport. Wigger has
teamed with Spurgin on an NCAA
champion and two runners-up
squads at MSU.
Wigger is the only female
shooter to receive Southland Corporation's Olympia Award and
claimed the NCAA individual
championship in air rifle in 1088.
She was the U.S. Olympic Committee Female Athlete of the Year
In 1985.
In her most recent competition,
Wigger won the gold medal at the
World Cup in Mexico City in April.
Wigger will compete at the
Olympics next month in Seoul,
South Korea.
In addition to her second-place
finish in air rifle at the trials, Wigger placed fourth in three-position
smallbore competition, barely
missing an alternate's
designation.
The team will depart for Seoul
on Sept. 2 and will compete on
Sept. 18.
.• •
Former Racer receiver Stanley
Howard, known for his big-play
capabilities, was waived by the
New York Giants, the team announced this morning.
Howard caught 74 passes for the
Racers, placing him eighth on the
school's all-time list. His 1,681
yards in receptions puts him
behind only Lee McCormick.
Howard hauled in passes for 682
(Cont'd on page 7)

Outgoing Murray Country Club tennis pro Scott Frey waits to make a return
during the open doubles championship in Sunday's MCC Open play. Murray area tennis fans may not
have to wait long for Frey's return,
however.
Staff photo by Daniel T Parker

Goodbyes
Frey, Esser leave but may come
back; hoop fans will miss Fields
Sunday was a busy day for
Robin Esser and Scott Frey at
Murray Country Club.
"We're trying to pack up and
run the tournament at the same
time," Esser said as she went
through the tennis pro shop,
taking plaques and posters
down from the walls.
Outside, Frey was busy
directing and competing in the
1st Annual Murray Country
Club Open, which Frey would
later call "the icing on the
cake" of his and Esser's summer tour of duty in Murray.
There were several goodbye
scenes. Cookies were brought
for the two to munch on while
on their way back to
Gainesville, Florida, where
they attend the University of

Florida. Young tennis players
swept in to "make sure you got
my address" and to talk about
tennis camps and tennis
futures. Club members stopped
in to thank the two for their
work and to congratulate them
on their successes.
Frey, who helps coach the
Florida Lady Gator tennis
team which was second in the

nation last season, joined Esser
in expressing his feelings about
leaving the Murray area.
"I almost cried," Frey said.
"I'm really going to miss these
people."
The Murray Country Club is
going to miss Frey and Esser,
too, but hopes are that the two
will be back at MCC next summer — and things may work out
so that Frey and Esser are
back in West Kentucky in a
matter of weeks, not months.
Frey, who works out of the
Washington Tennis Service
which got the MCC contract
and assigned him here for the
summer, said WTS is also
negotiating for the contract at
the Kenlake Tennis Center, the
(Cont'd on page 7)

Eight televised games highlight Cards' slate

Inventory
Turnover Sale.
All Machines
In Stock
DRASTICALLY
REDUCED!

All Inventory
5%
Over Invoice!

Take advantage of our "Summer Clearance" prices
now thru Sept. 30 as we close out the 1988 inventory!
Model
80 xm
Rear Rider

HP
8

'1271

'945

16

'5784

*4298

80 se

8

'1495

'1057

444 Hydrivo
Ogaden Tractor

14

'5384

*3895

'2640

'1 750

224 Hydrie
Garden Tractor

14

$4750

03898

114'fT Yard
Tractor
14 (LC.)
116YT Yard
Tractor

16 (IC.)

List Price Clearance

'2922

*1950

"Ingersoll"-the new name
to say for CASE
Lawn & Garden tractors.
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Model
446 Hydrivo
Garden Tractor

220 HydrIv•
Garden Tractor

ID

H.P.

List Price Clearance

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Eight network television appearances highlight the University of Louisville men's basketball
schedule for 1988-89.
The schedule released Monday
also includes an appearance in the
pre-season Big Apple NIT and 16
home games in Freedom Hall.
Fourteen opponents on the Cardinals' schedule participated in
post-season tournament play last
season, including 11 in the NCAA
Tournament.
"Once again, I'm very pleased
with the blend of quality regional
and national opponents we have
maintained on our schedule," said
Bill Olsen, director of athletics.
"We have been fortunate to continue to attract considerable national television exposure."
Excluding the complete Big Ap-

Insured
Certificates
of Deposit
6month It.2.3r'o
$10,000 minimum deposit
I year 8.40%
1.5.000 minimum deposit
year 8.75%
$5,000 minimum deposit
3 year 8.35%
$.6.000 minimum deposit
year 5.06%
115,000 minimum deposit

[num

sTT• .11

10

'3850

*2995

Plus,, mower deck
FREE
with any purchase

Ingersoll
McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.

pie NIT field, Louisville's opponents posted a collective 422-247
record last season. The list includes 10 20-game winners and only four teams with losing records a
year ago.
The Cardinals, with three
starters returning from last year's
24-11 Metro Conference Championship squad, will open with an
exhibition game against Athletes
in Action on Nov. 1 in Freedom
Hall.
Louisville faces Xavier in Cincinnati's Riverfront Coliseum on
Nov. 18 in the first round of the
16-team Big Apple NIT. Advancing teams will play in quarterfinal
action on campus sites Nov. 20,
with the semi-finals and finals to
be played Nov. 23 and 25 in New
York's Madison Square Garden.
The initial network television
appearance will be Dec. 3 as
Louisville faces Indiana in the Big
Four Classic televised by ABC.
Notre Dame and Kentucky are
also featured in the doubleheader
at the Hoosier Dome in
Indianapolis.
Murray State will be the first of
four Kentucky opponents for tke
Cardinals during the month of
December. The Racers visit
Freedom Hall Dec. 6. Louisville
travels to Western Kentucky on

David Lane
528 Main St.
(National Hotel)

753-7401
/Mir m motir teem4 y to 111,0110
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.^; Edward
D. Janes bk Co:

503 Walnut Street, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., Paducah
(502) 753-3062
(502) 444-0110
p.

Dec. 8 and plays host to Eastern
Kentucky on Dec. 21 and Kentucky
in a CBS-televised battle on either
Dec. 31 or Jan. 1.
Other network telecasts include
Jan. 7, DePaul in Freedom Hall
(NBC); Jan. 15 at Georgia Tech
(NBC); Jan. 22, Nevada-Las
Vegas in Freedom Hall; Jan. 29,
Ohio State in Freedom Hall; Feb.
11 at UCLA (ABC); and March 4 at
Notre Dame (CBS).
ESPN also has two exclusive
Cardinal basketball telecasts, on
Feb. 4 at Memphis State and Feb.
16 at Florida State. The Cardinals
are also featured in additional national and regional exposures
through the USA Network and the
Metro Conference television
package with Ftaycom.
WHAS-TV, a CBS-affiliate in
Louisville, will televise more than
20 games through local origination
and network participation. All
Louisville games will be broadcast on 50,000-watt clear-channel
WHAS radio in Louisville and
other affiliates throughout the
state.
Louisville opens the Metro Conference portion of its schedule
Jan. 9 at Virginia Tech. The postseason Metro Conference Tournament will be staged at Columbia,
S.C., on March 10-12.
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Spaghetti Special
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Frey, Esser leave...
(Cont'd from page 6)
indoor tennis arena in Aurora.
"There's a real possibility,"
Frey said, "but we won't know until the middle of September." If
WTS does get the contract and
assigns Frey and Esser to
Kenlake, they'll be back in the
area by Oct. 15 to work through the
winter.
"And then we could come right
back to Murray," Frey pointed
out. "It would work out just
right."
Things do have to "work out,"
he added. Murray Country Club
has to renew its contract with
WTS, which Frey thinks will happen, and WTS would have to reassign Frey, which also seems
likely at this point.
"I'd say the chances are good,"
Frey said.
If things fall through and Frey
and Esser don't return, it's unlikely that they'll easily be forgotten.
The first certified tennis pro to
work at MCC, Frey quickly made
his presence felt.
Under his direction, MCC had its
first club tennis championships,
and Frey developed a junior tennis
program which involved 40
youths. "That was fantastic,"
Frey said. "I think a lot of younger
kids really got interested in tennis
this summer."
"I hope to see them continue to
play in Murray," Frey said, "and
eventually maybe we'll have
another pro tennis player from
here."
His interest in the area youth
won't wane with his absence, for
several of the well-wishers who
stopped in on Sunday spoke of
visiting him in Gainesville.
Meanwhile, Sunday's MCC Open
tournament attracted 75 competitors in 11 divisions, including
college players and international
talent, with players hailing from
Brazil, Mexico and France in the
listings.
All in all, 1988 was a full summer
for Frey and Esser.
"It's been challenging," Esser
said with a smile.
"A welcome challenge," Frey
added. "It was a chance for me to
build a program from the ground
up, a chance to set something in
motion that, hopefully, will go on
after we leave.
"I think we've done a good job,"
he said.
"We have had a lot of support,"
Frey continued. "The people here
have been real helpful — look, I'll
tell you this and I don't care if you
print it or not, but, in all honesty,
this is one of the nicest places I've
ever been. The people here are
just fabulous."
The people here think Frey and
Esser are pretty fabulous, too.

• • •
Frey wouldn't leave without giving out some extra advice for the
young players, dealing with the
proper time to start tennis — as
well as the proper time to become
devoted to it.
"Start playing at nine," Frey
said. "But don't be serious about it
until you turn 13 or 14."
Don't be serious?
"This is my theory as well as
that of the USTA," he said. "Don't
be serious until you're 13 or 14.
Have fun, and play every sport
you can — and, when you're 14, if
tennis is your game, then go for
it."
Frey said he had seen too many
kids give up all other sports to concentrate on just one far too early
in their lives. "That leads to burnout," he said.
Meanwhile, he added some
slightly discouraging thoughts
about the area itself. "You're at a
distinct disadvantage here in West
Kentucky," Frey said of the young
tennis player trying to gain collegiate attention or national ranking. "You have to drive a lot more
to get to a quality tournament, you
have to spend so much more
money, you have to be really
dedicated. And you have to be
lucky."
Frey said the situation could improve if people in the area begin
showing more interest in tennis —
and he pointed to the successful
MCC Open as a possible sign in
that direction.
Another sign of increased interest in tehnis was the fact that
MCC acquired a certified instructor — and he had one last bit of
good news. "This is the greatest
accomplishment I can claim, if it
happens," Frey said. "From what
I understand, we are going to get
either new courts, or have these
courts re-surfaced," he said.
"That'll be a big help here, at
least."
I •
Meanwhile, the West Kentucky
sports crowd must bid farewell to
another sporting figure who
dedicated much of his life to the
youth in his area. Mayfield High
School basketball coach Roger
Fields has announced his
resignation.
Fields spent 29 years in the
Mayfield schools and had been the
Cardinals' head coach since 1977.
He took two teams to the KHSAA
state tournament's Final Four,
claimed four district titles and
three regional championships.
Along the way, he captured 192
games, losing 111. He would have
almost certainly reached the
coveted 200-victories plateau had
he decided to stay on for another
year instead of accepting employ-

Mattingly gains support
NEW YORli(AP) — Many New
York YankeeS not only agree with
Don Mattingly's criticism of
owner George Steinbrenner. They
wonder why it hadn't been voiced
a long time ago.
"I think all of us have talked
about it at some point amongst
ourselves," relief pitcher Dave
Righetti said. "I think it needed to
be said by somebody."
Before Monday night's 9-2 loss
to the Oakland Athletics — the 10th
in 14 games for the Yankees —
Mattingly said he didn't regret a
word he said a day earlier. He also
had a closed-door meeting with
manager Lou Pinella, who said
Mattingly's outburst was the
result of personal frustration.
"I wasn't trying to start

Local sports
Lakers holding
fall sports event
The Calloway County Athletic
Boosters will hold its Annual Fall
Sports Kickoff on Thursday, Aug.
25, at 6 p.m., behind the School
Board office.
Activities will include an introduction of coaches, teams and
cheerleaders, a pep rally the Murray High football game and free
watermelon, hotdogs and soft
drinks.
Booster Club memberships and
a limited number of tickets for
football reserve seats will be
available. Bring a lawn chair or
blanket since seating will not be
provided.

anything," Mattingly said. "I
never intended on saying
anything. It just came out. But it's
been in my heart a long time. It's
been building over the years."

ment in the private sector.
I worked with Fields for four
seasons during my stay at the
newspaper in Mayfield, but I knew
Fields well before I went there —
not personally, but from what I
had heard many other coaches say
about the man.
He was respected throughout
the coaching fraternity — and that
in itself is a high accolade — but as
I began working with him and watching him work, I gained an even
higher respect for him.
His numbers speak for himself.
That he could reach the level of
success he enjoyed at a small
school — and a school that is
fanatically devoted to football — is
a mark of his genius.
For three straight years,
Mayfield's football team advanced to the 2A finals — which meant
that, for three straight years,
Fields started the basketball
season with less than a week of
practice. And each year, he did so
not only without complaint, but
with full support for the football
team.
But there's) another side to
Roger Fields I have to share with
the people who may have seen him
only as the opposing coach.
I have never — repeat, never —
seen a coach who loved his kids
more. He was tough when he had
to be tough, but as the games went
by I noticed, in little ways, how
Fields felt about his players, past
players included.
And I don't know how to express
it adequately except to say that I
do not believe Fields ever — ever
— said anything mean about or to
any of his kids. That may not
sound like much. .1 suppose you'd
have to have been in the locker-

(Cont'd from page 6)
yards in 1987.
• • •
The NCAA Division I-AA football poll is out and Ohio Valley
Conference favorite Eastern Kentucky is ranked third. OVC
member Middle Tennessee State,
which finished a close second to
the Colonels in the OVC's
preseason coaches' poll is ranked
15th.
Holy Cross was the overwhelming selection at No. 1. Northeast
Louisiana was second, followed by
EKU and Appalachian State in a
tie for third. North Texas State is
ranked fifth, Georgia Southern
sixth, Richmond seventh, Northern Iowa eighth, Idaho ninth and
Marshall 10th.
Another MSU opponent,
Nevada-Reno is tied for 18th with
Northwestern State (La.). MSU
visits Nevada-Reno on Sept. 24.
The Racers host EKU on Oct. 29
and MTSU on Nov. 12.
MSU head coach Mike Mahoney
was a little surprised the OVC
teams were picked so high in the
poll, but says that only time will
tell where everyone really stands.
"I think it's great respect for
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gage's
Mesh Jerseys, T-Shirts
Jerseys, Caps,Tank tops
Gym Shorts, etc....
Next to Paghars

753-7743

both programs, but they've lost a
lot of people," Mahoney said. "It's
tough for anybody to open the
season ranked that high. but as the
season wears on we'll get a better
idea of what everybody has."
• • •
The Racers may be a bit hobbled when they begin to attack their
10-game schedule. There have
been a couple of preseason camp
injuries.
Defensive back Tim Broady suffered a twisted knee and his status
is listed as "day-to-day."
Freshman running back Tony
Brown, a former Mayfield Cardinal, suffered a bruised shoulder.
He is expected back by Friday.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
^
David King

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFT
Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

753-8355

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
California at Boston. in,
East Division
Detroit at Mmnesota. In,
16
I. Pet. GB
Kansas City at Texas, In,
I tetrult
73 51
569 NATIONAL LEAGUE
Boston
70
54
565
3
East DIvIalon
New York
66
56
511
6
1. Pet. GB
W
Milwaukee
64
63
504 10,
, New York
72
52
Sttl
Toronto
62 63
496 11 tt
Pittsburgh
10) 57
544
4
tleveland
59 66
472 14,
,
Montreal
63 61
506
it
Baltimore
42 62
339 31
Chicago
60 62
192 II
Rest Division
St Louis
55
69
444 17
61
L Pet, GB
Philadelphia
52
72
119 20
tiakland
79
47
627 West DIOalea
Minnesota
70 54
14
565
61
L PO.
Kansas City
64 60
516 14
Los Angeles
72 52
5111
(7aliforma
62 63
496 160,
Houston
SS
57
544
4',
Texas
56 67
455 210,
San Francisco
68 57
544
4',
Chicago
54
71
432 24,
5
Cinctrinati
63 60
512
Seattle
51
75
405 25
San Diego
60 64
464 12
Monday's Gamei
Atlanta
43 81
347 29
Oakland 9. New York 2
Monday's Games
Seattle 7, Baltimore 3
Cincinnati 2. Plit.sburgh 0
Boston 6, California 2
Houston 9. Chicago 7, 10 innings'
Toronto 6, Chicago 3
Atlanta 5. St Louis 3
Minnesota 7. Detroit 0
Philadelphia 6. San Diego 5
Milwaukee 7, Cleveland 3
New York 7. Los Angeles 1
Texas 9, Kansas City 5
San Francisco 3. Montreal 2
Tuesday's Games
Tuesday's Games
Oakland t Welch 4.1)
at New York ,John
Cincinnati (Charlton 0.1, at Pittsburgh
s-51.
ILaPoint 1-0i. in,
Seattle (Langston 9.101 at Baltimore
Houston I Darwin 6.9) at Chicago Moyer
;Ballard 7.101. in
6.12,, n
California )Finley 7-11 at Boston t Hod Atlanta I Smolt. 1.3, at St Louis ;Forsch
dicker 9.11). In;
7-41, In)
Chicago I Pere. 11.71 at Toronto (Clancy
Philadelphia ili.Gross 11.91 at San Diego
6-13). In,
,Whitson 10-81, In,
Detroit I Robinson 13.6,21 Minnesota !Lea
New York (Cone 12.31 at Los Angeles
6-7,. in)
(Martin. 0-0). nI
Cleveland t Tett 7-4, at Milwaukee
Montreal !Perez 9-6, at San Francisco
,Wegman 10.101, In,
tKrukow 7-4,. (n)
Kansas City I Aquino 1.01 at Texas
Wednesday'. GNmeta
, Russell 10.51. In
Houston at Chicago
Wednesday's Games
Montreal at San Francisco
Chicago at Toronto
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh. In
Oakland at New York
Atlanta 21St Louis. in)
Cleveland at Milwaukee
Philadelphia at San Diefko. In)
Seattle at Baltimore, In,
New York at Los Angeles. In)

NFL
PRESEASON
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Fut
W L T Pet. PP
PA
Indianapolis
3 0
1 000 63
34
Miami
2 2
500 70 81
New England
1
2
333 68 82
N 'I Jets
1
2
333 14
54
Buffalo
0 3
000 35 67
Central
Houston
3 0
I 000 60
40
Cincinnati
3
1
750 83 61
Pittsburgh
2
1
667 82 75
Cleveland
2
1
667 43
24
West
Seattle
3 0
1 000 67 .33
Kansas city
2 0
.833 82 55
Denver
2
1
687 87
71
San Diego
1
2
333 57 82
L.A Raiders
0 3
000 54
96
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
N Y. Giants
3 0 0 I 11163 06
41

Dallas
Washington
Philadelphia
F'hornix
Minnesota
Chicago
Green Bay
Detroit
Tampa Bay
Atlanta
New Orleans
San Francisco
L. A Rams

2
1
2
1
1
2
0 3
Central
2
1
1
2
0 2
0 3
0 3
West
2
1
2
1
2 2
1
3

0
0
0
0

667
667
333
000

65
103
60
51

50
81
57
73

0
0
0
0

687
333
167
000
000

67
50
45
30
24

60
62
60
53
62

0
0
0
0

667
667
500
250

66
62
103
02

71
66
8f,
.0

Monday's Game
Dallas 17 Chicago 9
Thursday. Aug.25
Buffalo vs Tampa Bay at Nashville. Tell,
Philadelphia at Detroit
Indianapolis at Denver
Phoenix at Kansas City

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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LIVE FROM MADISON SQUARE GARDEN MONDAY, AUGUST 29TH
7:00 p.m. ICentrall
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WEEK
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Fresh Frozen Vegetables
In 20 Lb. Boxes
22 Different Varieties In Stock

Baby Limas

20 Lb

Purple Hull Peas

box

$21 99
$ I 899

20 Lb. box

Speckled Butter Beans

20 Lb

Black-Eyed Peas

box

$21 99

20 lb. box98
$I

899

pieces9

399

Breaded Okra

20 Lb. box

Corn On-The-Cob

96

$

Field Wieners
Choice Sides of Beef
No Charge for Cutting,
100%

HULK HOGAN
RANDY "MACHO MAN' SAVAGE
NW CHAMPION
AND ELIZABETH

ANDRE THE GIANT
"THE MILLION DOLLAR IAAN"
TED DOUSE
AND VIRGIL

Wrni SP6CIAL
GUEST
..THE
WIN
"

DON'TBESHUT OUT. CALL YOUR CABLE SYSTEM NOW!

89
1

lb

$1

29

lb

Wrapping or Freezing

Pure

Ground Beef Patties...

BACK TO SCHOOL

SCOREBOARD

room after some crucial losses to
fully understand what I'm saying.
Fields took special pains to make
sure that no complaint about officiating, no condemnation of his
players, was heard in public.
The classic case: one game in
1985, Mayfield was trailing by a
point with two seconds left and had
the ball out of bounds under their
goal. Fields called time-out, called
the official over and told him
Mayfield's plan — the player inbounding the ball would run along
the baseline, drawing the defender
with him. Another player would be
set up along the baseline, stationary, in hopes that the opposing
player would run into him and
draw a foul. The referee nodded
his head in understanding. (I was
behind Mayfield's bench at the
time.)
The play worked to perfection;
the opposing player crashed into
the Mayfield player right under
the referee's nose. No foul was
called, and, with no one to inbounds the ball to, Mayfield lost
possession and any hopes of
winning.
After the game, Fields refused
to let me print what I knew had
happened. His reasoning was
twofold — he knew he would have
that official again, but, as he put
it, he could have called for a different tactic, so in the end, it was
the coach's fault.
He earned respect because he
showed respect. All basketball
coaches have their own
style.. Fields had class as well.
Goodbye, Rog. Mayfield High
School — and Mayfield's opponents — will miss you. I hope
the crappie are always biting for
you.

Wigger...
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•••••••• 1,•••••••Iloodpmla Ina 15 ilia Trollpow Na
$1
14 lb

Nammai

946

Box

_
0113SON HAM CO.
Wholesale & Retail Meat

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 N. 3rd St.
Food Stamps
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray-

CABLE
VLSI=N
Bel-Air Center

753-5005
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ISIS MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
Changing the Part-A
deductible and copayments amounts
You will be required to
pay even more Of the
bill In fact, it you g0 to
the hospital, you or
your insurance will
have to pay the first
$540 00
before
Medicare
pays
anything For free information call

Notice

2

Notice

Buying
Scrap
•Copper
•Brass

Notice

2

PLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99
Get at Black's Decorat
ing Center, 701 S 4th
St., Murray

Mirrray Ledger & Times

GOING out of business
Sale John's Saving Center, 2206 Coldwater Rd
All merchandise sale
priced Cash sales only

6

Help Wanted

WEED a lob? 4 openings
now You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months Of more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8- 30
12:005 days a week.
NEED extra income?
Approximately $8.00
per hour. Flexible
schedule. 759-9980.
COMPANY in Murray
has an immediate
opening for an accountant trainee Accounting degree required.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-P

DOING out of business 5 Lost and Found
sale John's Saving
Center, 2206 Coldwater white long haired dog in
Rd. MI merchandise the Westview Nursing
sale priced. Cash sales Home area, "Lady" on
only.
collar 759 16.53.
l'M making my list and
checking it twice, wait 6
Help Wanted
ing to hear who'll join AS$PMBLE
RS Earn
me this year. Have a
money assembling
fun Christmas. Be a
Musical Teddy Bears.
Christmas Around The
Materials supplied.
COUN RY Jeans' Back World Demonstrator. Write: Jo -El Ento School Sale through No experience, no in
terprises, P.O. Box
August,12 off large vestment, no collecting, 2203, Kissimmee, FL
Jerry McConnell selection of jeans. Close no delivery Call Jana 32742•2203.
out childrens' jeans, $5 at 753-9805.
NOW hiring. Your area.
Insurance
and up. New shipment
Punch $13,550
to $59,480 im753-4199
Lee, Lawman, JouJou Embroidery- Visit mediate
openings. Call
"Our Nth Year"
jeans in new fall styles. Lynda's Pretty Punch 1-(315)
733 6062 Ext.
Carport sale prices still Plus Shop, 2 mi. west of 2558.
good. Lots of bargains. 5 Hazel on State Line
Road 893 for all punch
miles out Hwy 94E.
GIFTS FOR ALL OC embroidery supplies,
Interested In helping
CASIONS. Decorated including guaranteed
THE WET CAUSE?
sweatshirts, wall needles, free pattern
hangings, folk art, with each visit and free
Cali the Committee for
pillows, quilts and old catalog with purchase
A Progressive Murray
baby cradle. Open Sat. of kit. Sweatshirts
If you need any form of life in753-3315
10-6, Sun. 12-6. Located available in long and
surance, IRA, major medical, medicare
on Hwy 121 South near short sleeve in sizes S,
Assured Confidentiality
M, L, XL, XXL and
Cherry Corner.
supplement or nursing home inXXXL starting at SA.
(492-85801
surance just give us a call.
WE clean your rings,
We will check with several comfree. We discount
jewelry, every day. We
panies to give you the best possible
buy old gold. We sell for
rate and benefits and deliver the inforless, we guarantee it.
Gold, diamonds and
mation to you at your home. If you
Black Hills gold. If we
decide to buy a policy from us, we also
don't have what you
want we will get it for
give you free claim service.
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street,
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
Attractively redecorated 2 BR home
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
502.247-6762.
with 1 car garage. Lovely tree shadTRANSFER your 8MM
you need service, all you have to do is
home movies to video
ed lot w/outside storage building.
call.
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Affordable price - mid 30's.
Also, slides, negatives
and
photographs. Free
314S. 15th St.
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Phone Kopperud Realty 7534222
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.

nrs-r-mnr-b-rim-r)

'Aluminum
'Etc.

489-2803

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

PEANUTS

I HAVE A QUESTION SIR..
IF WERE LOST IN THE
WOODS WHY ARE WE FOLLOWING
AN ATTORNEY 7

FIRST WELL FIND THE
COURTHOUSE..THEN WE'LL LOOK
FOR ROOM 34Z AND THE BACK
STAIRWAY...I KNOW MY uJAY
HOME FROM THERE..

6

Wanted

Help

. Help Wanted

EAST Side Gull, fulltime, weekends a must.
No phone calls. 119 East
Main
ELECTRICIAN helper,
part time, experience
peefered. Send resume
to: David Lloyd, 3209-D,
Barnwood Ave., Bowling Green, Ky. 42101.
EXPERIENCED tobacco
hand. 492-8790
f-ULL time position
opening for Director of
Medical Records and
Quality Assurance at a
70 bed hospital in
Fulton, Kentucky.
A.R.T. required, R.R.A.
preferred. Salary
commensurate with
experience. Send re
sume to the attention of
Director of Personnel,
Parkway Regional
Hospital, 2000 Holiday
Lane, Fulton, KY 42041.
EOE.
GET PAID for reading
books! $100.00 per title.
Write: PASE 187T, 161
S. Lincolnway, N.
Aurora, IL 60542.
HIRING! Governmenf
jobs- your area.
$15,000 $68,000. Call
16021 838 8885. Ext. 684.
MANAGER needed A
representative of the
world's largest manufacturers of fire protection and safety
equipment now has an
immediate opening in
the Murray area. Up to
$40,000 per year. Complete training provided.
Call 314-875-2508, ask for
Personnel Dept.
MEDICAL office has
opening for part-time
clerical work with
potential for full-time
position. Familiarity
with medical terms and
computer helpful.
Submit resume to P.O.
Box 145, Murray, Ky.
42071.
NATIONAL Company
local office. $1,000 salary plus commissions.
Direct sales experience
preferred. Company
benefits. Our top agent
earns $6,000 in commissions last week. Call
Mr. Johnson, 474-2255.

THE FAR SIDE

9

PROFESSIONAL, ex
perienced secretaries
immediate openings,
top skills required. Send
resume to: Office Ex
tras, Route 6, Box 10,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
TOBACC
cutters. Top
price. 435-4472.
TOTAL Image consul
tent needed. Training
available. 502-442-1481.
Vol RESORT SALES,
Ky. Lake- National firm
seeks professional sales
reps. $1,000 per month
plus commission, plus
housing. Previous sales
experience and re
ferences required. Call
Jimmy Johnson or Rick
Ra field, 474-2255.
WANTED: Assistan
manager at Bright's.
Must be able to cashier
and sell. Apply at
Bright's, downtown
Murray.

LPN
Positions available for
LPN full or part time for
3-11 Or 11-7 shift Competitive salary and
benefits. Educational opportunities available to
employees interested in
a Career in long term
are Full Scholarships
aie awarded for RN
School Of Nursing annually Advancernefit
promotions and growth
opportunities are provided at all levels of nursing.
Apply At:
Westview Nursing
Home
1401 S. 16th St.
E.O.E.
M/F
9. Situation

Wanted

CHILD care in my
home, across from
hospital. Structured
time. Call Patty, 7530808
CHRISTIAN lady will
clean houses. Re
ferences available 492
8899 after 5P.M.

By GARY LARSON

NANCY

SituatiOn

Wanted

GENERAL house and Of
fice cleaning, also window washer and floor
striping. Years of experience. Fast dependa
ble and honest References supplied. Call
759- 15711-

BUSINESS
FOR SALE
Gift Shop in
Resort Area

Established
40 Years
Owner Retiring
(901)642-7625
11. Instruction

TRAIN
TO BE A
PROFESSIONAL
*SECRETARY
'SEC./RECEPTIONIST
*EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY'
Mart locally tull
. part
lime Train on live alrelne
com
m Herm Mud,sad
at
treMlege alnencial 1d•vallable
lob placentae. ...lance
N.
Panel lieputra Pompano lich
•rlyarlal 14 4,656,
Mereamti %mauve

1-8O0-327-7728
H %HT SCHOOL
Ohowasee Mateatt
mac!
Dam.el
•C
Mee

PE a tractor trailer
driver or heavy equipment operator. Men and
women start today on a
new high paying career.
No experience necessary or need to quit job
to start training.
Financial aid available.
Job placement assistance. C or
respondence/ resident
training. Superior
Training Services, call
1-800-527-9502 for interview in your area. Ask
for free career booklet.
Headquarters:
Phoenix, Az. Call
anytime!

EVERYWHERE! /
TRAVEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLiNE RESERVATIONIST

0 ••••

P.•••• s0.000.

ICAN'T LOOK! TELL ME
WHEN IT OVER I

HERE COMES THE SCARIEST
PART OF THE MOVIE
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BEETLE BAILEY
BEETLE, YOU'LL
NEVER BECOME A
LEADER LYING
IN THE SACK

AND HE
WANTS ME
TO BE A
LEAPER

"20 ROMAN EMPERORS
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"14 PRESIDENTS, AND
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16. Home Furnishings
OR SALE Twin size
box springs and frame
753 7809
GOOD used couch and
chair Reasonable. 753
5159.
LOUVER interior wood
window shutters: 4 pair
16x27; 2 pair 17 7/8x19;
6 pair 17 1/2x52. 7537405.
19. Farm Equipment
1983 J.D. 750 tractor,
4WD, tractor tires, front
weights, 3 cyl diesel with
180 hours, model 54 14
1/21 bush hog, 5' hay
forks, 150 gallon fuel tank
with stand. $5,500. Call
after .m., 753-3076.
601 FORD with plows,
disc and bush hog. Good
condition. 436-5638.
TYE, 7', no-till pasture
seeder, 3 point hitch,
10" spacing, 2 separate
seed boxes, acre coun
ter, used on approximately 200 acres.
489-2740.
20. Sports Equipment
PUSINESSES Caps,
jackets, T shirts, golf
shirts for employees
and advertisement. Can
be embroidered or
printed. Faye's, 514
Main St., 753-7743.
FOR SALE: Rowing
machine and Bodytone
multi-gym. Like new.
753-7809.
2 2 . Musical
ALTO Saxaphone, B flaf
Clarinet, $300 each.
Excellent condition
753-3532.
CLARINET for sale
753-7928 or 753 6865
CONN organ, double
keyboard, built-in leflie
speaker. Can be seen
locally at Chuck's
Music Center. 901-642
6541 for more
information.
UPRIGHT piano, good
shape. Call 492 8893
nights.
USED church pianos.
Used organs: Hammond, Baldwin,
Lowrey. Used grands.
Practice pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co., next
to Penney's, Paris,
Tenn.

24. Miscellaneous
§ SLIDE In camper,
self contained, $900. 13
ton log splitter, $900.
753-7783 after 5p.m.
FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667.
IREWOOD for Sale.
Tree removal and
A.C.T. TRAVEL g'HOOl.
complete lawn service.
1-800-327-7728 Free estimate. 436-2758.
AccredHed member NHSC
FOR sale- Sharp
copiers and fax
machines. Demo units
also available. Call
1-800-248-4319.
FOR sale: sofa bed,
twin mattress springs
and frame, dune buggy
and trailer. 474-2765.
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
33 Unusual
FOR sale: Maple dining
35 Vision
table. Fisher wood 1 Go 37
Broadcast
(wildly
stove. Days 753-1953,
DOT
DPORD
SAD
38 Loved one
nights 753-0870.
enthusiastic)
ARA
DEFER
ANY
40 Ardent
4 Be insistent
GO Carts, go carts, go
42
Cerium
CARDE
R
DELUDE
about
carts. 5 hp. single &
Symbol
9 One, no
double seat. Keith's
LAM° TO
43 Sedate
matter
Lawn & Tractor Center,
THEM
DIR
DLTO
45 Occupants
which
Industrial Rd. Call 75947 Three-toed
ROT
ONTERTAIN
12 Marchiano
'7831.
Sloths
of TV
AN
LARGE, large, large
ATE
MOD
AS
49 Jim of
13 Kind of
selection of storage
CONTONTED
Boston
foot race
buildings in stock for
TRIO
TOM
HEAD
Red Sox
14 Female deer
immediate delivery.
50 Advance
15 Talk idly
NO
Acree Portable
OBOE
In rank
17 Looking
Buildings, Mayfield,'
SLEEDS
EGRESS
54 Eagle's
glasses
Ky. 502-247-7831.
BEA
THDRD
FIT
nest
19 Small
PUSH, pull, or drag in
57 Be sick
DIET
SENDO
children
TRY
your old pushmower &
58 Sum
21 Expire
get $50 off on a new
60 Solemn
22 Roll call
Toro. Keith's Lawn &
promise
2 Equality
word
Damascus
Tractor Center, In61 Fashionable
3 Raise the
25 Poker stakes
9 Fuss
dustrial Rd. Call 75962
Bridges
spirit of
9831
29 Behold!
10 Neither
63 Compass
4 Sham
11 Affirmative
30 Tangled
DUALITY Garages•
point
5 Concerning
16 Hurt
Situation
Vinyl siding, shingle
6
Shade tree
32 Wall
18 Tear
roof, concrete floor,
DOWN
7 Declared
border
20 Trap
metal garage door.
8 Its capital
22 Trudges
24x24- $4,233, 24x301 Snake
Is
23 Cowboy
$5,292, 24x18 $3,175,
Competition
30x40- S8,820. Call after
2
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
10 i i
9
24 Free
5p.m.: Murray 759-1454,
entertainClinton 653-4296, Fulton
13
14
ment
247-2328.
1211
26 Chinese
USED mowers for sale,
17
18
pagoda
Gilson 16 hp., John
slits.
UUU 27 Decree
Deere 8 hp., Sears 11hp.
28 Painful
21
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
91120
spots
Center, Industrial Rd.
22 11
31 Kind of beer
759-9831.
24
25
26 27 28
34 Bespatter
WATER healers, elec
36 Domestic
Inc. 40 gallon, double
29
30
32
servants
heating elements, 5 .
Mil
39 Paper
years, glass lined tank,
34
35
37
measure
$119.99. Wallin Hard41 Speed
ware, Downtown Paris, i
38
40
3111
41
42
contest
Tn
44 Disturbances
WE service all brands
43
44
45
46 Audacity'
of lawn mowers & chain
slang
saws. We also have
i
47
49
48 Cone
parts for Murray lawn
50 Oawbor of TV
mowers. Keith's Lawn
1111
51 River: Sp
rid
& Tractor, Industrial
NM 52
64
52 Ancient
Rd. Call 759-9831
53 Greek letter
57
60
26
TV -Radio
55 Electrified
S8usu
particle
TV antenna,
61
82
63
56 Female sheep
condition, best offer.
Se Article
753-9950.
Start locally. full time • part
time Train on live airline computers. Home study and resident training Financial aid
available. Job placement
assistance. National Hdqutrs
Pompano Ben.. FL

GARFIELD

Wanted

WILL do after School
babysitting in my home,
North Elementary area.
753-5974.

Want to Buy
AMP utlTity pog
Call after 5p.its.
1 will keep and care for 489-2557.
a lady or man and wife COMMERCIAL type
in my home in Hazel. fan wanted. 753 7975 or
Experience, good re
759 9404
ferences. 492-8510.
WILL babysit in my 15. Articles for Sale
home 753 5237
115" ELECTRIC range,
GE frost free refrigera
10. Business Opportunity
tor. 753-9764.

IVE LOOKED EVE ?HE IN TRE KfT0-0q THE LJVING
ROCWk ON THE ROOF ,
THE REFRIGERATOR
HOLD IT

9. Situation

TUESDAY, AUGUST 23, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
26

TV -Radio

23 Mobile Homes for Rent

32

Apts for Rent

600 WATT 7 deck stereo
system, Moo. Call after
5:30P.M. or before 9A.M.
492•8783.
RCA XL 100 color console TV, $225. 753-7353
after 5p.m.

34

1 BEDROOM available or
OR 3 BR, furnished or
trailer, very nice and
unfurnished, some new
cheap. 1 block from MSU
furniture, natural gas
campus. 753-6111,
electric, air con7533606.
ditioned. Shady Oaks
1 BEDROOM furnished
753-5209.
apartment Lease and
TRAILER for rent, deposit,
no pets 753
Dill's Trailer Court,
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
9208 otter 4p.m.
759-1577.
1 BEDROOM furnished
12x60, 2 BEDROOM,
apartment 121 North
good condition, ap
next to fairground. No
pliances and utility 30. Business Rentals
pets. 753-3139.
pole. $3,500. Call 759
/ OR 4 car shop for rent
4805.
BEDROOM duplex for
Trti TRAILER 12x65, 3 753-9386 or 753-4509.
couple or 1 person, $140
DRIVEWAYS
put
in
a month, water furbedroom, central air
and gas with 1/2 acre from start to finish. nished. 489'2595.
lot located in Hardin, Pouring concrete driv
BEDROOM, living
eways, sidewalks, room, kitchen,
Ky. 753-3532.
utility,
1 9 8 3 , 2 4 x 6 5 patios and curbs. Haul- bath, all carpeted, re•
SPRINGHILL, par- ing gravel, leveling frigerator, stove, gartially furnished with driveways, putting in bage disposal and dis
satellite dish. Moving, pipe. No asphalt. Free hwasher furnished. $300
must sell, $23,500 or best estimates. 436'5430 or per month. 8-5, 753-1694,
753-0659.
offer. Call 753-6769.
7 BEDROOM, furnished
Pouring concrete driv- apartment,
no pets. $180
eways, sidewalks, single, $195
double oc'
patios and curbs. No cupancy. Water
paid.
asphalt. Free es• 753•5980.
timates. 436-5430 or
I BEDROOM, water
753 0659.
furnished, deposit re
quired. 753-0087.
1
BEDROOM, 2 bath,
Interior & Exterior
duplex
apartment,
Door Windows
32 Apts for Rent
Dodson Ave. 753-1408.
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting,
1
AND
2
bedroom
DUPLEX apartments, T
leveling floors repaired
unfurnished apart- block from MSU. $175
Roofs Kool Sailed
ments at Lynn Grove. per month. Call 753-1914
Best Prices, quality results'
Married students or 753-2649.
RV & Camper Repair
welcome. Rental assis- Elderly housing
"Factory Exporltanc•
tance
available. 753 available at the
Building 8 aorylcing
8325 days, 753-3293 after National Hotel. 1
Mobile Horn..."
and 2
6p
m.
Equal Housing bedrooms. Rental as•PHONE(502)492-8488*
Opportunity.
sistance available. 7538325 days, 753-3293 after
6p.m. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
MALE roommate
wanted for Murray
•Practical *Attractive •Affordable
State Co-ed. Two bedroom apartment near
Now Oti Display At
campus. Affordable
TUCKER TV
rent. 247 2482 after
5p.m.
1916 Coldwat.
502 489 2663
MUR Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
ENGINEERING MANAGER
Housing Opportunity
759-4984.
A rapidly growing automotive supplier is locating
ICE 1, 2 and 3 bedto the Murray, Ky. area. We are searching for a
room apartments, furstrong, high-energy individual to fill our engineernished, located near
ing manager opening. The right candidate must
campus. Days 753-6111
possess a B.S.M.E. degree and have at least 10
or 753-0606 after 5P.M.
years working experience in manufacturing
NICE 1 bedroom and
engineering with 5 years In a management position.
bedroom furnished
Responsibilities will include feasibility analysis,
apartments air conditoned, private entrprocess selection, tool and capitol equipment, acance and parking, near
quisition new tool and equipment set-up and
university. Lease and
qualification and support to manufacturing. A
deposit, no pets, $185
working knowledge of plant and facilities engineerand 5265. 753-8585.
ing and plant maintenance is a must. The candidate
NOW taking ap
must by well organized with good written and verplications on site for
bal communications skills. Experience in
Section 8 rent subautom
jive OEM companies in the interior soft trim
sidized apartments, 1
bedroom, Southside
or sta ping industry is prefered. We offer a highly
Manor Apartments,
com Wive salary and benefit package. Send
9-11A.M.
and 12-2P.M.,
resume with salary expectations to:
Monday
through friday
P.O. Box 1040-S, Murray, Ky 42071.
753-8221. Equal Housing
E.O.E.
Opportunity.
E or Two bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
1210 Main Streel--Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
•Physical Fiess 'Self-confidence
Equal Housing
'Self-control 'Self-defense
Opportunity.

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS r

f((ii

CHAI TAE KWON DO
ACADEMY

Tung Dinh

Chief Instructor
(111a1 of
"
For More Information Call 753-6111
Real Estate Auction

Sat., Aug. 27, 1988, 11 a.m.
303 3rd St. Hazel, Ky.
4 bedroom brick veneer house on large lot

Key Associates - Wilson Realty
753-3283
20% Down, Balance with possession of deed
Lamb & Taylor Auction Service
Licensed in Ky & Tenn.
Joe Pat Lamb
Doug Taylor
502-492-8527
901-247-3784

33. Rooms for Rent
POOM for rent on Olive
St. I block from campus. Utilities included.
$110 a month. 753-6709 or
753-0907.
ROOM for rent, for
college student near
campus. Help take care
of household and elderly
person. 753-3266.
34. Houses for Rent
I BEDROOM house for
rent 106 S. 13th St., zoned
for business. Call 753-0305
after 5P.M.
hEMALE roommate
needed to share house
with two others. Private
bedroom. Share rest of
house. Washer and
dryer, rest of utilities
furnished. $225
monthly. Call 1-502-753844 or 1-606-278-2457.
ROOMMATE needed to
share house. $130 a
month utilities included. Call Dan
evenings at 753-0527,
days 247-6982.
SMALL, 2 bedroom for
rent in New Concord.
$75.00 a month. 436-2427.

Houses for

Wrray Ledger & Times
Rent

47

Motorcycles

Two

bedroom, un
1991-77MAR-A--lniTfiT,
furnished, electric or $1,300 753 7824
wood heat, SE of
Murray. Married 49
Used Cars
couples only, re
ferences, deposit. Call 1973 VW Super Beetle,
rebuilt engine, good
492 8594.
condition. Must sell!
$900 or best offer.
36. For Rent or Lease
759-9528 before 2:30
p.m.
RENT to Own a Heavy
Duty Washer and '1976 CORVETTE. Calf
Dryer, $18 per week
753-0372 or 753 4445 after
Call Movie World at 7p.m.
753 4663
1976 WHITE MG Midget,
good condition. Call 75337. Livestock -Supplies
4303.
I REGISTERED red 1977 AMC Gremlin,
Brangus heifers due to excellent condition, $1,
calf late December or 100. 492-849.
early January. 489 2740
1977 MUSTANG, 5500.
SIMMENTAL and Call after 5p.m., 753
Simbrah bulls. Per
6956.
formance & semen 1979 CADILLAC El
tested. Excellent qual
Dorado, $3,500. Call
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, after 5p.m. 474-2768.
Ky. 522-8794.
1 9 7 9 MERCURY
Marquis, needs motor
4 0 . Produce
repair. 1975 Hornet
APPLES: Gold and Red hatchback, 3 speed, 6
Delicious, Ozark Gold, cylinder. 753-1598 after
Winesaps, Jonathon, 5:30p.m.
Ultra Gold and Mutsu. 1980 BUICK La Sabre, 4
Damson and Prune door. 436-2837.
Plums,
753-4725 1981 DATSUN 815
McKenzie Orchards.
Maxima stationwagon, 6
cylinder, automatic, all
41. Public Sales
power, extra nice, 1 owner, 70,000 miles. 753-0493
before 4P.M. or 753-2691
after 4P M.
1982 Z-28, T -fops,
automatic, P/S, P/B,
P/W. 492-8510.
1984 FIERO, white,
automatic,
many extras.
Baby clothes; pants
Priced to sell. 759-1030
& Shirts-brand new;
after 5P.M.
Car Seats; tapes;
1985 MUSTANG LX,
automatic, V 8,
records; baby botF.I.H.O., air, AM/FM,
tles; make-up; baby
no point work, extra
powder;
baby
nice, 66,000 miles.
54,400. 437-4723.
leotards.

50

Used

Trucks

1984 SILVERADO, all
power, tilt, cruise, 305
High mileage $5,500.
759-1268.
1986 FORD F 350 6.9
diesel, 4 speed, air,
P/S. P/B, tilt, cruise,
AM FM, new Michelin
tires, 37,000 miles. 435
4383 after 5p.m.

53

Services Offered

*Four Star*
Treated
Decks & Porches
46-25" rails $200
6x10-25" rails $310
10x16.25" rails $620

51

Campers
AIRSTREAM Travel
Trailers, pre owned
Charles Cochran,
7530114
AIRSTREAM Travel
Trailers, pre owned.
Charles Cochran,
753-0114.

52

Boats-Motors
MARINE batteries, 24
series, 85 amp, 529.99. 27
series, 105 amp, $39.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Downtown Paris.
SAILBOAT for sale- 14
ft. Lockley Sea Witch,
main sail and jib, used
very little, good condition. 5675 Phone 522
7080

*CALL 1502)492-8488*
FRANK Hill Mobile
Home Services. 19
years experience in
factory, set ups and
rebuilding mobile
homes. 502 437 4887.
ENERAL Repair
Plumbing, roofing, yard
work, tree work Wood,
$25 a rick. Call 436-2642
or 492 8433.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753,9400.
HOUSE painting, inside
or outside, reasonable,
references. 489 2469 or
753-8421.
INSULAI ION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
LANDSCAPING and
lawn service provided
for the Murray area.
For free estimates
phone 753 3266.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet 8. upholst
cry cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753'5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician, Doug Jones Electric. Residential wiring
and electrical and elec
Inc motor repairs. No
rewinding. Call
759-4751.
L&L Roofing & General
Repair. Also, gutter rep
air and painting. Free
estimates. 10% discount
for Senior citizens. 4748057
L&L Roofing & General
Repair. Also, gutter
repair and painting.
Free estimates. 10%
discount for Senior
citizens. 474 8057.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. For- •
mer County Attorney;
former District Judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St.,
Murray, 753-3153;
Home, 753 MOO.
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
753 1537.

53

Services Offered

MOBILE home specie
list for all your mobile
home repairs 759-4850.
PLUMBING repairman
with same day service.
Call 759,4850
DUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753-6973.
SEWING machine rep
air. All makes and
models, home and in
dustry. Call Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
SUR EWAY Tree
Service- Topping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your prot
ection Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates, No
Obligations. 753-5484.
THWEATT'S Alterna
for, Generator and
Starter Service, Old
Hwy. 641, Almo. Pull
offs and repairs, farm,
industrial and marine.
753-8742.
A RD landscaping,
Leveling driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430
or 753-0659.

Services Offered

53

Gil's
Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Steam & Vacuum
System

Special!
Three Rooms
& Hall

$39.95
1315 Olive Blvd.
753-3727
Gil Sewell
15 years experience
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call Or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442.7026.
WHITE rock, sand,
rip-rap, dirt, mulch.
bank, wash, slabs
sawdust and cleanup
Will haul anything
753-0467.
WILL do roofing,
plumbing, painting, &
yard work. Call
753.4370.

53. Services Offered
A 1 TWEE Service and
stump removal. Your
professional tree ser
vice, All .types, remo
val, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chip
per. Call 753-0906.
ACE Lawn Services:
Mowing, Landscaping,
any type of yard work.
Call 492-8650.
***11111
APPLIANCE SER
VICE. Kenmore
753
Westinghouse,
5940
Whirlpool. 28 years
Custom Kitchen
experience. Parts and
4.
Cabinets
service. Bobby Hopper,
4.
753-4872 or 436-5848,
All Types Of
•
Now it's
PRICK block & concrete
4.
43. Real Estate
driveays, sidewalks,
Custom Woodworking
4.
patios, house foundations,
KENTUCKY Lake lot,
4.
chimneys. New and rep12x60 mobile home,
air. 27 years experience.
septic, well, lot goes to
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Free estimates. Large or
survey line. $16,500.
•Drop by & se our showroom
.0
small jobs. Charles Bar
4-42-1770 or 442-3632.
MURRAY - (Sumo Bun,&owl)aiiii
409 SUNBURY
nett 753-5476.
kOPPERUD Realty
DUSHHOGGIN
G. Reoffers a complete range
asonable rates. Small
of Real Estate services
New & Used
lots or whole farms.
with a wide selection of
GM Executives &
Also, trees cut & requality homes, all
Program Vehicles
moved. Call 753-5476.
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
CONCRETE work,
901-642-3900
711L for courteous,
driveways,
patios, etc.
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
competent Real Estate
Call Joe Chambers,
247-7294.
service. We make buy- 1986 CHEVETTE,
I
ing & selling Real door, red, great
condi- DAVE'S window cleanEstate easy for you.
ing. Commercial • re
tion. 759-1045.
LOT for sale- single 1986
DODGE Aries, 4 sidential. Free esfamily dwelling, re- door,
timates.
753-9873.
black, A/C, auto.
stricted, joins $4300. Call
FAMILY Lawn Care
759-9213.
Gatesborough, water,
Specialize
in lawn
1986 DODGE 6000, 4 door,
sewer and gas. 753-5541.
black, A/C, auto. $5100. mowing including
shrubbery and hedges.
759-9213,
44, Lots for Sale
Servicing city and
1987 GRAND Am LE,
county. Lower rates for
door, tilt, cruise, stereo,
Senior Citizens. Call
burgundy on grey, 17,
now and register with a
xxx. 753 1701, 759-1125,
dependable Lawn Ser3 lots - acre of land to
1988 CHEVY Eurosporf, vice. 753-3534
or
red, A/C, auto, tape, ex- 753-3455.
each - all lots complete
tra sharp. $11,500. 759
hook-ups in every way FENCE sales at Sears
9213.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
will sell lots with mobile
GOVERNMENT Seized for free estimate
for
homes or you Can use
Vehicles from $100. your
needs.
your own mobile homeFords. Mercedes. Cor
FOR
most
any type
vettes. Chevys. Surplus,
Main Highway 641
Buyers Guide. 1 805-687- driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
Where new bridge is
6000 Ext. 5'8155.
dirt and sand call Roger
completely finished
SINCE 1938
Hudson, 753-4545 or
50, Used Trucks
after a year - 1 mile from
"QUALITY CONCRETE-ON-TIME"
753-6763.
Septic
Tanks
1972
CHEVY,350
pickTn. border.
up LWB, automatic,
Pumped
Call
P/S, P/B, white, good
...Sewer lines cleaned
For An Appointment
condition. 753-0667 after
r Grease Traps
to Serve the
5p.m.
Between 6 pm -9 pm
pumped
r Portable -toilet
1988 TOYOTA 4WD
Any Day
rentals
truck, A/C, TS,
492-8806
Office trailer rental
AM/FM cassette, slid
8. sales
Call 'Us' On
ing rear window, 8,500
P.O. Box 151
miles, $10,500. 753-4465
The Carpet'
Route 1 Hazel, Ky. 42049
after Sp.m.
FOR Sale or Take Over
Mobile John &
Payments 1983 S10 4x4
45. Farms for Sale
Septic Service
Blazer. 474 2780.
79 SURVEYED wooded
527-9945
INTERNATIONAL
acres near Ky. Lake,
.CONCRETE BLOCKS • CEMENT •SAND
1-800-592 3308
conventional single axel
good road frontage,
•GRAVEL •CRUSHED STONE
air tractor. 3 axel
very reasonable price,
•MASONRY CEMENT .LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL
NEW business in town.
gooseneck. 16' hoist
524,000. Phone Kop"We're Very Careful Who
Plumbing and carpenter
truck bed. Chevy Step
perud Realty, 753-1222.
We Send into Your Home!
Side bed. Good 350
work, odd jobs. No jobs
Chevy motor and
are to big or to small, 10
46. Homes for Sale
Lee's
automatic. Wrecker bed
years experience. 753
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3355
7/3 BEDROOM, with sling. Large winch.
2887 or 753-8568.
aluminum sided house, Sliding tandum flat-bed
Carpet
priced for quick sale. trailer. Tubeless truck
Cleaning
OR, LR, Kit, UR, bath, wheels. Rolling tool
Commercial, Residence, Boats
shop, porch, carport. cabinet. Air tire
Gas, central heat and machine. Air compres- 4- 753-5827
air. Good location, sor, BEST OFFER
owners moving. 492-8595 TRADING POST, 6
after 5p.m.
Saturday, August 27, 1988 • 10:00 a.m.
miles out 121 South.
'''44041+901t OW144i1HOOS4Ofill{f-''
GOVERNMENT homes
Location: Center of Aurora, Kentucky
from $1.00. "U Repair".
Next to Sue and Charlie's Fish Restaurant on US 68
Also tax delinquent
property. Call 805 644Selling to the high bidder this 3-building complex consisting of 30
9533 Ext. 5.43 for info.
x 40 store building. Has unlimited uses (formerly a store building).
KENTUCKY Lake, I
New wiring, carpet, paneling, lights, heating and cooling.
bedroom, 2 bath, garBuilding No. 2 is now a laundromat, doing good business with
age, dock, 543,000. 3628698.
20 Maytag washers and dryers, all in A-1 condition. This building
ICE 2 bedrooms,
has new central heat and air and new lighting.
aluminum siding, fenBuilding No. 3 is a fine, 3 bedroom home with full basement,
ced in back yard, nice
carpet, large kitchen, large bedrooms, 1 bath, cent, heat and air.
neighborhood. 759 1182.
All of these building on city sewer and water. (Have renters wanNICE and new 3 bedting to rent).
room, 2 bath home with
central gas heat and
Will sell each separately and then combined at any combination.
electric air, 2 car
High dollar buys.
garage with door opeAuctioneer's Note: Seldom do you find a situation of this caliber
ner, living/ dining
property and location that you can buy at your own price.
room, eat-in kitchen
and family room with
BE THERE AND BUY!
fireplace. 753 3903 after
ILLNESS FORCES SALE
4 .m. for apRointment.
SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
LD house in Hazel on
IF SOLD, CANCELLATION NOTICE WILL BE GIVEN
west State Line Road,
108-bod intermediate care facility is seeking a
BOATS
needs repair, $6000 or
ssiff-rnotivated registered nurse for the position
of Director of Nursing.
best offer. 492 8322.
Fishing Boats. Motors. Trailers Ski Boats
SMALL 2 bedroom
Financing available if necessary to qualified buyer. Buyer must
This Is a challenging opportunity for an inhouse on 1.5 acres, 5
dividual who will supervise the nursing staff.
make arrangements prior to day of sale.
minutes from Murray.
while insuring our nursing objectives and stanTERMS
dards Sr. met. Supervisory and communication
Recently remodled.
skills
required.
Salary negotiable with •xReal Estate 10% day of sale, balance with deed. Deed 10 days
Two decks, garage,
porienc• Excellent benefit package
perfect retirement
er less Cash on all boats day of sale.
home. 753-2388 after
If int•4•414d in putting your skills and ideas to
SALE CONDUCTED BY:
6p.m
work in the field of geriatrics, send resume to
Rose P. Moss, Admen'tttttor
47
Motorcycles
MIEDCO CENTER OF PADUCAH
1987 HONDA 250R,
11117 IlAcOulris A
Paducah, KY 42001
Real Estate & Auction
Trax, never raced, $1,
750. 759-4166.
VERNON
LILE, Broker-Auctioneer
UNICARE HEALTH
BORDERS Cycle and
Office Phone: 502-354-6338 • Res. Phone: 502-474-8891
ATU Center. Used
FACILITIES, INC.
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
ATUs, parts, service,
accessories and tires.
Equal Opportunity
Annctuncements made day of sale take precedence over printed
200 North Main, Benton,
Employer
matter.
Ky 502;527 1680

Yard Sale

Mon.-Sun.
421 8th St.

Taylor
Dan
ro„,ree
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile
Caddlx, Inc. of
Paris, TN
800 32', 3229

For Sale

Murray Day Care Center
1607 W. Olive
Infants Thru 5 Years
State Licensed & Insured

Has Openings For Fall Session

753-7359

NOW OPEN

Murray & Calloway Co. Area

Lane's

Fru

•SAW (mint Stsmm

•CW•ns 0.p. Ones Past
•Instowl

Undommtd

•C

Prompt

• Corp. Protmlor

•Odor Control irontrnent

•W•.00.1

mut.In your

Pomo or ollte•

•W• On,OW Own WM.,

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.

•11Powlentwl

•Commormal

CAM, Sew Ome• Cap

1•16

AUCTION

For Lease

1,800 sq. feet prime office space, located
downtown close to court
square. Will remodel to
suit tenant.

ir

t

OLD iallNIONZD

BANBURSERS

EQUAL EFFORTS : EQUAL PAY: SUCCESS!
If the road ahead looks too much like the road behind, it's time
you changed.
Our manangement training program turns out managers who
will be successful in the Fast Food Industry. We'll give you a competitive salary and bonus program, a great benefits package,
and
the financial opportunity you've been waiting for. You give us your
best efforts and we'll do the rest. We currently have opening in
Central and Western Kentucky.
*RESTAURANT MANAGERS - Salary up to $30,000
*CO-MANAGERS - Salary up to $25,000
See what you've been missing...come talk with us about your next
career opportunity. Call (502) 245-6623, or send your application
or resume to:
Dick Barrett
Western Restaurants dba/Wendy's
10000 Shelbyville Road, Suite 100
Louisville, KY 40223
E.E.0 M/F Women are encouraged to apply
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753-5870 or 753-8302
DIRECTOR OF NURSING

LILE

%1
1
11-7
r

•
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OBITUARIES
By Abigail

HuIon Lillard (Roy l Sliger
Services for HuIon Lillard (Roy )
Sllger will be Wednesday at 11
a.m. at Coldwater Church of
Christ. Dan Sykes and Bobby
Haley will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Tony
Sliger, Joseph Thorn, Michael
Parrish, Ricky Donelson, Jody
Brooks and Robert Tindell II.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Herman Darnell, Hess Darnell,
Sherwood Potts, Ray Bazzell,
Hubert Bazzell, Dan Bazzell and
Noble Pendergrass.
Entombment will follow in
mausoleum at Murray Memorial
Gardens with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Murray

Mrs. Velma Nancy Raines

where friends may call.
Mr. Sliger, 72, Rt. 1, Murray,
died Sunday at St. Thomas
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Vivian Bean Sliger; six daughters,
Mrs. Bobby (Dorothy) Buffington,
Mrs. Betty Parrish, Mrs. Bob
(Wanda) Brown, Mrs. Joann
Sliger Thorn, Mrs. Jim (Evelyn
Jean) Self and Mrs. Robby
(Diana) Tindell; two sons, Dennis
Sliger and wife, Joyce, and Ralph
Sliger and wife, Michelle; four
sisters; one brother, 15 grandchildren; eight stepgrand•
children; 14 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Bonnie Petty Benke
Mrs. Bonnie Petty Benke, 42, of
Jackson, Tenn., died Saturday at
Jackson-Madison County Hospital
there. Her death followed a short
illness.
She was a member of the Eagles
Club of Kentucky.
Born Oct. 6, 1945, she was the
daughter of Helen Smith Petty
Ludvigson and the late O'Neal
Petty.
Survivors are her mother, Mrs.
Helen Petty Ludvigson, and two

sons, Dennis Benke and Anthony
O'Neal Benke, all of New Concord; one sister, Mrs. Barbara
Comeau, Michigan.
Services will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Hunt Funeral
Home, Humboldt, Tenn. The Rev.
James Abbot will officiate.
Burial will follow in Rose Hill
Cemetery at Humboldt.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

1VIHS Calendar
Monday, Aug. 22: First day of 1988-89 school year.
Tuesday, Aug. 23: Soccer at Caldwell County — 5 p.m.
Friday, Aug. 26: Pep assembly at 2:30 p.m. in the gymnasium;
sixth
hour 1-1:45 p.m., seventh hour 1:50-2:30 p.m.; MHS football at Callway
County High School at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Aug. V: Band-sponsored car wash, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at
Sirloin Stockade and Hardee's; Soccer team hosts Bowling Green
at 2
p.m.; WSJP No. 253 Stephanie Bartlett.

Organizational scuba diving meeting
for four classes slated at university
An organizational meeting for
four different scuba diving classes
at Murray State University during
fall semester is scheduled on the
campus Tuesday evening, Sept. 6.
Anyone interested in any of the
classes — open water, advanced
open water, rescue diving or
divemaster — should attend the
meeting at 6 p.m. in Room 105 of
the Carr Health Building.
Ross Meloan, instructor, gave a
description of the courses as
follows;
Open water — Lectures from 6
to 9 p.m. on Tuesday, beginning
Sept. 6, and water skills sessions
from 8 a.m. to noon on Saturdays.
To run through Oct. 2, the class
will end with open water certification dives. Participants must provide their own mask, fins and
snorkel.
Advanced open water — To
meet for two evening classes and
one Saturday pool session, the
T
.,
r0[worl

Divemaster — Requires extensive class and pool participation.
Candidates should attend the Sept.
6 meeting for further instructions
concerning class scheduling and
course requirements. Students
must provide their own
equipemnt.
Anyone who wishes to obtain additional information about any of
the scuba diving classes may call
Ross Meloan at 762-6835 or 753-0387
in Murray.

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
OAF Corp
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

Prices as of IC a.m.
+6.22
Goodyear
1990.22
I.B.M.
421
/
4 +%
Ingersoll Rand
22% 2314A
Jerrie()
24% +%
Kmart
29 +%
Kroger
21% .%
;1CPenney
25 J/B
Pen wait
281
/
4 Ns
Pillsbury
7%B 8A
Quaker Oats
Sears
45% +%
47% +
Texaco
48% +%
Time Inc
71% +%
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
19% .54
45% +1
/
4
C.E.F. Yield

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

The funeral for Mrs. Velma Ozzell Raines who
died June 13,
Nancy Raines was Sunday at 2 1986.
p.m in the chapel of McEvoy
She was a member of Trinity
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The United Methodist
Church.
Rev. Warren Sykes officiated.
Born Jan. 8, 1904, in Calloway
Pallbearers were Jimmy Boyd, County, she was the daughter of
Leon Boyd, Gene Boyd, Dorris the late Buford Lee Jones and
Jones, Charlie Clayton and Sarah Ella Morris Jones.
Also preceding her in death
Chester Canady.
Burial was in Memorial were one sister, Mrs. Ethel Duke,
and three brothers, Toncey Jones,
Cemetery.
Gaylon Jones and Burnie Jones.
Mrs. Raines, 84, died Friday at
Mrs. Rains is survived by one
her home at 1106 Lincoln St, Paris. sister, Mrs.
Edna Boyd of Paris,
She was married in 1929 to James and cousins,
nieces and nephews.

58% -1
/
4
111% +
9110/4 +%
14%B 14%A
31% .1/4
33% .%
48% +44
85% •%
35 -%
AS% + 1/4
34%

.14

453/4
94%
30%
so%

+ 1/4
+54
-IA
.%
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BETTY BOSTON

DEAR ABBY: My family calls me
"Pack Rat" because'. I save everything, to which I reply, "You never
know when it might come in
handy."
Well, after reading your column in
the Wenatchee World, in which you
asked if anyone can top the story
about the valentine that took 45
years to get from Idaho to Connecticut, I went straight to a newspaper
clipping I had saved since 1964
Murray, died Sunday at 4:05 a.m. while I was living in Peru. Here it
at Murray-Calloway County is:
Hospital.
"AREQUIPA, Peru (UPI) —
He is survived by one sister, Postal authorities said they had
found
a 164-year-old letter in a stack
Mrs. Lola Sherril, one niece,
Bessie Petty, and one nephew, of mail marked 'undelivered due to
insufficient postage.' The letter was
Willie Perry, all of Murray.
dated Juty 8, 1800. It was addressed
to the president of the Tribune of
Justice in Arequipa — the secondlargest city in Peru."
Abby, you be the judge. Have a
Mr. Thorn, :st Rt. 1, Dexter,
died Sunday at 1:20 a.m. at sunshine day!
PATRICIA L. WINTERMEIER,
Murray -Calloway County
CASHMERE, WASH.
Hospital.

Graveside services for Chester
A. Perry are today at 1 p.m. at
Murray City Cemetery.
Mason's Memorial Chapel of
Mayfield is in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Perry, 68, of 200 Walnut St.,

Howard Thorn
Graveside rites for Howard
Thorn were today at 11 a.m. at
Stewart Cemetery. John Hicks
officiated.
Pallbearers were Jackie Thorn,
Arvis Thorn, Jerry Maness,
William Lee Thorn, James Byers
and Bud Thorn.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
was in charge of arrangements.

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I got a bad electrical shock in 1960, but didn't know
how bad until I ran into one of my
buddies who was working on the same
job then. He said I was unconscious
for 10 to 15 minutes. I don't remember being out and received no medical
attention. Should I be alert for any
problems?

Hearing screening
set for students
All students in grades K-5, new
students and high-risk students at
all schools, will be participating in
hearing screenings or rescreenings Aug. 29-30.
Local officials advise that if
your chiuld is in one of the above.
mentioned grades or populations,
he/she will bring home a form letter to be signed by a parent or
guardian. This form is a new requirement and must be signed and
returned to the school before a
child's hearing can be rescreened
if necessary.
The cooperation of parents in
returning these forms to your
child's school by Thursday, Aug.
25 will be greatly appreciated, a
spokesperson stated.

He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Lillian Thorn; four sisters, Mrs.
Lucille Haley, Mrs. Bertha
Maness, Mrs. Gracie Stroup and
Mrs. Louise Byes; two brothers,
Roy Thorn and Raymond Thorn.
DEAR READER: If you have suffered no ill effects from your electrocution 28 years ago, you needn't worry that problems will develop at this
late date. However, your family doctor should be made aware of this information as part of your medical
history.
DEAR GOTT: Because of a back injury, I saw several doctors. I subsequently obtained copies of my medical records. What a comedy of errors!
According to these records, I have bilateral club feet, was born four years
before my father and seven years after my son, was injured either two
years before or after my actual injury, sought medical care six months
before the injury, and had X-rays of
My ankle. How can these people continue to practice medicine?
DEAR READER:Sounds like a real
hodgepodge to me. Someone desperately needs a lesson in how to take a
valid medical history. I can understand a little confusion in anyone's records, but the systematic foul-ups in
yours must take first prize.
I suggest that you pack up your
medical records, find a doctor you can
trust, tell him or her exactly what
happened, and let the healer get the
right story down on paper. In addition, you might make an official complaint, in writing, to your state medical society.

Hog Market

DOUBLE DAY

9.7
Sat.
9
5:30

Second Set of Prints

FREE!
Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale .11 Whitnell

4

753-4175

DEAR ABBY: I don't know if it's
true that it took a valentine 45 years
to go from Idaho to Connecticut, but
I still have the postcard that
Fordham University sent to me in
1951 (just before I graduated),
which reached me in California in
1969. By that time I was a married
woman with seven kids.
The postcard bears both the 1951
and the 1969 postmarks, but I never
did find out where it had been for 18
years!
ANN MAFFEO FURIA,
SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I think this will top
the 45 years it took a valentine to
get to East Haven, Conn., from
Boise, Idaho. This item appeared in
the Harrisburg (Pa.) Patriot-News
on Feb. 16, 1988:
In 1907, Joseph Gabner mailed a
postcard from Atlantic City, N.J., to
his family in Steelton, Pa. It arrived
80 years later in son Willian
Gabner's mailbox.
William Gabner, a retired Bethlehem Steel Corp. crane operator,
received the postcard with a letter
from Harrisburg postal inspector
C.M. Macho, which said: "Please
accept our apologies for the late
delivery."
It didn't explain where the postcard had spent the last 80 years.
GEORGE MARTER,
SUN CITY, ARIZ.

Problems? What's bugging you?
Unload on Abby, P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90069. For a personal
reply, please enclose a stamped, selfadd
d envelope.

We're Glad
You Asked

sooss, ,ofteowoom..
Keep The Csrval (11,1 rosary )kith Genuine GM,
I.

641 South
Murray
753-2617

1

WHAT ETHICS ARE
IMPORTANT FOR
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
TO LIVE RV?

There are several codes by
which the ethical and professional
funeral director should be
operating their funeral service
practices.
Some of these codes are formulated by national associations
and some have evolved over the
years by what the thoughtful, and
public-minded funeral directors
have found to be in good taste,
within the bounds of propriety and
public interest.
The truly professional and
public-spirited funeral director
spends as little time as possible in
the hospitals, especially in those
wards for the terminally ill. We
are the LAST persons these people
want to see in their hours of stress.
Many's the time I've wished to
make a call on friends in the
hospital, but I'm sensitive to making this call for fear of it being
misinterpreted.
We also don't advertise "low
prices" and then try to push for a
higher-priced funeral. In fact, we
leave the Selection Room so the
family cannot feel any pressure
from us and can decide in their
own good time.
Our mission Is to be of help and
comfort to the families long
before, during, and after the
funeral. We hope you know of our
deep desire to be of the greatest
help through life to the people of
Murray. Call on us when you need
us - not Just during the greatest
hour of stress when death comes
upon us.

Miller
Funeral Home
311 N. 4th St
753-4612

Carpet Sale
FREE INSTALLATION

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Buy 20 yds. or more of any
carpet brand or price and we'll
install it absolutely

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

FREE!

1985 GmC Jimmy 4X4, Red auto
air, AM FM cassett
'10,800

*Sale Starts Sept. lst-Sept 30th

V-4-****-144-4--44t-14-14

34,

Our Wallpaper
Is Still Going On!

PHOTO COUPON

M.F

DEAR PATRICIA: Your packrat ways paid off. The 164-yearold letter in transit topped them
all. Read on:

Federal State Markel se..SersIce 44/0s1 13.
10/01 Kentucky Purchase kraut 1105 Market Report
Includes 5 Buying Stations Receipts: Act 447. let.
Mk Barrows / lilt. 2.5 lower Sows 1.0131.30
hlgiser.
US 14 200-250 lb.
545.50.44.00
US 1.2 1100-220 lb..
145.50.45.5n
US 2-3 221-160 lb..
145.00-45.50
US 34161-270 lb..
144.00-45.00
&Ms
US 1.2275-350 lb..
$33.00-34.00
US 1.3 31/0 400 lbs.
13/.00 33.14
114 1-3 400 5011 lbs
550.1612.041
US 1.3 500 and up
$3120-34.001r, to 34.50
11.1 2-3 3111-500 lb..
522.00 30.00
Boars 220.00-31.00

PAT GOSSUM

Wednesday
is...

Mail Tales Prove That
The Last Can Be First

Chester A. Perry

Long-term
damage isn't likely

class will end with open water
dives at a time to be determined.
Participants must provide their
own equipment.
Rescue diving — Required of all
divers who wish to obtain assistant
instructor and divemaster certification. Interested certified
divers must attend the Sept. 6
meeting to obtain a tentative class
schedule and course
requirements

Van Buren

CONDOMINIUMS
IN MURRAY

Special Order Books

30%
Off

.02

Interested?
Call 753-1492

C2ntury
21

Loretta Jabs Realtors
841 North
Murray

In-Stock
04.

$5-$8-$10
per double roll
•Prepasted *Strippable

cRe0 -Lilift(Decok
Bel-Air Center, S. 12th

753-3642

PIGSKIN PREVIEW '88
A special supplement of

Murray State assistant coach Albert Starnes and the rest of Mike
MahOney's
staff have the Racers looking to improve on last year's 6-5 mark. MSU
is rank-

Mirrray Ledger & Times

ell third in the Ohio Valley Conference's preseason coaches' poll.
The Racers
open the season with with a Sept. 3 homegame against Tennessee
Martin.

In
111714
'

Second time around
Mike Mahoney is set for his second season
as head coach of the MSU Racers
Page 3

High school outlook
Calloway, Murray look to taokle rigors of
tough schedules leading to playoffs
Pages 5 and 7

Page
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Racer head coach Mike Mahoney
begins his second year at the helni. He gives his thoughts on the
upcoming season.
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Veteran defensive tackles Lance Golden and Jim Murphy provide the Racers
with
experien
ce in
the wide tackle six.
Page 8
Murray State's Michael Proctor is out to prove he's the best quarterb
ack in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Page 9
Again? Yes, Eastern Kentucky has been dubbed the favorite
in the OVC for the seventh straight
time.
Page 11
Photographer David Tuck takes a look at the Racers'
preseason camp and their attempt to beat
the heat.
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Several former local prep stars are looking at contribut
ing roles for MSU.
Page 17
Florida State and Miami give preseason predictors reason to
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will stay in the Sunshine State.
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HIGH SCHOOL
Calloway County's Jack Haskins is looking at a strong team, but is also
staring at the Lakers'
toughest schedule ever.
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Murray and Calloway are set for another confrontation. Here's
how that rivalry has gone so far.
Page 5
Murray High School's Jack Cain looks to fill
some big holes as his team makes a bid and
a second
straight playoff visit.
Page 7
Special team players discuss the effort put into all the "little things" in their trade. Page 7
Tough schedules seem to be the common denominator
with Murray and Calloway County high
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Associated Press writer Steve Wilstein provides some
insight.
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Good Luck Home Teams...
from the "Home Team"
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Shropshire, Linda Salley. Sherry Dunn.
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Kopperud Realty
711 Main St. Murray 763-1222

Going one better
Ledger staff always in
search of improvement
With another football year
upon us, the Murray Ledger &
Times once again takes great
pride in bringing our readers
its "Pigskin Preview."
Last year, we believed that
we had put together the best
football preview supplement in
the newspaper's history and
public response indicated that
we were correct. This year,
we've gone one better.
Last year's 16 pages
established a "Pigskin
Preview" record for size. This
year, we've gone up to 24
pages, and we think that the
quality equals the quantity.
While it sounds like I'm
tooting my own horn, I'm actually more grateful to the people who donated their talents
to make the issue possible.
When I entered publisher
Walt Apperson's office some
nine months ago with a suggestion to improve our sports
coverage, I didn't dream that
my request to pursue Daniel T.
Parker as an assistant sports
editor would be realized in less
than three weeks. Since Daniel
has joined the staff, his work
and the freedom he has allowed me in doing mine has more
than doubled the quality of
local sports coverage in our
publication.
Although I handle most of
the normal editing decisions,
having Daniel around to advise
and take some of the workload
off has been a great pleasure
and we have learned a great
deal from each other.
Daniel's stories in this section reflect the quality work
we've grown accustomed to
from our newest staff member.
David Tuck's brilliant
photography turned last year's
"Preview" from a good section
to a very good section. This
year, we've really turned
David loose and the results
were (as expected)
captivating.
As a fan of great
photographs, I enjoy seeing the
front page of The Ledger &
Times every day to discover
what David's come up with
next. When he works in sports,
I think he's at his best.
David captured historical
moments in Murray State's
OVC championships in basketball and tennis in an.
Hopefully, he'll get a chance to
do the same in football.
He's already gotten us off to
a tremendous start in the
photography department.
David took our cover photo of
MSC assistant coach Albert
Starnes running over plays
with the offense and his photo

series on pages 12-13 are top
flight.
Staying along the
photography line, Barry
Johnson, Murray State's
photographer, supplied us with
some of his work. I noticed a
series of shots of Racer coach
Mike Mahoney on his desk one
morning not long ago and knew
that I had the first photos for
this section.
I only wish that more people
could see Barry's work more
often. He's a pro.
As was the case last year,
my wife Janet has given me
more help in completing the
task of a special section than
anyone. Her support is the
single-most important factor in
anything and everything I do.
As was our normal procedure in basketball, I'll handle most of our Murray State
coverage as Mahoney enters
his second season as head
coach and Daniel will be our
primary high school writer. Of
course, with two high schools
in our area, one man cannot
possibly handle the job alone.
I'll still be covering a lot of
games, but we are also fortunate enough to have John
Browder and David Ramey
helping out.
I think we've grown a great
deal over the past year at The
Murray Ledger & Times. I was
proud of our basketball and
spring sports coverage. We
were fortunate enough to have
some fine teams to provide us
with plenty of exciting stories.
Now we've had somewhat of
a summer break and are eager
to get back into the thick of
Murray and Calloway County
sports. It appears that our footsoccer and volleyball
teams are going to give us
plenty more excitement and
we'll be there to bring you, our
readers, the stories.., and,
hopefully, offer some insight as
to the kind of people who make
up our local sports scene.
We welcome your input and
enjoy hearing from you. If you
have any questions or comments, give us a call at
7153-1918.
Without further delay — It's
kickoff time.

Clay Walker
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times

Pigskin Preview
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The second
time'around
An All-America hopeful at quarterback
and a favorable conference schedule give
Racer coach Mike Mahoney reason to smile
as he enters another season at Murray State
By CLAY WALKER
and running backs Michael Davis and newcomer
Sports Editor
Kenny Flagg appear to be capable of maintaining
Mike Mahoney learned a great deal in 1987. Now
the Racers' running attack.
Murray State's second-year head coach is trying to
But Mahoney says that his team's fate rests on
put that knowledge to work for the 1988 edition of
the shoulders of quarterback Michael Proctor. Prothe MSU Racer football team.
ctor threw for an OVC record 2,375 yards his junior
After a conference co-championship under Frank
season and has emerged as one of the top players in
Beamer in 1986, Murray went 6-5 last season,
the conference:
thanks to a 40-0 blowout of Austin Peay on the
Mahoney says that having a standout like Proctor
season's final Saturday. Mahoney, who coached
certainly will not win the conference by itself, but
MSU's defense on and off from 1979-1985, stopped
describes the league as "as wide open as it's ever
over on the Kansas staff as an assistant for a year
been."
before returning to the Racers as head coach a
Like Murray State, the other frontrunners in the
year ago.
OVC were hit hard by graduation which should
But the homecoming
soften the lack of depth on
wasn't all Mahoney had
the
MSU squad.
"It's
not
like
we're
in
a
hoped it would be as his
Mahoney said he was flatteam, picked to finish a
tered at the No. 3 prediction
league with Nebraska
close second in the Ohio
the OVC coaches and sports
Valley Conference behind
and Oklahoma and we're information directors gave
Eastern Kentucky, suffered
his club. Even if the Racers
through a season of bad
meet that expectation, the
two light years behind
bounces and, in turn, unex36-year-old coach from Uxpected losses. MSU closed
bridge, Mass., who has litthem in talent. I think
its conference season at 3-3,
tle concern about putting
in the middle of the OVC.
too much pressure on
we're physically going
And the problems didn't
himself, will not be
end at the season's conclusatisfied.
to have as much talent
sion for Mahoney. After losHis goal is the same as in
ing senior running backs
1987 — a perfect record and
as anybody."
Willie Cannon, MSU's allMSU's sixth OVC
time touchdown leader, and
championship.
Bill Bird, Mahoney saw his
Ledger and Times: You
top returning back fall to
entered last season as the
academic difficulties.
second-ranked team in the OVC. You had even
Rodney Payne, a talented runner for St. Louis,
higher expectations which put the team's 6-5 finish
Mo., couldn't make the grades in the classroom and
in the "disappointment" category. How do you feel
Mahoney, an academic-minded coach, suspended
about the team's performance in 1987?
him from the team.
Mahoney: A lot of people have asked me what a
To complicate matters further in the offensive
disappointing season it was and they don't undersbackfield, fullback Tony Ora decided against returtand me very well. I was disappointed the year we
ning for his sophomore season. The decision left the
went 9-2 because we lost two games and I was
Racers with three freshmen as the top candidates
disappointed the year we went 9-2-1 because we lost
for the fullback slot — Mayfield's Tony Brown, New
two and tied one, so I'm a little disappointed every
Jersey product Conrad Reynolds and Jeff Swaney
time we lose.
out of Springfield, Ill.
But the way things happened — our fumbling the
The Racers' special teams were also depleted
ball... we didn't get many breaks... our running
after graduation: Steve Hill, whose all-out hustle on
backs being hurt.., we didn't really get any producall of the kicking teams made him a crowd favorite,
tion out of Payne and Bird — I think when you get
is gone; Punter David Dercher has also moved on;
back to it, I was really disappointed in only one
and the OVC's all-time leading scorer, place-kicker
game and that was Middle Tennessee (a 27-9 loss)•
Paul Hickert, is no longer on the squad.
It wasn't what I expected, but I expect to go
Hickert, who was cut by the Cincinnati Bengals
undefeated every year. It'll never be what I expect
after the NFL club drafted him in the Ilth round,
until we get to that stage.
has returned to Murray as an assistant who will
Ledger and Times: Looking over your conference
work with the current kickers.
schedule, 1988 certainly favors the Racers. You
have two weeks to prepare for Middle Tennessee
Despite the losses in personnel, Mahoney believes
and Eastern. That has to please you.
he has the makings of a solid football team.
Mahoney: The OVC schedule is in our favor this
Standouts Tim Broady and Joe March head up a
time because of the six teams other than us — they
rugged defensive unit, deep at the tackle position
way they were picked to finish — our two road
but untested in the backfield, that will try to utilize
games are with the two lowest ranked teams. So if
Mahoney's trademark wide-tackle six scheme.
On offense, center Marshall Sills anchors the line
See RACERS
Page 4

Mike Mahoney

Mike Mahoney holds nothing back on the sidelines and ex.
pects an all-out effort from his players as well. MSU was
5-5 last year.
MRI paean by Barry Johnson

Page 4

RACERS
From Page 3
the preseason poll is any indicator of the true abilities of
the teams we're going to play,
then obviously we have the
best four teams other than us
coming in.
Ledger and Times: Considering the favorable schedule and
last season's 6-5 finish, do you
feel pressure to win X amount

of games — say go 7-3 or 8-2 —
to get the program rolling in
the right direction?
Mahoney: You see, again, that
gets back to the fact that I
never set a goal any lower
than 10-0, so anything less than
that isn't going ro be living up
to my expectations. I think
that there's a chance of us
beating everybody.
Ledger and Times: You've
made it quite clear that in
order to reach your goals

Pigskin Preview
Michael Proctor has to be the
key. Have you built a strong
enough offensive team around
him?
Mahoney: There's no question
about his ability and his role as
our leader on offense, but even
with Proctor as good as he was
last year he wasn't able to
carry us by himself. And I
don't think you can put that
pressure on anyone in the
game of football.
I think he can certainly

make a big difference, but we
have to be able to run the football to help his passing attack.
If people know that all we can
do is throw the ball then
they're going to put in a variety of blitzes and put a lot of
pressure on him and then
they're going to lay back and
drop everybody making it impossible to throw.
The thing that evens that out
is: if you can run the football
they've got to play an honest

If convenience scores big with you,
then you need the convenience of
Peoples Bank of Murray.
3 convenient locations serving our great city

NORTH BRANCH
N. 12th and Chestnut

SOUTH BRANCH
S. 12th and Story

MAIN OFFICE — 5th and Main — 753-3231
MEMBER FDIC

defense. If they have to be
solid against both the run and
the pass, then it becomes manon-man and he's physically
better than a lot of people who
will challenge him. Then his
skills come into play.
I think the crucial test right
now is if Michael Davis and
Kenny Flagg can carry the
load at tailback and we're going to start a true freshman
fullback. That's going to be
real interesting.
Ledger and Times: What will
the keys be to your trademark
wide tackle six defense?
Mahoney: I think we have a
fairly solid 11 guys, but the
way we play defense, we don't
play 11 guys. We play 22, 25
guys and that 11 that's up there
now will change when
somebody gets hurt. Injuries
happen.
There's a possibility at only
one position where a freshman
may start and that's at cornerback and he'll be back there
with two seniors. Everywhere
else an upperclassman who
has played in a game will
start.
Ledger and Times: Everyone
in the OVC is skeptical about
their depth. Your team isn't in
too bad of shape in that regard
compared to the rest of the
league. How do you feel about
your team's preseason No. 3
ranking?
Mahoney: I think it's out of
respect for where the program
has been for the past few years
and probably the out and out
fear of Michael Proctor and
respect for him.
Ledger and Times: What are
your thoughts on the progress
you've made as a head coach
now that you have your first
year behind you?
Mahoney: I'll admit that it certainly makes a difference in
some areas. I think every year
I've coached I've gotten better
with the experience. I still
haven't been coaching that
long compared to a lot of
people.
Still, there aren't a lot of
things I'd change from last
year.
Ledger and Times: You certainly haven't changed your
emphasis on academics as
evidenced by Rodney Payne's
departure. Do you think that
the other players take your
academic policy more seriously having seen Rodney's
situation?
Mahoney: There were a lot of
kids who knew me well enough
as an assistant to know that
when I told them something
that's the way it was going to
be I never coached Rodney,
but certainly when the other
players see that what
everybody perceives as a great
player disappears because of
It, they'll know that I'll enforce
It for everybody.

See RACERS
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Season of challenges makes CCHS coach happy
Lakers continue to
gain respectability

Laker coach Jack Haskins, a former lineman, shows members
of the "Fat Babies" bow he expects them to perform during pre-

season workouts at Calloway County. The Lakers open their
season Friday night by hosting Murray. Staff photo by Daniel T Parker

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
Challenges make Jack Haskins happy, so the 1988 football schedule facing
the Calloway County High School
Lakers should have their head coach
delirious with joy.
Coming off a 6-4 campaign in 1987
with only four offensive starters and
three defensive ones returning,
Haskins and the Lakers face what he
points out is the school's toughest
schedule ever.
Not only does the Laker lineup include annual 3A district powerhouses
Paducah Tilghman and Hopkinsville as
well as local rivals and playoff contenders Murray, Mayfield, Marshall
County and Madisonville, but new,
tough foes have been added to the list
with 2A powers Somerset and Fort
Knox joining in.
"I'd rate that schedule ahead of any
other (at Calloway)," Haskins said.
"We're playing some of the best teams
In the state in 1A, 2A, 3A and 4A. It's
tough, all the way through."
The new games are both away and
are both based on one-year contracts.
They not only represent an advanced
challenge to the Laker team, but also a
compliment of sorts to the progress the
school has made in its decade of football competition.
Haskins was too polite to say it, but,
through the years, schools who were
regular features on the Laker schedule
have learned to look elsewhere for
easy, record-padding games. "Some of
See LAKERS
Page 6

There's no denying the Murray-Calloway rivalry
Tigers hold 6-2 series lead
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
The games go down as some the brightest and dimmest moments
in players' careers. Still, the respective coaches say that it's "just
another game." There's no denying, however, that when Murray
and Calloway County hook up each year, the entire community is
there with great hopes.
The series between the crosstown rivals began in 1979 and Murray holds a comfortable 6-2 lead. The Lakers have won the past two
contests and host this year's match-up at 7:30 Friday night.
Neither coach wants his squad to weigh an entire season on Friday night's outcome.
"I don't put much stock in it really," Murray head coach Jack
Cain said. "We'd rather be in the state playoffs than win that one
game. That's where we put our stock."
MES has a history of contending for a playoff spot, if not a state
championship. Since Ty Holland roamed the field as the Tiger mentor, Murray has been a powerhouse... but a powerhouse in Class 1A.
Meanwhile, Calloway has a young program, just over a decade
old. And head coach Jack Haskins. who is 2-1 against Murray, is
gearing his troops toward becoming a respectable Class 3A power.
The Lakers have already reached the contenders' role
With both team's success and the geography of the situation (the
school's are less than two miles apart), a rivalry is 1nel/1i:table. And
the coaches realize that it Is really more than just another game to
their players.
"I think that it's fun to be able to play Murray High," Haskins
said. "It's what you play high school football for.
See RIVALRY
Page 21

Calloway County's Fred Jones and Murray's James Payne embraced after last year's 34-0 Laker
win.
Staff Oak, by flay Walker
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LAKERS
From Page 5
the schools," Haskins said
diplomatically, have realized
that we're playing more competitive football now It's not a
definite win for them."
As a result, the Lakers
travel six hours away to
Somerset the second week of
the season, then face another
long drive to Fort Knox on the
schedule's last weekend, Nov.
4.
"We scheduled them because
we couldn't find anyone else to
play close by," Haskins said
with a laugh.
But he would prefer to play
the tougher schedule, he adds.
"I'd much rather play a
schedule like this," Haskins
said, referring to the 'play the
best to be the best' philosophy.
Haskins has faced 184
challenges during his career as
a head coach, winning 135 for a
.733 winning percentage, including a IA state championship while at Heath. He has led
the Lakers to a 20-9 record during his three years at
Calloway.
"I've never run away from a
challenge - that'll probably be
my downfall one of these days
- but the kids are working
real hard, we have a much better attitude, a great senior
class. The kids want to play,
and they're all having fun.
Those are the important

things."
The Lakers hope to have fun
weeks after their last scheduled game at Fort Know,
Haskins added. "We've set our
goals - first of all, to get to
the playoffs. Then we'll just go
from there."
To get to the playoffs, the
Lakers must survive a fierce
3A district struggle that includes yearly juggernauts
Paducah Tilghman and
Hopkinsville, fast-growing
Graves County, Lone Oak and
Union County.
And survival will depend
upon versatility, Haskins said,
as the Lakers hope to present
an offense capable of overcoming any defensive obstacles.
"We'll throw the ball a lot
and we'll run the ball a lot,"
Haskins said. "It just depends
on what the defense gives us."
With the Lakers showing a
versatile look to opposing
defensive teams, with formations ranging from a one-back
to a full-house backfield, the
Laker offense hopes to cause
"lots of problems."
"We're very versatile offensively," Haskins said. "By giving you so much offensively,
it's going to cause your defense
lots of problems."
The versatility extends into
the quarterback position,
where senior Greg Lassiter
(5-11, 145) will share playing
time with Robert "Pookie"
Jones, a 6-2, 170-lb. junior.

Depth is provided by
sophomore Hughron Payne
(5-9, 121).
"It looks like both of the kids
will play a lot," Haskins said.
"Who we'll use will depend
upon field position,
situations.. whatever."
It's possible that each
quarterback will line up in the
backfield as a running back
when not taking the snap,
Haskins added. "Right now
we're doing some of that, but
It's too early to tell."
Joining Lassiter and Jones in
the Laker backfield will be a
bevy of backs of all shapes and
sizes, ranging from bull-like
sophomore fullback Michael
Boyd at 6-3, 198 lbs. to
splintery senior halfback Gary
Roberson with 141 pounds
spread over a 6-1 frame. Also
due to see backfield action are
Billy Brickey, a 5-7, 138-lb.
sophomore and Patrick Orr, a
6-0, 176-1b. senior.
"We're very flexible as to
who plays where," Haskins
noted. "The kids are very
versatile."
Also available for ballcarrying duties will be senior Greg
Workman (5-9, 144), juniors
Toby Bowker (5-9, 160) and
Tracy Coleman (6-0, 185),
sophomores Ray Fennel (5-7,
133) and Randy Swift (5-7, 126)
and freshmen James Barrett
(6-0, 148) and Shane Ticknor.
Handling the receiving duties
for the Lakers will be tight
ends Cliff Curd (junior, 6-2,
177) and Robert Orr (junior,
6-2, 160) and wide receivers
Darren McCuiston (senior, 6-2,
165), Tim Carpenter (junior,
5-9, 140), Brian Eels (junior,
6-2, 145) and Joey Waller
(junior, 6-0, 168), with Roberson, Lassiter and Jones also
hauling in passes.
"We have a lot of kids we're
moving in and out of there,"
Haskins said.
Depth is provided by

sophomores Rob Dennis (5-9,
137), Aaron Dugger (5-5, 116),
Jason Garner (5-5, 122), Jason
Vandenburg (5-6, 123), Michael
Winters (5-9, 155) and
freshman James Williams
(5-10, 154).
But of that group of names,
Jones is the only true returning
starter to the offensive unit.
The other three returning
starters are members of
Calloway's vaunted "Fat
Babies," the group of linemen
who weigh in at a collective
average of 250 pounds.
"We are going to be heavy
up front," Haskins noted.
"They're all good-sized kids; if
size is a requirement to having
a good football team, then we
ought to be good up front.
The "Fat Babies" are led by
returning offensive starters
Jeff Holmes, a 6-0, 230-1b.
senior center, by Kevin Kelly,
a 6-3, 247-1b. senior tackle, and
by Russell Boyd, a 6-3 senior
tackle who maintained
membership in the Fat Baby
club despite "trimming down"
to 236 pounds from last year's
tonnage of 258 pounds.
The Lakers are working with
three offensive guards to fill
the two vacant spots, Haskins
said, with senior Jimmy Hill
(6-3, 263) and juniors Matt
Maness (6-0, 275) and Eric
Hogancamp, a converted tight
end at 5-10, 201.
Kelly and Hill return to the
defensive line as the starting
defensive tackles, with the
noseguard position being
fought over by Maness and
Boyd. Hogancamp and Eric
Gibson, a 6-1, 175-1b. senior,
are the likely starters at defensive end, Haskins said.
Depth at the line is provided
by seniors Stephen Conners
(5-6, 182) and Holmes, by
juniors Curd, Keith Jones (6-3,
205), Michael Lax (5-10, 156),
and Robert Orr, sophomores
Mark Alibritten (5-10, 163),

Brad Bray (6-4, 245), Chris
Bynum (5-7, 171), Heath
Crouch (5-7, 166), Ryan
Dawson (5-11, 170), Brian McClard (5-9, 177), Billy McMillen
(5-7, 232), Tony Patrick (6-3,
189), Eddie Rehmus (5-4, 169),
and freshman Sean Kelly (5-11,
220).
The Laker linebackers will
include probable starters
Michael Boyd, Patrick Orr and
Toby Bowker, with the secondary consisting of Curd,
Robertson or Workman at
strong safety, Carpenter, McCuiston or Waller at the corners and either Jones or
Lassiter at free safety.
"We don't have a whole lot
coming back," Haskins said of
the Laker defensive alignment.
"We have kids who had quite a
bit of playing time, but who
weren't starters."
Haskins is confident the
Lakers can fill each position,
but adds Calloway must avoid
injuries. "Depth is our biggest
problem," Haskins said. "We
have a lot of young kids, but
they're not ready to step in
right now. We have to stay
injury-free for as long as possible while getting the younger
kids experience in the junior
varsity games."
He adds his hopes that the
Lakers will be ready emotionally as well as physically.
"I want the kids to be pulling
together, to be thinking about
teamwork," Haskins said. "It's
a team-oriented sport; if one
kid lets down in his position,
he's letting the other ten
players down.
"Just give it all you've got
on every play and don't make
excuses," he added. "If you
prepare yourself, if you do the
best you can do, then that's all
anybody can ask. If you do all
that, you just have to sit back
and let the rest take care of
itself."

NFL physicians juggle football
with ethical dilemmas it causes
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By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO - Bloodstained and limping, the wOunded men troop off the field and
line up for the doctors.
Is this war? No, but it's close.
It's the NFL, where team physicians juggle their love of football with ethical dilemmas
similar to those of Army
surgeons as they cope with the
game's weekly carnage.
The American Medical
Association has urged a ban on
boxing because of the brain
damage that can result from
repeated head blows.
The fiery death of an auto
racer every so often prompts
cries to shut down that sport.

Commentary
Complaints about pro football, though, are much quieter,
despite long lists after each
game of aching players neatly
divided among probable, questionable, doubtful and out.
No sport matches football for
the sheer number of injuries,
and that is a source of worry for
many doctors.
"It is ethically difficult," says
San Francisco 49ers consultant
Dr. Jeffrey A. Saal. "The physician's role, historically, is a
healer. This is a mutation of
that role. We're not healing,
we're patching up and sending

people back in, knowing they
have a risk of repeat injury
because they're in a violent
sport."
It may be easier for battlefield doctors to rationalize
fixing up wounded soldiers so
they can go to war again, Seal
says, because they're fighting
for life and country.
Pro football players are
fighting for their livelihoods,
which may be no less important
to them but may not justify the
toll in wrecked bodies.
Dramatic injuries, like Joe
Theismann's badly fractured
leg or Darryl Stingley's
paralysis from a broken neck,
See NFL
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Cain seeking 'steady improvement' from Tigers
MHS must fill gaps
to meet team goals

The largely-untested Murray High School line springs into action
as quarteback Jason Sammons takes the snap during scrimmage

action against Martin Westview. Murray opens the season Friday
night at Calloway County.
Staff photo by
T Parker

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Asst.Sports Editor
Murray High School head football
coach Jack Cain didn't seem concerned about his career won-loss record,
impressive as it may be.
"Those things and a quarter will get
you a cup of coffee," Cain said.
Make that a cup of coffee and a
sports jacket, which Cain received
from Murray's booster club after notching his 200th career victory in the
Tigers' final regular-season game last
year.
Cain's record of 200-75-2, the bulk of
which was compiled during his tenure
at Humboldt County (Tennj High
School, isn't as important to him as is
seeing his efforts pay off — not
necessarily in wins, but in the steady
improvement of his players.
The Tigers did it last year, he says,
and that's what they're shooting for
again.
"All we are looking for is steady improvement," Cain said. "We ended last
year on a good note — we had improved considerably from where we
began."
Last season Murray started off with
a 34-0 loss to cross-town rival Calloway
County and a 34-12 defeat to Mayfield
wrapped around a 21-0 win over Crittenden County.
The Tigers then swept the next five
games, including a 7-0 win over
Caldwell for Cain's 200th victory,
before losing to Heath for the lA
See TIGERS
Page 14

Confidence is always key for local gridiron specialists
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
It was only a scrimmage
game, but the heat, the hitting
and the hollering was beginning
to take its toll on the nerves of
the sweating young athletes.
Murray High School senior
James Payne had just caught a
screen pass for the Tigers' first
touchdown, but was getting an
• arfull of chew-out, not praise,
from an MHS coach.
Payne, who doubles as the
Tigers' placekicker, did not
know where his kicking shoe
was as Murray prepared for the
conversion kick try. That was
the subject of the chew-out, and
Payne, in desperation, announced he'd try the kick with his
regular cleat.
As the team lined up for the
extra point kick, Payne at first
stepped toward his regular position at running back, then
caught himself and stepped
behind the holder, just as a
teammout pointed out the
Tigers' kicking tee was also
missing.
Frustrated, Payne raised his
arms and his voice. "I don't

need nothing! I can do it!"
The ball was snapped. The
kick went through the uprights
— wobbly, but through.
There are two football morals
to the story. Even the smallest
details are important; the
presence or absence of kicking
shoes and tees in a real game
could determine the outcome of
the competition.
But with or without shoes or
tees, the "I can do it" attitude in
the face of pressure or ffustrations is a crucial component of
those football players who can
successfully handle the
Ironically-titled "specialty"
portions of the game.
It is ironic that, in a sport called football, the planned instances of foot contacting ball
are few. Yet, to many coaches,
the bitterest irony is that these
few instances of kicking can
fulfill or wreck a well-planned,
well-played game.
In professional and collegiate
ranks, the specialists are usually just that — players who are
not called upon until it is time to
punt or kick.
But high school teams can

rarely afford the luxury of true
soloists, and the "specialist" on
-a high school team often is a
player who spends most of his
practice time learning the fundamentals and techniques of a
back or a lineman.
And when the time comes, the
kicker stands alone — and
usually is noticed only when he
fails. It's a tough position for a
high school youth.
"When you're at running
back," said Calloway's Robert
"Pookie" Jones, "if you do
something wrong people won't
think it was just your fault. But
when you're kicking it seems to
be one-on-one, and it's all your
fault."
So why accept such a high.
riskposition? For Murray
punter Brian Carroll, Calloway
punter Greg Lassiter, and
placekickers Jones and Payne,
the "I can do it" attitude pushed
them into their "special" world
"My sophomore year, when I
first came out for football, I was
watching our punter," said
Lassiter, who also serves as
quarterback and defensive back
for the Lakers. "He wasn't do-

ing too hot, so I asked if I could
try, and they let me try."
Carroll's start also came
from watching. "I got started at
Murray State's football camp
about four years ago," Carroll
said. "They had specialty
teams off to one side, and I
thought it would be interesting.
I kind of caught on to it after
that."
Jones, however, came under
the eye of Calloway assistant
Bill Miller, a former soccer
player. "Coach Miller wanted
me to try kicking last year,"
Jones said. "It seemed like it
worked pretty well."
And Payne can thank his toe
for being able to claim five
years of duty to the MI-IS squad.
As an eighth-grader, he came
out to a Tiger practice and
caught the eye of then-head
coach Tony Franklin. "He
heard I'd been kicking before,
so he let me try," Payne recalled, noting that he first got into
kicking as an eight-yea-old
Punt, Pass and Kick
competitor.
But something happens to
kickers after they get started —

they find themselves being
more or less on their own. High
school staffs can't afford to hire
specialty team coaches, and
having coaches with kickini;experience — like Calloway's
Miller, with his soccer
background — is rare.
"It's more like, 'you do what
you can do, and you're doing it,'
" Payne recalled. But Jones
was quick to single out Miller's
influence.
"Coach Miller does help,"
Jones, who kicks soccer-style,
said. "He helps me with my
steps a lot — I couldn't do that
on my own."
Both Carroll and Lassiter
nodded toward ex-Murray State
punter David Dercher for help.
"He taught me your drop is the
most important thing," Lassiter
said. "He said you don't have to
have a strong leg if you get a
good drop — and he taught me
how to kick a spiral that turns
over. That can make a
difference."
"David Dercher did a real
good job of helping me with the
Set SPECIAL
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Veteran tackles lead defense
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Golden, Murphy
give experience
to young Racers
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
While the 1988 Racers aren't
lined with depth on defense,
they are solid at the defensive
tackle position — not only with
skill, but also with inspirational
leaders.
Jim Murphy and Lance
Golden anchor an inexperienced defensive line and share
more than a common goal of lifting the Racers to the top of the
Ohio Valley Conference.
Murphy and Golden, both
preseason All-OVC selections,
say that they feel more of a
leadership responsibility than
in the past. The fifth-year
seniors see this team as one that
can go places, if the newcomers
are guided properly.
"I think right now, we just
have to get our confidence level
up," Golden says. "We have
depth on the defensive line and
everybody came back in really
good shape."
Golden hails from Tinton
Falls, New Jersey where he was
a three-year letterman in football and track at Monmouth
Regional High School.
It's only fitting that Golden
achieve in sports at MSU — it's
becoming a family tradition.
Golden's brother, Leigh, is a
record-setting hurdler for the
Racer track team.
Golden isn't out-shined by
anyone, however. He recorded a

GOLDEN
season-high 10 tackles in a 84-12
win over Liberty last year. In
that game, Golden recorded two
tackles for a loss and a quarterback sack.
At 6-foot-2, 255 pounds, Golden
leads returning players with
four pass break-ups.
Golden says that he is
satisfied that his off-season
work has prepared him for a
stellar senior season.
Murphy, who resembles a
tank at 5-foot-11, 220 pounds,
shares his teammate's optimism. He also shares a
similar career.
Both players walked onto the
MSU squad and red-shirted a
season. Now, they're both eager
to live up to their preseason AllOVC
They're also eager to secure
their second OVC championship
ring.
"We have to show the younger
players the way," said Murphy,
who showed plenty of desire in

MURPHY
blocking two kicks last year.
"I'm playing the same way I've
always played and I'm trying to
show them what I've learned. I
think that we're as good or better than last year. We didn't
really use anybody in key
places."
Still, last year's 6-5 mark will
not be good enough to satisfy
this year's team.
"If we play up to our potential
and everything goes our way,
we'll be right there (in the hunt
for a conference title)," Murphy says.
Murphy ranks fourth among
returning tacklers this year. His
12 stops against Akron in 1986
ranks as his career best. He had
three sacks and two pass breakups in 1987 and continues to
show the athletic ability that
learned him letters in football,
lacrosse and track at Peabody
(Mass.) High School.
See VETERANS
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Murray State quarterback Michael Proctor will be the center of attention
in
Racers' offense in 1988. The junior from Sylvester, Ga., threw for an OVC-recor the
d 2,375

yards last year, but was left off this year's preseason all-conference team. Proctor still
believes he is "the best quarterback in the OVC."
Staff photo I)) Da‘ld Tta k

Proctor out to prove worth in Ohick Valley
MSU's strong-armed quarterback looks to gun down doubters
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Michael Proctor is a confident young man and, like
the accolades his coach and the local media shower
over him, that confidence is very substantiated.
While the Racers struggled through a 6-5 season in
1987, their sophomore quarterback continued to shine
as one of the Ohio Valley Conference's premier
performers.
Proctor amassed an OVC-record 2,375 yards passing
last year, averaging 233.8 yards of total offense a
game. He threw for 12 touchdowns and ran for another
four while being intercepted 11 times. He also brought
his career touchdown total up to 25, his passing yards
up to 3,883 and his total offense up to 4,121 as he approaches his junior season.
Still, Proctor is looking for respect outside of Murray. Despite his record-breaking sophomore season,
the Sylvester, Ga., native was left off last year's All.

OVCteam as Youngstown State's Trenton Lykes, the
conference's all-time passing leader, was given the
nod. This year's preseason all-conference squad had
Middle Tennessee State's Marvin Collier at
quarterback.
Murray State's second-year coach Mike Mahoney
calls the selection "disgusting." According to Proctor,
Collier's name should have just been penciled in.
"It doesn't matter how you start in the race — it's
how you finish it," Proctor says. "I like to be in the
spotlight and had I been picked it would have been
nice, but it makes no difference. I still think I'm the
best quarterback in the OVC."
Proctor said he was shocked at the coaches' and
sports information directors' selection of Collier. Collier threw for 923 yards, just over one third of Proctor's passing output.
"I guess it tells me that I have to work a little
harder, because evidently, I didn't catch everybody's

eyes that I thought I did," he says. "It's going to make
me work harder and try to be the best quarterback in
the OVC by the end of the season."
While being overlooked was unexpected, it wasn't
unfamiliar to Proctor. At Worth County High School,
his statistics were impressive, but South Carolina was
the only Division I school interested in him. It
wouldn't have made much difference had another
school sought him — Proctor was sure that he'd end
up a Gamecock. But after Proctor's final prep game,
he never heard from South Carolina again.
With collegiate rosters filling up, WCHS head coach
Milton Mills contacted Murray State head coach
Frank Beamer. The two had met while attending
Virginia Tech, where Beamer is now head coach.
Beamer looked over some film and decided to give
Proctor a scholarship.
See PROCTOR
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Murray High and Calloway County face tough schedules
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
Sure, they start the season off
against each other, but coaches
Jack Cain of Murray High and
Jack Haskins of Calloway County know that the season-opening
"big game" is only for local
pride.
Each coach is hoping to aim
his team at the November
playoffs, and how they fare
after the season-opener will

determine how close to the
target they land.
Calloway County's Lakers
will try to hop over Briar
Jumpers (Somerset) and evade
a Blue Tornado (Paducah
Tilghman) during their 1988
campaign, which looks to be the
toughest the Lakers have ever
faced.
The Laker ledger includes
two 4A schools, Marshall County and Madisonville, and two

new 2A opponents, perennial
playoff schools Somerset and
Fort Knox.
The Lakers will also line up
against two teams who were in
the state finals last year,
Tilghman and Mayfield, as well
as the emotionally-intense Murray season opener and the
power-packed 3A district which
includes Tilghman,
Hopkinsville, Union County,
Graves County and Lone Oak.

At Murray, Cain's group will
be dodging Ftockets, Bombers
and Pirates (Crittenden,
Ballard and Heath) as the
Tigers attempt a repeat appearance in the lA playoffs.
The Tigers' trail will include
encounters with two 3A schools,
Lone Oak and Union County, as
well as the rivalry matchup
with Calloway. Mayfield will
return for the two schools' traditional battle, and Caldwell

County will take on Murray in a
battle of Tiger teams.
Murray's main goal,
however, will be success in the
lA district race which includes
a rejuvenated Crittenden County team as well as always-tough
Heath, Fulton County, Fulton
City and Ballard Memorial.
The two schools will have
three common foes this season
See SCHEDULES
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Sportswear, denims, sweaters...we've got the clothes to
keep your look at the head of the class. Stop in and check
out our back-to- school specials.
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Eastern's 'Superman' picked to win another OVC title
Racers claim No. 3 spot in preseason poll
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
Perhaps Middle Tennessee
State head coach "Boots" Donnelly summed up the Ohio
Valley Conference's preseason
coaches poll the best.
"No reasonable man would
spit in Superman's face," Donnelly told the media that
gathered for the OVC Media
Day here on August 2, referring to Eastern Kentucky's
seventh consecutive preseason
prediction of first place.
The annual preseason poll,
based on voting by the conference's head coach and
sports information directors,
saw the defending champion
Colonels claim the top spot,
followed by Donnelly's MTSU
squad, Murray State, Tennessee tate, Tennessee Tech,
Morehead State and Austin
Peay State.
MSU head coach Mike
Mahoney, entering his second
season with the Racers
couldn't help but agree with
Donnelly's sentiments.
"You've got to pick Eastern
because they were the top
team last year and they've
been the top team every year
In the eighties except two,"
Mahoney said. "I think Middle
has a chance. They'll be young
on offense, but they have a
strong defensive team

returning."
Eastern also appears to have
a strong defensive squad returning, to go along with a tough
offense that features the Colonels' top running back last
season in Elroy Harris (1,423
yards on 39 runs and 17
touchdowns).
Quarterback Lorenzo Fields
gives Eastern's offense a twoway threat. Fields rushed for
362 yards and five touchdowns
as the Colonels won their 12th
OVC title last year. He also
threw for 428 yards, but was intercepted seven times while
only throwing for three scores.
Harris and defensive back
Jessie Small are the two AllOVC players returning from
last season's 9-3 squad as Roy
Kidd enters his 25th year as
the Colonels' head coach.
Although Kidd went through
the usual underselling of his
team, the fourth winningest
coach in Division I-AA football
wasn't surprised, or upset with
the No. 1 ranking.
"I'd rather be picked first
than last anytime," he said. "I
just hope we can live up to it."
Eastern, which claimed four
first-place votes and 34 points
to edge Middle with 32 points
and the remaining three firstplace votes, shared the OVC
championship with
Youngstown State last year, no
longer an OVC member.

In 1986, the Colonels shared
the title with Murray State.
The Blue Raiders went 6-5 in
1987 and return 13 starters,
nine on defense. The offense is
led by All-OVC preseason
selection Marvin Collier who
threw for 923 yards and four
touchdowns at quarterback his
junior season.
The Blue Raiders are the only team to keep Eastern from
at least a share of the championship since 1981. MTSU won
the league title outright in 1985.
Murray State tallied 27
points for its third-place
prediction. After being slated
as a conference front-runner in
Mahoney's first season, the
Racers went 6-5 overall and 3-3
in the conference. With the loss
of 24 seniors, Mahoney said
that he was a little surprised
and flattered at this year's
pick.
If the Racers are to live up
to the top-half prediction, they
will rely heavily on their
quarterback Michael Proctor.
Proctor set an OVC singleseason passing mark with 2,375
yards in his sophomore season.
"I think Michael Proctor's

one of the top quarterbacks in
the nation at the Division I-AA
level," Mahoney said. "His
stats are right there, but he
has more important qualities
that make him a leader for us.
He is the captain of this
team."
The Racers were hit hardest
by graduation at the running
back and defensive line positions. They also lost their top
returning runner, Rodney
Payne, as an academic casualty. Michael Davis will carry
most of the load in the offensive backfield and defensive
tackles Lance Golden and Jim
Murphy and defensive end Joe
March bulk up MSU's widetackle-six defensive scheme.
Tennessee Sate, in its first
season as an OVC member,
recorded 20 points, Tennessee
Tech had 15, Morehead State
12 and Austin Peay the
minimum seven votes.
Six players were
automatically on the preseason
All-OVC team after earning
All-OVC honors last season.
MTSU led the preseason AllOVC pack with eight selections: fullback Wade Johnson,
quarterback Marvin Collier,
defensive lineman Jack Pittman, defensive end Kenny Tip-

pins, linebacker Don Thomas,
defensive backs Tommy
Barnes and Dejuan Buford and
punter Chuck Daniel.
Murray State placed seven
on the preseason squad: Davis,
center Marshall Sills, offensive
linemen Richard Watson and
Eric Crigler, defensive
linemen Lance Golden and Jim
Murphy and linebacker Tony
Clark.
Eastern's Harris and Small
are joined on the team by offensive lineman Mike Delvisco
and defensive back Kelly
Outright as All-OVC picks.
Morhead State is represented
by offensive linemen Brent
Huffman and Jeff Jacobs,
while wide receiver Kenneth
Gilstrap and defensive back
Jimmy Isom were chosen from
Tennessee Tech.
Austin Peay place-kicker
Tom McMillan and wide
receiver Rico Ransom round
out the squad.
Tennessee State did not submit any players for
consideration.
If nothing else is in the
Racers' corner, Mahoney admits to having the best conference schedule in 1988.
See SUPERMAN
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Hot competition
Racer gridders fighting for positions
as they battle the heat during practice

A day in shorts gave the Racers a break from their routine prat
tices. The team moved its morning workouts to a.m. to heat tht
heat.

With a September 3 date with the
University of Tennessee-Martin rapidly
approaching, the MSU football team has
been going through one of the toughest
times of the year: pre-season camp. "I
know you're tired — I know you're hot,
but we open in three weeks," offensive
coordinator Bob Larson told his charges
during the first week of camp. Some
have quit; more have stayed, but the
90-degree heat has been felt by all involved with the program. "The heat has
been awesome — it's the worst I can
remember," one assistant coach said.
"Everybody's tired."

Defensive Wile Matt Horsey used s wet towel to cool off.

Staff photos by David Tuck

Offensive lineman Marcus Perry spent some time in the whirlpool after a
summer injuir.

Freeborn qinizterbsek Arks neckiab downed a hear of osier between drills.
*Pm.

graduate maistant mach Tarry Lewis had a heed -le-head diseusien during amp with use el his

After practice, student manager Sammy Jones carried blocking dummies
from the field.
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rebuilding project, especially
on the offensive unit.
"We have a quarterback
returning, a running back, a
tackle, and that's it," Cain
said. "We lost six of seven
starting offensive linemen and
two backs."
The three returning starters,
however, are experienced and
proven performers. Jason
Sammons (senior, 6-1, 160)
returns as the Tigers' field
general at the quarterback
slot, with 6-1, 200-lb. senior

TIGERS
From Page 7
district championship. Qualifying for the playoffs as the
second-place team, Murray
ended the season with a loss to
a talented Russellville squad
Those losses don't bother
Cain as much as the losses he
suffered in May, when starter
after starter turned in their
stripes and walked down the
graduation aisle. Cain and the
Tigers face a massive
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James Payne - a five-year
player, having been on the
MRS roster since his eigthgrade year - as the returning
running back.
They will be joined in the
backfield by Chandler Stroup,
a 6-1, 185-lb. senior, and
fullback Ricky Garland, a
compact senior at 5-8, 180.
Cain is glad to see the seniorfilled backfield, but he also
welcomes the competition the
younger players will provide most notably in the case of
junior quarterback Robbie
Danner (6-2, 189).
"We have two quarterbacks
who can throw the ball pretty
well," Cain said, adding that
Sammons clearly has the inside edge for now. "Jason has
a lot more experience, and
we'll probably play Robbie
quite a bit on the defensive
team and ease him in (at
quarterback). We do want to
utilize his talents."
The Tigers are four-deep at
quarterback, with sophomore
Christian Crouse (5-7, 140) and
freshman Brad Nwmaly (5-9,
136) waiting in the wings.
Murray also has plenty of
reserve strength at the running
back positions. Seniors Lance
Balmer (5-10, 137) and Russell
Foster (5-11, 180), junior
Steven Mayfield (5-10, 160),
sophomores Jon Burkeen (5-8,
140), Todd Keller (5-8, 145),
Jeremy Speight (5-7, 136), and
Jason Farley (5-8, 140) and
freshmen Rusty Thomas (5-10,
145), Michael Barnett (5-6,
120), Mike Copeland (5-8, 215),
Sean Stogner (5-9, 133) and
Tony Clinton (5-10, 185) are all
awaiting the opportunity to get
their paws on the ball.
Meanwhile, the responsibility
for keeping enemy defenders
away from the Tiger backs is
on the shoulders of the young
offensive line.
And the responsibility for
providing stability and leader-

ship to that line falls on the
broad shoulders of Chaz
Carpenter, a 6-4, 240-lb. senior
tackle and the son of Murray
State University offensive line
coach Charlie Carpenter.
"That position will be in
pretty good hands," Cain said.
The other line positions won't
be a problem, Cain says, if the
players work and continue to
improve. "Four of the positions will possibly be filled by
juniors," Cain said. "So the
younger players must mature
in a hurry."
Getting the pre-season nod at
the other tackle slot is junior
Lance Allison (6-3, 200), while
junior Brian Carroll (6-0, 215)
handles the snaps at center.
Fighting for the two starting
guard positions are seniors
Brent Strieter (5-9, 170) and
Mike Harrison (5-11, 155) and
junior Kevin Tucker (6-0, 215).
Trevor Knight, a 5-9, 170-lb.
junior, is tabbed as the Tiger
tight end.
For reserve help, Murray
looks for seniors Scott Lyons
(5-11:240), Scott Shultz (6-5,
247) and Bill Cullop (6-0, 200);
juniors John Mark McDougal
(5-9, 180), Monty McCuiston
(5-10, 236), and Jeff English
(5-8, 221); sophomores Greg
Milton (5-10, 215), Pat Tefft
(6-0, 191), Chad Bazzell (5-7,
145), Bart Crum (5-11, 170),
and John Parker (5-11, 172);
and freshmen Roger Jones
(6-0, 160), Bill Sanders (5-10,
150), Hollis Clark (5-8, 160),
Jason Reed (5-11, 205), Craig
Armstrong (6-0, 205) and Ronnie Thorn (6-4, 245).
Back-up tight ends include
sophomore Joey Bazzell (6-1,
185) and freshman Mitchell
Fike (6-1, 175).
At split end, 5-10, 160-lb.
senior Justin Crouse has the
starting honors with back-up
support from senior Bruce
Thurmond (6-2, 180), junior
Jay Poston (6-0, 155),

sophomore Allan Rayburn
(5-11, 140) and freshman
William Gordon (5-3, 110).
The defensive projects seem
minor compared to replacing
eight offensive staters, as Cain
'only' lost half of his starting
defensive squad.
"The defensive situation is
about the same, but we will
have some youngsters who'll
be stepping in," he said.
"We're starting a new nose
guard, a tackle and two new
defensive ends, but we have
two fairly experienced
linebackers and two fairly experienced secondary people
returning."
Five players will see doubleduty as offensive and defensive
starters, including Carpenter,
the returning defensive tackle,
Strieter and Allison as the new
defensive ends, Stroup at free
safety and Knight at
linebacker.
Junior Monty McCuiston
(5-10, 238) will be at
noseguard, sophomores Chad
Bazzell (5-7, 145) and Jon
Burkeen (5-8, 140) will see action at linebacker, senior
Bruce Thurmond (6-2, 180) and
junior Steven Mayfield (5-10,
160) will compete for the starting cornerback slot and either
Sammons or Danner will play
strong safety.
Defensive tackle Scott Shultz
rounds out the starting defense
and the 6-5, 247-lb. senior could
hold the key to the squad's efficiency, Cain said.
"The development of Shultz
will be a big factor in our
defense, as well as the development of our two defensive ends
and the nose guard," he said.
But another, bigger factor in
his quest for continued improvement will be in the
Tigers' attitude, Cain said.
Cain is looking for a large
supply of leadership from the
See TIGERS
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PROCTOR
From Page 9
Just three weeks into his
freshman season, Beamer
gave Proctor a chance in a
game situation and the starting
quarterback job at MSU has
been secure ever since.
Proctor came in to guide
MSU to both of its scoring
drives in a 10-10 tie with
Western Kentucky in 1986. He
threw for 1,508 yards that year
and rushed for 41 more in
leading MSU to a conference
co-championship with Eastern
Kentucky. It was a good
season, but not a Michael Proctor season.
Despite his numbers, Proctor
underwent some criticism for
his 11 interceptions, but the
MSU staff thinks that he'll be
able to cut down on that
number.
"Michael was just a
sophomore last year and he
had a tendency to force the
football," quarterback coach
Rob Christophel said. "With
experience, he's patient
enough to look at one receiver
and if he's covered, to go to
another and if he's covered,
another."
If they're all covered, he's
also capable of running. Proctor ran the ball 72 times and
picked up 197 yards last year.
Those runs all came as results
of being under pressure. Now
Proctor will be running the
ball by design.
The Racers have installed a
wishbone offense and their
signal-caller seems to have
picked up on it.
"If you were to watch him
run the offense, you'd swear
he'd been running the
wishbone for three years,"
Christophel says.
While he doesn't possess
great speed (Proctor believes
that his lack of speed in the 40
yard run was what steered
South Carolina away), he does
have the size to take a licking.
At 6-foot-4, 205 pounds, Proctor
Is plenty tough. And, in his
mind, he's plenty fast... when

TIGERS
From Page 14
15 seniors on the roster, including Mark Miller, who
won't play due to an injury but
who did want to be on the team
to help out as he can.
"Most of them will be
leaders," Cain said. But the
veteran Tiger coach hopes all
the players realize that their
attitudes, both on the field and
off, will affect their success.
"One of the most important
things is team unity," he said.
"The love and respect from
one player to another can help
us be successful.
"We need to keep the team
concept in mind," Cain added

he's on the field.
"I couldn't run the 40 in the
time they (South Carolina
coaches) wanted, but when I
was on the field, it was a different story," Proctor says. "I
got the job done."
Getting the job done is the
bottom line with Proctor.
Always the perfectionist, he
drills himself on being the
mechanically perfect quarterback, but his coaches tell him
to concentrate on the ends
more and let the means take
care of itself.
He's also becoming the
perfectionist off the field, having lifted himself up from
mediocrity in the classroom to
a 3.17 grade point average on
MSU's 4.0 scale for the spring
semester. Proctor says the
reality that graduation is drawing closer and a desire to make
his parents proud have fueled
his studies.
Football takes care of itself.
Proctor grew up with a tightly knit family and saw his
brother take baseball to the
college level. Although his
family wasn't "sportsminded," support in all of its
members' activities was
always there.
Proctor's football family is
also looking to find him support. With the addition of the
wishbone to the Racers' multiple offense, the offensive line,
which placed three players on
the All-OVC team, is working
on more ways to defend what
Christophel calls MSU's "meal
ticket."
Proctor's leadership
qualities have never been a
question. Mahoney says that
even as a sophomore, Proctor
had total control in the huddle.
Or, as Proctor puts it, "I
haven't had any complaints
yet."
His teammates certainly rally around their quarterback.
Against Morehead State last
season, he got himself tangled
up with a Golden Eagle
defender. Several players left
the MSU bench to join in the
scuffle and two drew suspen-

"Worry not about what happens to 'me', but about what's
happening to the team."
If the new starters grow into
their roles and the team unity
stays solid, Cain and the
Tigers will be hoping for a
return trip to the lA playoffs
this season — hopefully as the
district champions.
"Heath may be down a little," Cain said, "but Crittenden is going to be a real
fine team and Fulton County is
expected to be improved.
"The district, overall, is going to be tougher," Cain
predicted, then added that
doesn't bother the Tigers.
"We like the competition,"
he said.

sions from the OVC's commissioner's office.
But more than loyalty will be
required from the Racers to
lift Proctor to the All-OVC
status he feels he deserves.
The coaching staff believes it
has what its field general
needs.
Murray State thinks that a

replacement for deep threat
Stanley Howard, who burned
countless defenders and helped
spread the defensive secondaries of the OVC before being
drafted by the New York
Giants, may be in the making.
Felix Springfield, who played
defensive back at Whitehaven
High School in Memphis, runs

a 4.3 40 yard dash. The Racer
coaching staff speaks of him
with cautious optimism, but he
could draw enough attention to
free up a bevy of sure-handed
veterans on shorter routes.
Rick Miller, James Huff and
Glen Arterburn head the
See PROCTOR
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SCHEDULES
From Page 10
in Mayfield, Lone Oak and
Union County.
While the true scouting
reports won't be in until the
week of each game, Cain and
Haskins agreed to give a "sneak
preview" of the weekly gridiron
wars:
WEEK TWO
Calloway at Somerset; Murray at Crittenden County.
Haskins laughs when asked
why the Lakers wanted
Somerset, a steady 2A playoff
contender, on the schedule."We
scheduled them because we
couldn't find anyone else close
by," he says. But, in addition to
the six-hour drive, the Lakers
will face a strong Briar Jumper
bunch. "Their coach told me
they have one of the best teams
they've ever had," Haskins
said. "But we felt we needed to
play some top-notch people...after this game, we'll have
an idea of what we're getting

into."
At Crittenden County, the
Tigers and the Rockets could
very well be playing for the 1A
district title, and Cain hopes the
early date doesn't take away
from the seriousness of the contest. "This is one of the biggest
games we have ort the
schedule," Cain said.
The Rockets are rebuilding
and have been touted as a
strong contender for the lA
crown. "They have a lot of folks
coming back," Cain notes.
"And they have excellent
speed."
WEEK THREE
Murray hosts Mayfield;
Calloway hosts Madisonville.
Mayfield doesn't need to
worry about sneaking up on
anyone after appearing in three
consecutive 2A state championship games, winning two and
losing once by a point. The Cardinals will be relying on
quarterback Tim Schlosser's
passing and will also present a
reliable ground game behind

MURRAY HIGH
vs
CALLOWAY HIGH
TA' t
7••••

a
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•Tank Tops
•Football Jerseys

their always-dependable line.
"They're an outstanding program," Cain notes. "There
won't be much let-up on their
part."
Calloway, meanwhile, must
face a 4A school in search of
revenge after losing to the
Lakers in Madisonville last
season. 'This is a good program," Haskins said. "They
have as much talent as anyone
year in and year out." Madisonville went on to the 4A playoffs
last year and is expected to be
in the hunt again this year.
WEEK FOUR
Calloway at Lone Oak; Murray is idle.
The Lakers will enter the 3A

PROCTOR
From Page 15
receiving corps that will try to
bring Proctor to the top of the
Valley-by the end of the year.
The Racers lost the services
of tight end Jay Henson when
he left camp after learning he
had been moved to the second
team. Mahoney says that Bud
Hays, the man who knocked
Henson out, has shown tremendous improvement and work
habits. He and tight end Chris
Mays will join receivers Rick
Nagy, Randy Taylor and Mark
Murray in providing Proctor
plenty of targets.
Proctor, who makes himself
aware of everything related to
the team and the conference,
realizes that the OVC schedule
shapes up in Murray's favor as
the Racers play their toughest
three opponents at home, two
after off weeks.
He also evaluates Collier as

district race at the home of the
Purple Flash, a 3A school expected to be thin in experienced
players. "They should not be as
strong as last year because of
graduation," Haskins said.
"But they do have the ability to
throw the ball."
Meanwhile, saying the Tigers
will be "idle" isn't entirely accurate, as Cain will have Murray using its open date for a little rest, and a little work. "We
normally take a couple of days
off, if anyone's hurt we try to
get them well," C.ain said.
"We'll have a couple of days of
basic fundamentals, and then
we'll start preparing for Fulton
County."

See SCHEDULES

a good quarterback, but says
he's "not that outstanding."
While he entertains thoughts
of professional football (Proctor says that if he can't get a
crack at the National Football
League, then the Canadian
Football League will do), the
21-year-old gunner is taking
aim at only this year. The
thoughtful Proctor has obviously drawn upon all of his
knowledge in laying out his
three goals: improve on last
year, make the All-OVC team,
and earn All-America honors.
His team goal — help Murray win every game — surpasses all of his personal
ambitions.
"My numbers will depend on
our offense," he says, referring to the addition of the
wishbone and how well the thin
running attack can keep opposing defenses honest. "As long
as I can contribute, it doesn't
really matter.

"The stats are nice and I
love them, but I can't really
say now (if I'll duplicate last
year). I'm going to try
though."
Proctor has the luxury of
knowing that no one can
seriously ask for a repeat performance — after all, 1987 was
the best year for a quarterback
in conference history. Still, he
has matured a great deal and
his self-confidence has never
been higher.
"He tried to force a pass in
practice this morning,"
Christophel said after one of
the Racers' early sessions. "As
soon as he threw the ball, he
turned around and said, 'I
know,' and that was it. I didn't
have to say anything."
"Now I know that I can play
and succeed while I'm playing," Proctor says. "It's not
wondering if I can do it. Now I
know I can get the job done
and it's just a matter of going
out and doing it."

WEEK FIVE
Murray hosts Fulton County;
Calloway hosts Union County.
Murray's second lA district
game will be a mystery matchup, at least at this point.
"They were a young team last
year," Cain said. "And, they've
changed coaches. We really
don't know a whole lot about
them right now."
Haskins, meanwhile, knows
too much about the Union County Braves, who upset Calloway
in a crucial 3A district game
last season. "They graduated a
bunch of kids, but they have a
history of playing hard-nosed
Page 19
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MSU's local youth could step forward in 1988 season
Racers depending on newcomers to fill voids
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Mike Mahoney sums up Ohio
Valley Conference favorite
Eastern Kentucky with two
simple adjectives — young and
good.
"What they now have are
good players without experience, which is better than
having bad people with experience," Murray State's
second-year football coach said
last Monday afternoon.
The Racers, 6-5 last season,
were picked to come in third in
the OVC's preseason coaches'
poll behind EKU and Middle
Tennessee.
Mahoney addressed
members of the regional media
at Murray State Media Day
after the Racers' first practice
in full pads. The practice was

intense, but Mahoney is concerned with his team's depth.
He knows the supporting cast
to a relatively experienced
starting lineup will be young,
but its quality has yet to be
decided.
"The old kids can't get
hurt," offensive coordinator
Bob Larson said.
Local fans may consider this
youth movement — however
necessary it was — to be a
blessing in disguise. When
Mahoney arrived as MSU's
head coach, he promised to
keep the local talent at home
and this year's underclassmen
who figure to play have a
Western Kentucky flavor.
Perhaps the most visible in
terms of position will be Tony
Brown.
Brown, who punished area

defenses while anchoring
Mayfield's patented running
game under Jack Morris, is at
the top of the line at the
fullback position and looks to
start the first college football
game he dresses for.
The most visible in terms of
size will definitely be Heath
product Greg Armstrong. Armstrong, who checked into training camp at 323 pounds, has
been moved from the offensive
line to defensive tackle. The
Racers hope Armstrong can
whittle his weight down to
under 300 pounds before the
season begins.
Armstrong, who prefers
defense after seeing both sides
of the ball on the Pirates' 1986
state championship team, says
that the dieting and extra work
aren't taking away from his

strength.
"This winter I got a little bit
heavy, but I've already worked
off about 20 pounds and I
believe I can be ready for our
first game," he said. "I'm still
keeping my strength up. I really feel better every day."
Other local notables who
figure to battle for a contributing role on the team include: former Lone Oak punter
J.D. Overton; Marshall
County's Jeff Stokes at defensive back; Paducah Tilghman
product James Burr, who has
been moved from linebacker to
fullback; and former PTHS
standout David Clark, who is
looking to back safety Tim
Broady.
"When Coach Mahoney
recruited me, he told me that
he was trying to look at and
get Western Kentucky
athletes," Armstrong said. "I
think Western Kentucky is

,

very underrated in football and
a lot of times overlooked."
• • •
Something else new to the
Racers may be the wishbone
offense. After a disappointing
year in terms of rushing, the
MSU coaching staff figured
that the more times quarterback Michael Proctor touched
the ball the better.
Mahoney and quarterback
coach Rob Christophel said
that the Racers' multiple offense will include the wishbone
this fall and Proctor, who
doesn't possess great speed at
6-foot-4, 205 pounds, is having
very little trouble in picking it
up.
• • •
A new wrinkle in the offense
isn't the only way MSU is looking to help showcase Proctor.
The Racers returned a solid
See LOCAL
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Florida powerhouses try to keep NCAA title in Sunshine State
By The Associated Press

The idea is to keep the national champion in the Sunshine
State.
That's what the Miami Hurricanes have in mind. That's
what Florida State has in mind,
too.
Despite some key losses,
Miami looks strong again for
1988, and only time will tell if
it's as strong as last year's titlewinning team.
Coach Jimmy Johnson isn't

sounding any hurricane warnings — yet.
"It would be unrealistic for
me to think that we're going to
go out there and be as good as
what we've been," the coach
said. "There are going to be
more new faces and new names
this year than any of the (five)
years since I've been here. It's
probably the youngest team
I've ever coached."
Still, the idea is to win a third
championship (Miami's first

came in 1983) — something that
Notre Dame did in 1977 and
Alabama (1978, 1979) and Penn
State (1982, 19881 are still trying
to do.
Alabama and Penn State are
not considered threats in 1988.
Florida State is. The Seminoles
dropped a 26-25 decision to
Miami early last season — the
only blemish on their record —
and wound up No. 2.
They get a chance to avenge
last year's loss in this season's

GRAND
OPENING

opener — Sept. 3 at Miami.
Miami was 12-0 thanks to a
20-14 victory over Oklahoma in
the Orange Bowl and had 16
players drafted by NFL teams
or sign as free agents. But
despite Johnson's reservations
and the loss of key players at
defensive end, middle
linebacker and safety, the Hurricanes will be tough.
For openers, they are so deep
at linebacker that Orange Bowl
MVP Bernard Clark might not
start. Johnson calls Rod Carter
'probably the best linebacker
in the country." They also have
three fine defensive ends — Bill
Hawkins, Willis Peguese and

Shane Curry and two players
with starting experience return
to the secondary.
The offense will again be
directed by quarterback Steve
Walsh, who led Miami to the
championship that Vinny
Testaverde couldn't. Walsh
passed for 2,249 yards and 19
touchdowns with only seven
interceptions.
Florida State's runnerup
Wish a year ago marked the
first time two teams from the
same state ended up 1-2.
It returns 13 starters and 43
lettermen, led by All-American
Page 21
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Stadium hosting open house
Murray State University's Stewart Stadium, one the most modern
football stadiums in Division I-AA, will host an open house from 2-5
p.m., on Saturday, Aug. 27.
From 5:30-6:30 p.m., the Racers will hold "Picture Day." Fans
wishing to take photos of and with their favorite players may do so at
that time.
MSU opens its 1988 season with a home game against TennesseeMartin on Sept. 3. Kickoff is slated for 7:30 p.m.
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SCHEDULES
From Page 16
kids," Haskins said. "You
never play Union without playing a bunch of tough kids."
WEEK SIX
Calloway at Mayfield; Murray at Lone Oak.
"We scheduled this game as a
breather," Haskins said with
tongue firmly in cheek. Haskins
and Mayfield's Jack Morris are
gridiron duelists from Haskins'
days at Heath, but Haskins
doesn't think he has any more
information than anyone else
concerning the Cardinals.
"Everyone knows about
Mayfield," he said. "They have
a great coaching staff, great
players. But this should be fun
— you just have to work that
much harder, prepare that
much harder. It's a challenge."
Cain knows that Lone Oak lost
some players to graduation, but

NFL
From Page 6
are in some ways less disturbing than the hundreds of other
disabling injuries.
NFL teams reported an
average of 1,450 injuries each
year from 1983 through 1986,
when the league averaged 1,582
players per season, according
to a study by the NFL Players
Association.
Twenty percent of the injuries
in the weekly post-game reports
were among the most serious —

SPECIAL
From Page 7
techniques," Carroll said. Both
also mentioned that punting requires off-season work as well.
"This summer, I started punting a bag of balls — 50 balls a
day," Carroll said. "You just
have to work at it every day."
"During the off-season you
have to practice a lot," Lassiter
echoed.
All four specialists have
learned the value of teamwork
and that, no matter where you
are on the field, you're never
truly alone.
Both Jones and Payne gave
credit — and thanks — to the
centers who snap the ball, the
holders who take the snap, and
the linemen who keep the rush
from the backfield. Carroll and
Lassiter agreed that a good
snap from center means they
only have to worry about the
technique involved.
But techniques do differ.
Each specialist said they don't
let the pressure of the situation
affect them, but they had varying ways of dealing with it.
"I just block everything out,"
Carroll said. "I don't even look
at the guys In front, just worry
about catching the ball first,
then pointing the toe and getting

he .also knows they didn't lose
them all. "They're returning
several real fine players," Cain
said. "They were basically a
passing team last year; I don't
expect much change."
WEEK SEVEN
Murray hosts Ballard
Memorial; Calloway at
Hopkinsville.
The Ballard Bombers have
been so bad for so long, many
people will automatically grant
little or no chance of an upset
against the Tigers at home. But
Cain is leery of young, hungry
teams. "They're basically a
real young bunch over there,"
Cain said. "They should be an
improved bunch, too."
Haskins and the Lakers will
be facing yet another crucial 3A
district challenge in
Hopkinsville, where the Tigers
are expected to challenge
Tilghman and Calloway for the
3A title. "They have the most
talent they've had in years,"

Haskins said. "And they've had
some great players."
WEEK EIGHT
Calloway hosts Graves County; Murray at Fulton City.
Although they've only been on
the varsity scene for two years,
the Graves County Eagles can't
be taken lightly after posting 6-5
records each year. Haskins said
Calloway won't forget last
year's scare before a 17-6 win.
"Jay Buckley's done an excellent job over there," Haskins
said. "They really played us
tough last year and they have
virtually everyone back, so you
know they'll be good again this
year."

"out" or "doubtful," the union
says, and another 35 percent
were listed as "questionable."

have to be the predictor for the
coach, to say how long someone's going to be out or how
healthy a guy is to make a
trade."
The doctor makes an
educated guess based on his
"gut feeling" and experience,
Saal says, "but that's a difficult
position to be put in. Where do
they teach you that in medical
school? What book do you read
that in?"
Equipment has improved
over the years and the NFL has
made rule changes to reduce injuries — barring certain types
of tackles, stopping plays when
a quarterback is in the
defender's grasp, penalizing
late hits. Yet the injuries continue to mount.
At playoff time or during a
winning streak, a doctor's
ethics about allowing a player
to stay in a game "get pressed
to the max," Saal says.
"It's easier to decide to pull .
someone out of the game when
you're having a losing season,
or it's not the playoffs," he says.
"The only way you're going to
keep them out of the Super Bowl
is if they're in a wheelchair."

In the NFL, "out" means the
club believes there's no chance
the player will play the next
game; "doubtful" means
there's a 75-percent chance he
won't play; "questionable"
means 50 percent; and
"probable" means 25 percent.
"One of the major roles of
team physicians in the NFL is
what I term the "court
soothsayer,— Saal says. "You
good leg extension. If you have
that and a good drop you should
have a good punt.
"We've got a pretty good
center," Carroll added. "That's
one of the most important
things. That, and catching the
ball."
Jones admitted that "every
now and then" he gets nervous."But I try to concentrate
mainly on the tee, keep my eye
on he ball and get my steps
right."
Payne also adopts the mindblank tactic, while Lassiter
seems to be thinking about
everything.
"I think about — I 1..y not to
think about anything,'" Payne
said. "When you think about it,
you put pressure on yourself,
and when you do that you're going to end up messing up."
But Lassiter, who also plays
quarterback, said his experience at that position helps
him when preparing to punt.
"Being a quarterback, you
can read a blitz better,"
Lassiter pointed out. "So when
I'm punting and I see a change
in how they're lining up, I know
something's going to happen.
"You think about whether
there's going to be a rush, if
you're going to get a good

See SPECIAL
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Fulton City has had troubles
among the coaching staff during the preseason period and
two assistant coaches left tie
squad after an altercation. That
situation could lead the
Bulldogs either way, and by
their mid-season meeting Cain

knows the Tigers could be taking on some pit bulls. "They're
supposed to have a lot of talent,
I know that," Cain said.
WEEK NINE
Murray hosts Caldwell County, Calloway hosts Paducah
Tilghman.
Murray will be Tiger Town as
Pat Gates leads the Caldwell
Tigers against the Murray
Tigers in a non-district competition. Gates, who led Crittenden
to the 1985 IA state championship, has been rebuilding at
Caldwell for two seasons, and
Cain hears talk of a change.
"They've been primarily a
passing team, but I think
they've gone to the wishbone offense," Cain said. "They had
some big folks last year, I really
don't know if they're all coming
back or not."
Graduation never seems to
hurt Paducah Tilghman, with
the Blue Tornado allegedly having four backs with 4.5 speed or
better in the 40-yard dash.
"They're always the favorite,"
Haskins said. "Each year,
before you even begin playing,
you have to put them up there at
the top of the list."
WEEK TEN
Calloway at Marshall County,
Murray at Heath.
The Lakers achieved a
milestone last year, handing the
4A Marshals their first loss in
the series that dates back to the
Lakers' football beginnings.
"They're always a good opponent for us," Haskins said of the
northern neighbors. "Actually,
they're very similar to
Calloway in talent and in the

Study These Bargains!
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Price

Storewide

SUPERMAN
From Page 11
The Racers open the 1988
season at home against
Tennessee-Martin on Sept. 3.
MSU then travels to Southeast
Missouri, Southern Illinois and
Nevada-Reno before opening
its OVC schedule at home with
Tennessee Tech.
The Racers travel to
Morehead and host Tennessee
State before they get a week
off to prepare to host conference favorite EKU. The
Racers will take another week
off, then host MTSU and close
the regular season at Austin
Peay

type of schools."
The Tigers will be playing
their final IA district game
against a Pirate band that lost
two of their best swashbucklers
— quarterback Reggie Marshall and running back Jamie
Jones. "I don't know who
they've got to replace them, but
the loss of Marshall and Jones is
going to be hard to overcome,"
Cain said, adding that by the
tenth week he's sure whoever is
filling the departed Pirates'
shoes will be typical Heath
players. "I'm sure they'll have
a good, sound football team,"
Cain said.
WEEK ELEVEN
Murray hosts Union County,
Calloway at Fort Knox.
The final week will be one of
new faces, as both Murray and
Calloway take on fresh opponents — hopefully in preparation for playoff berths. At this
stage of the year, both coaches
had to rely on hearsay for their
assessment of the scheduleending games.
"I understand they have
20-something seniors returning,
so they should be a pretty good
team," Cain said of the Braves,
who also appear on Galloway's
3A district schedule.
Haskins hears he's crazy for
scheduling Fort Knox. "I probably need my head examined,
at least from what the media
tells me," he said. "BuL we
needed another game, and we
need to play top-notch people.
Fort Knox is supposed to have
some of the best talent in the
state; they'll have a very fast
team."
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Racer schedule
ijr Sept. 3 Tennessee-Martin

pr

Coach Don McLean

7:30 pm

Sept. 10

1987 record 3-8

Racer roster

1987 record 8-4-1

SerleS MSU leads 21.2-1

Name
William Halton
James Huff
Eric Ingram
Reggie Kennedy
Bayou Kohler

P
DB
WR
DB
LB
PM

Ht
6-1
5-10
5-11
4-3
6-3

Wt
156
186
170
906
196

bac
Hometown (High School/Junior College:
Fr.RS Washington. D.C. (Gonsaga)
So
-IL Nashville. Tenn. (Maplewood)
Fr.HS BrownuWe, Tenn. (Haywood Co
Fr-1L Hartford. Ky. (04140(7..)
So-Se Hopkineville, Ky. (Christian Co.

44 Dexter Lender
12 Robert Lanon
Barry Layton
MI Jett 1.19n
06 Jairils Lanka

WR
DB
WR
00
DE

6.1
5-10
5-9
6-3
6-3

186
176
leo
245
330

Fr-RS
So-SQ
Fr-RS
Jr.RS
Jr-1L

90 Travia Lynch
82 Alex Manse
60 Joe March
80 Matt Maupin
84 Cloth Mays

trr
WR
DE
WE
DE

6.1
0.1
6-3
5-8
64

240
170
230
ISO
206

Fr-ES FUchrnond.Ky (Madison Central)
J r.SQ Kirkwood. Mo (Kirkwood)
Sr-3L Ridgley. Tenn. (Lake Co
Fr-ES Jackson. Mo.(Jackal.)
Fr-RS Nuhvtile. Tenn (Magdesmori)

Si
81
14
N
88

Shawn McClain
Rick Miller
Keith Morgan
Jim Murphy
Rick Nagy

LB
WR
QB
DT
TB

6-3
236
5-10 175
6-1
290
5-11 RI
44
RI

Fr-HS Elisabeth, N.J. (Elisabeth)
So-IL Chaffee. Mo. (Chaffee)
Fr-RS Danville. Ky.(Danville)
Peabody, Mass.(fEsabOdy)
Fr-FDI Carteret, N.J. (Carteret)

FT
13
74
43
11

J.D. Overton
Julio Penile
Marcus Perry
Terrence Petty
Micheal Proctor

P
LB
OL
WR
QB

11-11
130
64
6-3
6-4

170
365
1I5
MS
SIM

Fr-R3
Sr-IL
Fr-HS
Fr-Hs
Jr-IL

Paducah. Ky (Lone Oak)
Hialeah. Fla. (San Francisco CC)
Dyereburg, Tenn. (Dyereburg
Huntsville. Ala. (J.0. Johnuni
Sylvester. Ga (Worth Co 1

Michael Reid
1
DB 6-10
32 Conrad Reynolds TB 6-0
49 Mike Robineon
DB 5-9
40 Patrick Rodrigues LB 6-0
9
Greg Seaphua
LB 6-1

170
205
165
220
190

Fr-HS
Fr-116
Fr-ES
Jr-JC
Jr-PC

Montclair. N.J. Ilsomaculate Conception
Reeking Ridge, N.J. (Reeking Ridge:
Berea, Ky. (Berea Community )
Franklin. La. (Jones Co. JC)
Scoolia. Mies.(Fan Mississippi JC)

Series MSt. leads 17 7 1

22

at Southeast Missouri

Coach Bill Maskill

No
40
5
16
19

7:30 PM

n

0
0.

Princeton. Ky (Caldwell Co.)
Louisville. Ky. (Male)
Calhoun. Ky.(McLean Co.)
Florence, Ala. (Ilawamba JC)
Sarasota. Fla. (Riverview)

SALUKIS

Sept. 17
bT!

at Southern Illinois

Coach Rick Rhoades

3:00 PM

Sept. 25

1137 record: 34

Salm MSU leads 4-3-2

at Nevada-Reno

Coach C/Irls Ault

Tr

1:30 PM

1987 record 5-6

Series first meeting

nrese4Sas nth

Oct. 1

••Tennessee Tech

Coach: Jim Ragland

12:30 PM

1567 record: 54

Oct. 15

1937 record: 2-8

Series: HSU leads 35-13-1

•Tennessee State

Ouch William A Thomas

1:30 PM

Berke Tied at 36441

•at Morehead State

Oct. 8
Coach. Bill Baldridge

[Ulu

Oct. 29
Ocala: Ftoylible

1987 record 3-7 I

Coach. Boots Donnelly

1:30 PM

•Eastern Kentucky
HIFI record 0-3

1937 record' 6-6

Series CM.'leads24154

1987 record 2-8

o Ohio Valley Conference game

1:30 PM

Series MTSU leads 2046-3

Nov. 19 •at Austin Peay
Coach Paul Brewster

El
55
16
8
94

Ryan Senter
WE
Idarelull Sills
C
Kevin Spencer
QB
Felix Springfield WR
Jeff Stokes
DB

6-0
5-10
6-1
5-9
6-2

180
126
180
170
175

Fr-RS Madisonvllle. Ky. (North Hopkbis
Sr./IL
Wuhington Cramping. Pa. (Milked Mad
So-IL Ft Knox. Ky (rt. Knox)
Fr-HS Memphis. Tenn (Whitehaven I
Fr-HO Calvert City, Ky. (Marshall Co.)

50
48
18
23
93

Stacy Suggs
Jeff Swaney
Viah Talwalkar
Randy Taylor
Reggie Thomas

6-I
5-11
6-1
5-10
6-0

221
900
185
170
236

Jr-RS
Fr-H8
Jr-IL
Jr-Tr
Fr.RS

27 Tony Thornton
76 Kevin Uhls
86 Jeff Urban°
Ti Dan Wansaw
73 Richard Wataon

DB 5-10
OG 64
DE 41-2
LB 6-3
OT 6-3

186
215
225
220
245

Sr-M. Buffalo. N.Y (Grover Cleveland)
Louisville, Ky. Mt, Xavier)
Jr-21, Ilbsevills Fla. (Astronaut)
Fr-HS Ellaabeth, N.J. (Elisabeth)
Jr-31. Mt Vernon. N.Y.(Mt Vernon)

70 Pete Whitman
72 Rudy Wray
37 Brian Wright

OT
LB
DB

230
195
175

Vine Grove, Ky (Meade (41
Fr-HS Decatur. Ala (Austin)
Fr468 Oweneboro. Ky (Catholic I

54 Danny Amato
LB 5-11
98 Greg Armstrong DT 6-1
4
Glen Arterburn
WR 5-it
64 Keith Ankle
00 62
75 Jrasy Atchison
OT 6-2

215
290
165
226
215

So IL
Fr-RS
Jr-1L
SolL
Jr-IL

Hoboken. N.J. (140b04.en)
Paducah. Ky (Heath)
Hialeah. Fla. (Hialeah)
LoulivIlle. Ky. (St. Xavier)
Par)s. Tenn. (Henry Co.)

42
19
67
36
12

5-11
6-0
6-2
5-11
6-0

KS
175
230
156
100

So-R8
Fr-R6
Fr-HS
Sr-2L
Fr-HO

Florence, S.C. (Knox COU•ge)
Santa Clain, Ind. (Heritage Hllis)
Denvtllo. Ky (Denville)
Hopkineville, Ky. (HOpkinsvIlle)
Fridley, Minn. (Totino Grace )

OL 6-3
LB 11-0
DB 64)
RB 5-10
OL 6-9

960
ISO
206
1815
360

Pr-H3 Mt. Aromas., N.Y.(Mt. Vernon)
Jr.JC Columbus. Misr. (Cast Mlindmippi JC
Maillnnvillo. Ky.(North Hopkins)
Fr-ES Huntsville Ala. 13.0. Johnson)
Fr-ES Cincinnati. Ohio (Maillor)

Qft

Series TSU's first year in 0517

Nov. 12 •Middle Tennessee
1:30 PM

2:00 PM

Series MOD leads 1011

Ar

•• Homecoming-OVC game

Jody Bus
Mark Bates
Torn Bauer
David Beetle
Chris Bookish

06 Taurean Bennett
25 Anthony Brewer
7
Tim Broady
19 Michael Brooks
12 Steve Broughton

A New World ofDining...
411b
NOW OPEN

Mario's
We-feature a wide variety
of moderately priced dinners
to be enjoyed in a
private intimate atmosphere...
—Serving Lunch and Dinner1510 Chestnut, (5-Points) 753-3663

DE
RB
DB
WR
DT

LB
QB
OL
LB
QB

6-4
6-0
6-0

Cortrith, Miss. (NE illealesippi JC(
Springfield, III (Griffin)
Lexington, Ky (Lafayette)
Fulton. Ky. (Fulton)
Cadiz. Ky (Trigg Co.)

2
Angelgo Brown
13 Tony Brown
78 Joby Bidden
416 Mark Burke
44 James Burr

LB
Of
00
LB

6-3
PIO
6-3
6-0
540

190
206
250
245
206

Fr-ES Mt. Vernon. N.Y. (Mt. Vernon)
Fr HO Mayfield. Ky. (Mayfield)
Fr RS Parts. Tenn (Henry Co.)
Sr-21. Bowling Green, Ky. (Bowling Green:
So-SQ Paducah. Ky.(Tilghman)

17
NI
112
30
3

LB 6-1
DT 6-0
Da 6-3
RB 5-10
DB 5-9

176
245
150
i75

So.-1L
Fr-HS
Fr-H9
80.41
Fr-R8

Buffalo. N.Y. (Grover Cleveland
Tampa. ra (Robinson
Holmdel. H J I Holmdei )
Wickliffe. Ohio (Wickliffe)
Paducah. Ky Tilghman)

45 Tony Clark
1111 Rod Coggin
Is Eric Gluier
36 Michul Davis
11
Bean DeLeon

LB 6-0
5-10
OT 6-6
RB 6-0
DB 64

220
170
260
106
196

Br-1L
Jr-./C
Jr-B.
fkriL
Jr4C

Decatur. Oa ( Ilawamba JC)
Booneville. Miss (NE Mluisalppi JC:
Ky (Be/lard)
Elkmont. Ala. lElkmont)
Bronx, N.J. (Neasau OC)

29
42
97
19
20

Procayne Demi
Hill Devlin
Grvg INunran
lion Feldhaus
Kenny Flagg

KB
00
PK
I.B
RR

hie
6-0
6-9
5-11
5-to

190
230
160
115
190

Fr.148
Jr-SQ
Jr-R8
Fr HO
So.l`r

Glasgow, Ky. (Glaagow I
Houston. Tex (Dulles)
Ottawa, OM , Cananda (Woodroffe
Cincinnati, 01110 (Moeller)
TIplonvtlle. Tenn (Lake Co I

sti
54
Si
SO
03

Monty Gibson
Lame Golden
Ben Gore
John Haynes
Judd Havel

WE
DY
DB
OG
LB

5-0
6-2
5-5
6-3
5-to

tat
256
100
235
195

Fr RS
Sr -Si.
Sr SQ
I r RS
Jr RS

F.vansville. Ind (Bore t
Tinton Falls. NJ (Monmouth Reglonart
Ky (ChrIsMan Co
Corinth Miss (NE Mississippi JC:
N Miami Beach, Fla. (Miami Reach

44
43
ft
46
II
110

Brad Hays
Wen Herrington
Jay lieneon
Vince Hubs
Koval Hill
Craig Hobson

Tr
RB
TM
RB
DB
DL

64
6-9
6-6
6-0
6-0
ell

316
1110
MO
sob
170
MB

Fr-RS Malden. Mo (Malden
Pr 113 Bergenfield. Ky. (Union ('o:
Jr IL Waterloo, III (Materloo I
Fr RI Camden. Thin. (Casvidm )
97-3111 Cincinnati. OM* (Prineston
Tr-H11 Jackson. Tenn. (Petra! Merry

Shelton Barnum
Bernard Cannon
Scott Cannon
Tony Cl,
.
David (lark

no
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RIVALRY

From Page 5
The rivalry is a community
rivalry. To me, it's a big
ballgame and it always will
be."
Haskins said that when
Calloway picked up its first
win over Murray, a 9-7 decision in 1986, a heavy load had
been lifted off his team's
shoulders. Now the Tigers are
looking to end Calloway's
modest streak.
Here's how the series has
shaped up over the first eight
ballgames:
1979
MHS 32, CCHS 6
Tim Foster ran back the
opening kickoff for an 85-yard
score. Foster also scored on a
92-yard run and picked up 128
yards rushing on only eight
carries as Murray dominated
the series opener.
Nick Swift and Robin
Roberts also scored
touchdowns, Swift on one and
five yard runs and Roberts on
a seven yard reception off a
Rich Rollins pass.
Tim McAlister led Calloway
Country with 25 yards rushing.
Brad Bryan put the Lakers on
the scoreboard with a two yard
run.
1980
MHS 21, OCHS 8
Foster ran for three
touchdowns with carries of 24,
four and 20 yards. In all, he
picked up 147 yards on 25

carries.
Randy Dawson picked up a
fumble and raced in from 23
yards out to give the Lakers a
brief lead. Tommy Workman
rushed 18 times for 64 yards in
a losing effort.
1982
MHS 6, CCHS 3
David McCuiston scored on a
two yard run in the third
quarter to erase a 3-0 Calloway
County halftime lead.
Greg Baker had given the
Lakers an advantage with a
26-yard field goal.
Murray's third win over the
Lakers was secured when
Chris Farmer intercepted a
pass late in the game.
1983
MHS 28, CCHS 7
Farmer punched in two
touchdowns on eight and four
yard runs in the first and second quarters, only to see
Calloway's Todd Contri cut the
Tiger lead in half with a five
yard scoring carry.
The Tigers, however, put the
Lakers away when quarterback Mark Boggess found Jeff
Downey for a 36-yard score in
the fourth. David Wallace capped the scoring when he
recovered a loose ball in the
end zone.
1984
MHS 20, CCHS 19
James Payne's extra point
kick late in the game capped a
Murray comeback to keep the
Tigers' win streak alive. De-

wayne Gammons tied the
game with a 21 yard
touchdown reception from
quarterback Mark West.
Calloway had established a
19-6 lead as Baker booted two
field goals and Mickey Garrison and Mark Wheeler added
touchdowns.
West connected with Steve
Rutledge on a 42 yard screen
pass for an MHS touchdown in
the first quarter.
Ron Kohlenberger brought
Murray within six points by
running in a punt that had been
blocked by Jason Billington 26
yards.
1985
MHS 28, CCHS 6
Ed Hendon hauled in two
touchdown passes, a 27 yard

play from West and a 30
yarder from Rodney Skinner.
Skinner was at the receiving
end of a 26 yard scoring pass
from West and the MHS
quarterback added a one yard
touchdown run.
Laker quarterback Carey
Alexander scored his team's
only touchdown with a six yard
run in the final quarter.
1986
CCHS 9, MHS 7
Calloway County picked up
95 yards passing and no yards
on the ground, but used a
clutch defensive performance
and the big play to defeat Murray for the first time.
Mike Garland kicked a 29
yard field goal on the Lakers'
first drive and, after Murray's
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first drive stalled, Fred Jones
returned a punt 45 yards for
another touchdown.
West put Murray back in the
game with a one yard
touchdown run, but Laker Bobby Allen came up with a key
sack in the fourth quarter to
seal the win.
1987
CCHS 34, MHS 0
Pookie Jones roamed all
over Ty Holland Stadium in his
first-ever game at running
back. The sophomore dashed
for 142 yards on 15 carries and
scored three touchdowns as the
Lakers recorded the series' only shutout to date.
1988
Friday, 7:30 p.m.
at Calloway County
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From Page 18
cornerback Delon Sanders,
tailback Sammie Smith, offensive tackle Pat Tomberlin and
nose guard Odell Haggins.
However, Coach Bobby Bowden
will have to come up with a new
quarterback, center and tight
end, along with two inside
linebackers, a punter and
placekicker.
The likely quarterback, Chip
Ferguson, isn't a rookie. He was
the regular quarterback most of
1985 and has passed for 2,132
career yards and 18
touchdowns.
Clemson returns nine starters
on each side of the ball from last
year's 10-2 team.
Rodney Williams, who needs
one victory to become Clemson's wirudngest quarterback,
directs an attack that features
tailbacks Terry Allen and
Wesley McFadden. Cornerback
Donnell Woolford is the top
returnee on a defense that will
not include a Perry brother for
the first time since 1980.
Challenges could come from
Virginia, North Carolina State
and North Carolina.
The Southeastern Conference
could field more strong teams
than any other.
See NCAA
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Students

Saab

General
Admission

NOM.

Dear Racer Fan:
We invite you to join in the excitement at Stewart
Stadium this fall. With a record-setting quarterback
and an experienced group of seniors on det,ense, we
enter the 1988 season with high expectations. Along
with our returning players, we will bring a class of
29 newcomers. Many of these 29 will see action early in the season. We thank you for your past support,
and thank you in advance for supporting the Racers
in 1988.

Mike Mahoney
Head Football Coach

P'"ok 1

Order your
season tickets
today!
Room 211 Stewart Stadium
Murray State University
762-4895
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
If you purchase your season tickets at
regular price, you may purchase your
childrens tickets on the Family Plan at
$11 each — THROUGH GRADE 12.
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Defending champion Auburn,
No. 7 last year, is counting on
Reggie Slack to replace Jeff
Burger at quarterback, plus a

rugged defense featuring
tackles Tracy Rocker and Ron
Stallworth and nose guard Benji
Roland.
LSU, with Tom Hodson, and
Tennessee, with Jeff Francis,
are the only contenders whose

quarterbacks return. But LSU,
which finished fifth nationally
last season, faces perhaps the
toughest schedule in the nation
- Alabama, Auburn, Florida,
Miami, Ohio State, Tennessee
and Texas A&M. And Tennessee

has to play Georgia, LSU and
Auburn in September.
Favorable conference
schedules could thrust Georgia,
Florida and Alabama into the
picture.
The SEC boasts some of the

High school rosters

Tigers
SENIORS
9-Chandler Stroup (6-1, 185)
running back, defensive back
12-Jason Sammons (6-1, 160)
quarterback, defensive back
17-James Payne (6-1, 200)
running back,linebacker
20-Lance Balmer (5-10, 137)
miming back, defensive back
32-Ricky Garland (5-8, 180)
fullback, defensive back
34-Russell Foster (5-11, 180)
fullback, defensive end
60-Mike Harrison (5-11, 155)
guard, defensive back
66-Brent Strieter (5-8, 170)
guard, defensive end
71-Chaz Carpenter(6-4, 240)
tackle, defensive tackle
74-Scott Lyons (5-11, 240)
tackle, defensive tackle
75-Scott Shultz (6-5, 247)
tackle, defensive tackle
76-Bill Cullop (6-0, 200)
tackle, nose guard
83-Justin Crouse (5-10, 160)
end, defensive back
84-Bruce Thurmond (6-2, 180)
end, defensive back
10-Mark Miller(5-8, 160)
back, defensive back
JUNIORS
16-Robbie Danner (6-2, 189)
quarterback, defensive back
22-Steven Mayfield(5-10, 160)
running back, defensive back
51-Brian Carroll (6-0, 215)
center, defensive tackle
62-John Mark McDougal (5-9, 180)
guard, linebacker
68-Kevin Tucker (6-0, 215)
guard, defensive tackle
70-Monty McCuiston (5-10, 236)
tackle, nose guard
73-Lance Allison (6-3, 200)
tackle, defensive end
77-Jeff English (5-8, 221)
tackle, defensive tackle
85-Jay Poston (6-0, 155)
end, defensive end
89-Trevor Knight (5-9, 170)
tight end, linebacker
SOPHOMORES
7-Jon Burkeen (5-8, 140)
fullback, defensive back
14-Christian Crouse (5-7, 140)
quarterback, defensive back
24-Todd Keller (5-8, 145)
running back, defensive back
33-Jeremy Speight (5-7, 136)•
running back, defensive back
45-Jason Farley (5-8, 140)
running back, defensive back
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53-Greg Milton(5-10, 215)
center, nose guard
55-Pat Tefft (6-0, 191)
center, nose guard
64-Chad Bazzell (5-7, 145)
guard, linebacker
65-Bart Crum (5-11, 170)
guard, defensive end
67-John Parker (5-11, 172)
guard, defensive end
80-Allan Rayburn (5-11, 140)
end, defensive end
86-Joey Bazzell (6-1, 185)
tight end, defensive end
FRESHMEN
8-Brad Nunnaly (5-9, 136)
quarterback, defensive back
21-Rusty Thomas(5-10, 145)
running back, defensive back
30-Michael Barnett (5-6, 120)
running back, defensive back
35-Mike Copeland (5-8, 215)
fullback, nose guard
43-Sean Stogner (5-9, 133)
running back, defensive back
50-Roger Jones(6-0, 160)
tackle, defensive tackle
61-Bill Sanders(5-10, 150)
guard, defensive end
63-Hollis Clark (5-8, 160)
guard, nose guard
72-Jason Reed (5-11, 205)
tackle, defensive tackle
78-Craig Armstrong (6-0, 205)
tackle, defensive tackle
79-Ronnie Thorn (6-4,245)
tackle, defensive tackle
81-Mitchell Fike (6-1, 175)
tight end, linebacker
88-William Gordon (5-3, 110)
end, defensive back
11-Tony Clinton (5-10,150)
running back, defensive back

Lakers

nation's top players - Rocker,
Hodson, Francis, Vanderbilt
quarterback Eric Jones, running backs Bobby Humphrey of
Alabama and Emmitt Smith of
Florida, linebackers Derrick
Thomas of Alabama and Keith
DeLong of Tennessee and defensive back Louis Oliver of
Florida.
Two other Southern independents will boast outstanding quarterbacks - Todd Ellis
of South Carolina and Terrence
Jones of Tulane.
Oklahoma won its fourth consecutive Big Eight title last
year and finished third nationally. The race is again expected to
be an Oklahoma-Nebraska
affair.
Oklahoma could suffer a
slight dropoff from last year's
11-1 squad. Wishbone quarterback Jamelle Holieway the
Sooners' top rusher the past
three seasons, is one of just five
returning offensive starters.
And Oklahoma's tough nonconference schedule includes
North Carolina, Arizona,
Southern Cal and Texas.
Nebraska, No.6 last year, will
rely on quarterback Steve
Taylor to direct the offense and
outside linebacker Broderick
Thomas to key the defense.
Syracuse finished fourth with
an 11-0-1 record and won the
Lambert-Meadowlands Trophy,
emblematic of Eastern
supremacy. If the Orangemen
are to come close to that mark,
Coach Dick MacPherson must
find a replacement for AllAmerican quarterback Don
McPherson.
"Quarterback is the name of
the game," Mitthqson said.
"We have got a kid t.Y the name
of Bill Scharr, who was player
of the year in New York state
two years ago."
Scharr has been called the
best pure passer ever to attend
Syracuse. He joins seven returning starters on offense, including both running backs and
four of five interior linemen.
Penn State may have to do it
without star tailback Blair
Thomas, who is recuperating
from knee surgery last winter.
The defense is a concern
because of injuries, illness and
Inexperience, although Paterno
calls Eddie Johnson the best
cornerback he's ever had.
West Virginia is being touted
for possible Eastern honors

SENIORS
79-Russell Boyd (6-3, 236)
offensive tackle, defensive tackle
58-Stephen Conners (5-6, 182)
offensive guard, defensive tackle
95-Eric Gibson (6-1, 175)
tight end, defensive end
77-Jimmy Hill (6-3, 263)
offensive guard, defensive tackle
65-Jeff Holmes (6-0,230)
center, noseguard
76-Kevin Kelly (6-3, 247)
offensive tackle, defensive tackle
21-Greg Lassiter (5-11,145)
quarterback, safety
22-Darren McCuiston (6-2, 165)
wide receiver, cornerback
34-Patrick Orr (6-0, 176)
fullback, linebacker
1-Gary Roberson (6-1, 141)
halfback, cornerback
28-Greg Workman(5-9, 144)
halfback, safety
JUNIORS
26-Toby Bowker (5-9, 160)
halfback, linebacker
16-Tim Carpenter (5-9, 140)
wide receiver, cornerback
44-Tracy Coleman (6-0, 185)
fullback, linebacker
9-Cliff Curd (6-2,177)
tight end, defensive end
5-Brian Eels (6-2, 145)
wide receiver, center
89-Eric Hogancamp (5-10,201)
tight end, defensive end
70-Keith Jones (6-3;205)
offensive guard, defensive tackle
4-Robert Jones (6-2, 170)
halfback, safety
56-Michael Lax (5-10, 156)
offensive guard, noseguard
74-Matt Maness (6-0, 275)
offensive guard, noseguard
87-Robert Orr (6-2, 160)
tight end, defensive end
33-Joey Waller (6-0, 168)
wide receiver, safety
SOPHOMORES
64-Mark Allbritten(5-10, 163)
offensive tackle, defensive tackle
40-Michael Boyd (6-3, 198)
fullback, linebacker
78-Brad Bray (6-4, 245)
offensive tackle, defensive tackle
3-Billy Brickey (5-7, 138)
halfback, cornerback
51-Chris Bynum (5-7, 171)
offensive guard, defensive tackle
62-Heath Crouch (5-7, 166)
offensive guard, nose guard
52-Ryan Dawson (5-11, 170)
offensive guard, defensive end
10-Rob Dennis (5-9, 137)
wide receiver, cornerback
7-Aaron Dugger (5-5, 116)
wide receiver, cornerback
Page 24
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37-Ray Fennel (5-7, 133)
halfback, safety
85-Jason Garner (5-5, 122)
wide receiver, cornerback
55-Brian McClard (5-9, 177)
center, defensive end
66-Billy McMillen (5-7, 232)
fifensive tackle, defensive tackle
From Page 8
81-Tony Patrick (6-3, 189)
tight end, defensive end
Individually, Golden and
2-Hughron Payne (5-9, 121)
quarterback, cornerback
Murphy represent two gifted
54-Eddie Rehmus (5-4, 169)
offensive guard, defensive tackle
32-Randy Swift (5-7, 126)
agiletes who have risen to play
halfback, cornerback
43-Jason Vandenburg (5-8, 123)
significant roles on their team.
wide reciever, cornerback
24-Michael Winters (5-9, 155)
Together, they represent an exwide receiver, cornerback
ample of what a strong work
FRESHMEN
42-James Barrett (6-0, 148)
ethic can bring.
halfback, cornerback
71-Sean Kelly (5-11, 220)
offensive tackle, defensive tackle
They only hope that they can
41-Shane Ticknor (na, na)
get just one more OVC title out
halfback, safety
49-James Williams (5-10, 154)
wide receiver, cornerback
of it.
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Head
to
head
combat
Two Racers mix it up at
a recent Murray State
practice. The hard hitters were participating
in what head coach Mike
Mahoney termed "the
smash drill," which is
designed to increase the
players' desire to hit and
improve their technique
on throwing and running
through blocks. The
Racers, who have only 10
games scheduled, open
their season with a Sept.
3 home game against
Tennessee-Martin.

Staff photo by Clay Walker

RACERS
From Page 4
When you have a rule and
you change it, it's no longer a
rule. The key thing, I think, is
not to make too many rules.
Then you don't have to make
exceptions.
They have to understand,
though, that no one person is
more important than the team
itself.
Ledger and Times: With the
absence of Payne, the 24
seniors lost to graduation, Cira
and whoever else may follow,
do you believe that the team
will be able to find ample
leadership?

SPECIAL
From Page 19
snap," he added. "If it is a good
snap and you don't see a rush,
then you think about really getting off a good kick."
All four are aware that good
kicks may not be noticed while
bad ones always are. But
they're also aware of the
benefits they bring to their
teams with their leg and their "I
can do it!" attitude.
Each of the specialists have
also had their special moments
"We were back in the end zone
and I was just praying for a
good snap," Carroll
remembered from a game last
season. "I got a good snap and
got the ball off just at the right
time." Carroll also
remembered being named the

Mahoney: This is a pretty
strong junior class, especially
on offense. The defense is a
senior, sophomore and
freshman group and the offense is a senior and junior
group with some sophomores
and a freshman fullback now.
That kind of works out
because you never know.
Sometimes you anticipated a
guy to be a good leader and he
doesn't turn out that well and
other times a guy jumps to the
front and surprises you. We
just have to wait and see what
happens.
Ledger and Times: At this
point, what areas would you
See RACERS
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team's MVP after last year's
rivalry matchup against
Calloway, as he was called upon
to punt the ball "eight or nine
times."
But Lassiter responded with
the self-deprecating humor a
punter sometimes needs. "Can
it be a bad one?" he asked when
pressed for a memorable
moment.
He didn't have to rely on a
"bad one," as Lassiter recalled
a 65-yard punt in a 3A district
game last year against Lone
Oak.
Jones' first year of placekicking saw a 45-yard field goal help
the Lakers notch a win against
4A school Madisonville, while
Payne remembered a 47-yard
field goal against Trigg County,
also in his sophomore year.
"Yeah, I had my kicking shoe
that day," he said with a grin.

DENIAL.
Time to face the fact that being overweight increases your
risk of heart attack and to
begin a program of healthy
diet and exercise. After all,
it's easier to treat a case
of denial now than a heart
attack later.
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after a 6-6 season in which five
of the losses were by a total of 15
points. But Coach Don Nehlen
said the Mountaineers have
got a long way to go before we
are as good as some people
think we're going to be."
In the Midwest, Michigan,
Michigan State and Iowa are
favored to fight it out for the Big
Ten title, while Notre Dame
continues to rebuild.
George Perles inherited a 2-9
Michigan State team five years
ago and took the Spartans to the
Rose Bowl and a No. 8 national
finish in 1987. Record-setting
Lorenzo White is gone but the
Spartans don't lack for
backfield talent.
Junior Blake Ezor will get
first shot at replacing White and
Bobby McAllister is an ex-'t

perienced quarterback. Other
stars include split end Andre
Rison, offensive tackle Tony
Mandarich and linebacker Percy Snow.
The Big Ten race, which used
to come down to the Michigan.
OhioState finale, could be
decided early. Iowa will be at
Michigan State in a league
opener Oct. 1. The following
week, Michigan State plays at
Michigan and, on Oct. 15,
Michigan visits Iowa.
Michigan Coach Bo
Schembechler doesn't expect
any of the three to contend for
the national championship:
"We're too busy beating up on
each other."
Schembechler hasn't named
his quarterback, but whoever it
is will have excellent targets in
John Kolesar and Greg
McMurty.
Iowa Quarterback Chuck
Hartlieb passed for 3,092 yards

and 19 touchdowns and has an
excellent supporting east in
wide receiver Travis Watkins,
tight end Mary Cook and
fullback David Hudson. Nose
guard Dave Haight is the defensive leader.
Notre Dame will be without
Heisman Trophy winner Tim
Brown. Ricky Watters has been
moved from tailback to flanker,
Mark Green will operate at
tailback and Tony Rice will be
back at quarterback.
The battle of Los Angeles —
UCLA and quarterback Troy
Aikman vs. Southern Cal and
quarterback Rodney Peete —
could decide the Pac-10 championship for the second straight
season.
In his first season at UCLA
after transfering from
Oklahoma, Aikman completed
159 of 243 passes for 2,354 yards
and 16 touchdowns during the
regular season to rank second in

the nation in passing efficiency.
Peete was ranked fourth in the
country after completing 175 of
291 passes for 2,460 yards and 19
touchdowns and leading the
Trojans to the Rose Bowl.
Peete and Aikman are two of
nine regular quarterbacks
returning in the Pac-10. Only

RACERS
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point to as the keys to your
team's success in 1988?
Mahoney: Offensively, it's to
develop a running game.
Defensively, it's the ability of
X amount of freshmen, or
JUCO, or redshirt freshmen to
be OVC quality players and
then to settle on two kickers.
If we can't throw the ball
with the quarterback we have
and the receivers we have,
then there's something

High school schedules

Tigers

Lakers
August 26
7:30
Murray Tigers

September 2 7:30
Last year: won 21-0
•(at) Crittenden County Rockets

September 2
8:00
Last year: did not play
(at) Somerset Briar Jumpers

SepteMber 9 7:30
Mayfield Cardinals

Last year: lost 34-12

September 9
7:30
Last year: won 17-7
Madisonville Maroons
id*
September 16 7:30
Last year: won 46-6
•(at) Lone Oak Purple Flash

Last year: won 34-3

September 23 7:30
• Union County Bles

September 23 7:30
•Fulton County Pilots

Last year: won 34-0

Last year lost 20-14

September 30 7:30
Last year: won 35-15
(at) Lone Oak Purple Flash

September 30 7:30
Last year: lost 33-15
(at) Mayfield Cardinals

October 7
7:30
Last year: won 44-0
•Ballard Memorial Bombers

October 7
7:30
Last year: won 20-6
•(at) Hopkinsville Tigers

October 14
7:30
Last year: won 27-0
•(at) Fulton City Bulldogs

October 14
Last year: won 17-6
7:30
• Graves County Eagles

°Acker 21
7:30
Last year: won 7-0
Caldwell County Tigers

October 21
7:30
Last year: lost 20-7
•Paducah Tilghman Blue Tornado

October 28
7:30
•(at) Heath Pirates

Last year: lost 26-14

October 28
7:30
Last year: won 22-7
(at) Marshall County Marshals

Last year: did not play

November 4

November 4

7:30

8:00
Last year: did not play
(at) Fort Knox Eagles

Union County Braves
0 IA conference game

0 3A conference game
_

drastically wrong.
It's not like we're in a league
with Nebraska and Oklahoma
and we're two light years
behind them in talent. I think
we're physically going to have
as much talent as anybody
else.
If we can get off to a good
start and get on a roll and win
a couple early... I think the
game's 75 percent mental and
if our guys can start thinking
that they're pretty good, I'm
certainly not going to try to
convince them otherwise.
It could be fun, because
they'll be a lot of new faces
and a lot of new guys making
their marks.

LOCAL

August 26
Last year: lost 34-0
7:30
(at) Calloway County Lakers

September 16
Open date

Washington lost its starter, but
the Huskies usually contend for
the title and Coach Don James
needs three victories to break
John McKay's record of 70 conference victories.
Arizona, Oregon and Arizona
State should battle for the other
first-division spots.

From Page 17
receiving corps from 1987, but
lost their only deep threat,
Stanley Howard, now with the
New York Giants.
While he's only a freshman,
Felix Springfield, a 5-foot-9,
170-pound Memphis product is
drawing favorable comparisons. Springfield impressed the MSU coaching staff with
a 4.3 40-yard sprint.
The Racers caught a break
in recruiting Springfield. Having seen him play in a summer
football camp, several coaches
knew he had the speed and the
hands to become a good
receiver. He played defensive
back in high school and few
coaches picked up on his
natural abilities as an offensive weapon.
• • •
Mahoney hasn't lost his
frankness or sense of humor
over the offseason. MSU's
coach questioned Southwest
Missouri's refusal to work out
a game when both schools
have a 10-game schedule and
the same two open dates.
He said that a "fear of
Michael Proctor" was the only
reason he could imagine for
the school not wanting to play
the Racers
The quote that drew the most
reaction at Media Day,
however, was when Mahoney
was asked about his return
men on special teams after
having "some problems" there
last season.
"That's like saying Custer
had some problems with Indians," he said.
The Racers fumbled the ball
away 19 times, but only
recovered four of their opponents miscues in 1987.

